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A TRANSLATOR PROGRAM CONVERTING
A DIGITIZED MAP INTO THE FORMAT OF THE

AMERICAN PROPOSED STANDARD FOR DIGITAL CARTOGRAPHIC DATA

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1) Digital Data Volume in Digital Cartography and

Geographic Information Systems

Since the introduction of computers to a broader user

community, the fields digital cartography and Geographic

Information Systems (GISs) have produced steadily

increasing amounts of digital data. This production

results from the need for digital data bases.

One reason for the overwhelming volume of data

produced is the euphoria with which data are produced.

The new technology tempts the digitizing of maps simply for

the sake of digitizing. Another reason for the immense

data volume is ignorance of existing data sets. Thus,

different producers digitize the same data. But even with

the knowledge of existing data sets, some producers reject

the information due to its insufficient quality.

Consequently, these producers also contribute to an

increase in digital data. Others cannot retrieve the data

since their data structure does not match the file format

of the desired data set. Again, the digitizing of the



data increases the already available data volume. Thus,

too often, different people digitize the same data.

The transfer of data reduces the duplication of

effort; however, the exchange of data assumes that sender

and recipient work with the same data structure.

Unfortunately, most often, parties employ different data

formats. If both sides still intend to exchange their

information, then they need to agree on an intermediate

transfer format that can be supported by both exchange

parties. The American Proposed Standard for Digital

Cartographic Data offers such an exchange format [The

American Cartographer (TAC), 1988].

2) Objectives

Since the Standard is a new format in itself, none of

the conimercially-available digitizing or drafting software

packages yet support the Standard's output format. This

calls for the creation of translator programs; all the more

important as many producers will use their digitizing

software without built-in translators for some time. A

translator program automates the conversion of the data

structure under consideration into the Standard's output

format. The questions arise: (1) are there common

problems encountered in writing translator programs; (2)

can difficulties be anticipated during the creation of the

data set, i.e., the digitizing of the map; and (3) which

2
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information about the data stored, according to the new

output format, is important for the user's data set

selection criteria and how can this information be managed

for quick reference?

These questions, connected to the development of a

translator program, lead to the three basic objectives,

setting the framework for this research: (1) to present a

possible solution to the problems one encounters converting

a data structure to the national Standard's output format;

(2) to determine the information that is required by the

Standard, but not necessarily provided by the digitizing

software's data structure, and to find a way to create it;

and (3) to develop ways to manage the information in the

digital data bases, that contain the data sets in the

Standard output format, for quick user reference.

A review of the relevant literature will confirm if

the American Proposed Standard for Digital Cartographic

Data is necessary, and thus if the intended translator

program and the related issues are important to be

identified.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The mere existence of the United States Proposed

Standard for Digital Cartographic Data does not solve all

the problems related to data exchange. The implementation

of this Standard according to its format arises as a

consequent task. Efficient storage and retrieval of the

resulting data exhibits further difficulties. Since these

tasks require considerable effort, two points deserve

closer scrutiny: the necessity of and the alternatives for

a standard. This examination of other possibilities

reinforces the appropriateness of this specific Standard

for the following research.

1) The Need for a National Standard

The necessity for a national standard in digital

cartography is clearly recognized throughout the relevant

literature. The existence of standards in other countries

certainly indicates the long foreseen need for such a

product.

Britain, recognizing the issue of a transfer vehicle

for digital map data as early as 1969 (Sowton et.al.,

1986), is now working with the "National Standard for the

Interchange of Digital Map Data". Canada employs several

national standards for topographic data exchange (Allam,

1986), and South Africa has had its "National Standard for
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the Exchange of Digital Geo-referenced Information" (Clarke

et.al.) since 1987. Southard (1986) compares the history

of the American, Australian, British, and Canadian national

standard. Obviously, all standards result from the need

for such a product (Koo, 1988).

The reasons for the demand for data standards in

digital cartography can be grouped into two general

classes: concern about data quality and duplication of

effort. Data quality is a key issue, since the

explosively developing fields of digital cartography and

GIS create and use huge amounts of data. The new

equipment of both fields facilitates quick capture of

information. The producers gather this information

according to different levels of data quality and different

philosophies of data collection (Southard, 1986; Zarzycki,

1984). For example, the precision of the digitizing

hardware influences data quality, and the application or

omission of topology reflects the philosophy of data

collection. These circumstances increase the difficulty

of objectively judging the integrity of imported data. The

recipient accepts or rejects the data set as a whole.

Almost all authors recognize the duplication of effort

due to the lack of a national standard. Without a general

exchange format, each organization captures almost all the

features necessary to create a complete map. Different

producers digitize essentially the same data over and over.
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In order to avoid this duplication of effort, many agencies

start exchanging information. However, producers and

recipients using different data structures first have to

agree on an intermediate exchange format (Koo, 1988;

Moellering, 1986; Zeiler, 1986).

When the user thereafter requires information stored

in a data structure that is different from the selected

exchange format, she or he again has to agree on yet

another transfer vehicle. For example, as shown in Figure

1, A can exchange data with agencies C, E, and F using a

single translator; it requires new translators to exchange

data with agencies B and D. In the worst case, there may

be no translator for direct communication between agencies,

for example, between agencies C and D (Figure 1). If the

exchange parties do not find a common format, it may even

be necessary to write a specific translator program (Koo,

1988; Brooks, 1986; Zeiler, 1986). However, the writing

of such a program involves time consuming effort (Brooks,

1985; Sowton et.al., 1986; Simpson, 1986; Maher, 1986;

USGS, 1988b). Both the uncertainty of the data quality

and the lack of a uniform exchange format hinder general

data transfer. Organizations produce their own data

rather than depend on the reliability of imported

information.
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2) Quasi-Standards

The increasing need for frequent data exchange between

certain users has led to the establishment of quasi-

standards, such as DXF, IGES, GKS, EDIF, CORE etc., which

are now accepted by a majority of the industry (Zeiler,

1987; Fallon, 1986; Maher, 1986; Encarnacao et.al., 1986;

Koo, 1988). Despite the wide use of some of these quasi-

standards, some researchers judge them to be inefficient

for cartographic applications (Zeiler, 1987; Fallon, 1986;

Koo, 1988).

Thus, there is an obvious need for a national standard

in digital cartography, making digital data exchange easier

(Figure 2). Several authors point out that industry is

generally reluctant to adopt such a standard. But they

express the hope that the application of the Standard

required for Federal agencies will encourage the private

sector to finally accept it as a general transfer vehicle

(Southard, 1986; Zeiler, 1987). The national Standard

itself is now undergoing its final test phase (Rossmeissl,

1989) after a thorough development which has taken more

than 15 years. The history of this development is very

well documented, especially by Moellering (1986) and TAC

(1988)
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3) The American Standard

The implementation of the American proposed Standard

(TAC, 1988) requires not only familiarity with its

terminology but also awareness of existing problems. Most

of these problems have been reviewed and solved during the

earlier stages of testing (USGS, 1986a; Rossmeissl, 1989).

However, the Standard bears its own difficulties for a

complete encoding according to its format.

a) Definitions and References

The Standard consists of four parts. Part I contains

definitions and references for the rest of the Standard.

An entity is a real world phenomenon that is not subdivided

into phenomena of the same kind. An object is a digital

representation of all or part of an entity. The Standard

defines 0-, 1-, and 2-dimensional cartographic objects

(e.g., point, line, area, respectively). The term feature

includes both a defined entity and its object

representation. There are three classes of cartographic

objects defined in the Standard: those with Geometry Only,

Topology Only, and Geometry and Topology. Objects with

Geometry only are used for cartographic drawing only.

Geometric and Topologic objects are used in work with

modern cartographic data structures which use geometric

drawing and topological operations. Topology only is used

for certain analytical operations. For example, a point
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is a 0-dimensional object that falls into the geometry only

class. The point specifies geometric location through a

set of coordinates. It can only be used for cartographic

drawing. A node, on the other hand, falls into the

geometry and topology class. It is a 0-dimensional object

that is a topological junction or end point and may specify

geometric location through an optional set of coordinates.

Thus, the node is used for work with modern cartographic

data structures which use geometric drawing and topological

operations.

It is important to recognize that the translation of a

producer's data structure into the Standard's format first

requires that the user's data structure complies with the

Standard's data model. Part I of the Standard presents a

conceptual model of digital cartographic data. (For

example, the AutoCAD software's PLINE command becomes a

string in Standard terminology.) In addition, the

difficulty of encoding compound objects (i.e., those built

with objects from a set of the same kind of objects) and

complex objects (i.e., those built with objects from a set

of a different kind of objects from the same class of use),

often referred to as symbols (Koo, 1988), is a widely

recognized issue (Cooper, 1987; Moellering, 1986; TAC,

1988)
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b) Spatial Data Transfer Specification

The Spatial Data Transfer Specification (SDTS)

described in part two of the Standard, comprises the

general models and specifications for the implementation of

the Standard (TAC, 1988). It complies with the

International Standard Organization's (ISO) standard No.

8211-1985 - short ISO 8211 - requirements for exchange of

information interchange files (ANSI, 1986). The basic

structure of ISO 8211 facilitates of the recipient's full

understanding the data, without any later interaction once

the data are exported (Sowton, 1986; Moellering, 1986;

Brooks, 1985, 1986; TAC, 1988). A data-descriptive-file

(DDF) conveys the data and forms in the conceptual sense of

the Standard one Spatial Data Transfer. A DDF consists of

one data-descriptive-record (DDR) and one or more data-

records (DR's) (ANSI, 1986). The DDR defines the tags and

their structure, both of which are used to construct the

content of a data record.

Brooks (1985, 1986) documents use and implementation

of ISO 8211 very clearly and he also demonstrates its

application to the national Standard (Brooks, 1986). In

addition, he gives several examples for the use of support

software. Support software translates data into the

complex format of the Standard. The encoder can avoid the

time consuming procedure of writing a translator program.
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However, the support software itself requires a predefined

data structure, which closely resembles the form of the

Standard output format.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS, 1988b) provides a

procedure manual for the implementation of the Standard.

This publication describes the translation of a map from

the readily-encoded Digital Line Graph (DLG) format (USGS,

1986b) to Standard output format, with the "Glen Ellen"

quadrangle in California as the example (USGS, 1988b).

It presents a valuable manual for the main steps of the

implementation of the Standard.

Van Roessel (1988) focuses on more difficult points of

the Standard's implementation. He elaborates the encoding

of attributes, raster data, arcs and polygons, and then

presents examples for the implementation of relational and

raster modules.

If one considers writing her or his own translator

software, the use of FORTRAN or the C programming language

is strongly recommended (USGS, l988b). It is advisable to

use these two programming languages since existing software

has been written in both languages (Brooks, 1986; USGS,

l988b). Furthermore, the USGS (l988a) distributes software

tools written in the C language, that consist of many

separate C programming language functions. This reduces

much of the work load of writing a translator program.
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Kernighan et.al. (1978) concisely define the C language;

and many other authors elaborate its refinements and

applications, for progranuners unfamiliar with the language.

c) Digital Cartographic Data Quality

The third part of the Standard - data quality -

consists of a coordinate standard and the specification of

a quality report. It uses the "fitness for use" concept in

a method characterized as "truth in labeling" (Chrisman,

1986; TAC, 1988; Moellering, 1986; USGS, l988b). It

employs five fundamental components for a quality report:

lineage, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical

consistency, and completeness.

A "truth in labeling" method has the major advantage

of allowing the producer to transfer any of her or his data

sets regardless of any "in-house" data standards. Before,

"in-house" data standards judged the complete data set as

transferable or not, and the user could not decide on the

useability of single components of the data. Now, the

user can decide if at least some parts of the data could

"fit" her or his specific purpose. However, the new

method assumes that the producer provides detailed

information on her or his product. The user has to decide

about the "fitness" of the data for the specific purpose;

and select which of the available data is useful, for the

intended purpose. Therefore, vague "in-house" data
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standards of the producer lose their meaning.

In addition, accurate documentation of the data makes

the userts scrutiny easier (Moellering, 1986; Sowton

et.al., 1986; Allam, 1986; Chrisman, 1986). This new

situation shifts the responsibility for data use errors to

the userts side (Chrisman, 1986; TAC, 1988). Several

advantages arise: first, any product can be stored and

consequently more data will be available; second, costs are

reduced since data sets are not necessarily useless just

because of some stringent standard parameters on the side

of the user as well as the producer; third, vague ttj_
house" standards can be eliminated (Chrisman, 1986).

d) Cartographic Features

Although several authors (Cooper, 1986; Vahala, 1986)

advise against a national feature catalogue for

cartographic objects, because of historical and practical

reasons, the American Standard defines entities and

attributes in an appendix. This appendix can be easily

updated, to include new terms. Part four of the Standard

describes the conceptual model for defining new

cartographic features. The user can define her or his own

entities or attributes if they are not compatible with, or

included in, the appendix.

Two new terms are defined: attribute, and attribute

value. An attribute is a defined characteristic of an
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entity. And an attribute value is a quality assigned to

an attribute. For example, a bridge is an entity which

may have the attribute "composition" and the attribute

value "steel" (TAC, 1988). However, the mere existence of

these definitions does not automatically facilitate their

easy use. "Attribute accuracy" indicates the correct use

of the appropriate term defined in the Standard (USGS,

1986). Difficulties may also arise with the translation

of graphic attributes (e.g., pen number) into non-graphic

information or entity/attribute definitions according to

Standard terminology (Zeiler, 1987).

A further problem exists in connection with the

storage and retrieval of the data, once they are prepared

according to the Standard format. If one decides to store

several entities (e.g., road, train, river) as one specific

theme (e.g. transportation), then the Standard offers an

optional concept: the entity class or attribute class.

This resembles layers in some Computer Assisted Design

(CAD) programs, in that the several entities in each layer

make up the entity class. However, earlier testing of the

Standard revealed that the use of entity/attribute classes

limited the potential usefulness of the information to all

recipients (USGS, l988b; Cooper, 1987; Rugg et.al., 1986).

Consequently, only entity and attribute definitions are

implemented (USGS, l986b; Rugg, 1988), not entity classes.
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Data Indexes

Although entity classes are not implemented, they

could be very useful in indexes, which gain importance as

the data volume grows. The user wants quick accessibility

to the information about the data sets stored according to

the new output format. Indexes manage such information

and make this possible. Nebert (1988) discusses some of

the main characteristics of digital indexes. The

appropriate management of indexes or libraries results in

more data sharing and less data duplication (Niemann,

1988). Furthermore, indexes prevent the creation of

inherent errors (Vitek, 1984) such as the use of erroneous

or unintended data sets.

Summary

The literature review reveals the need for a national

standard in digital cartography. The American response is

the proposed Standard (TAC, 1988) which has been tested

extensively. The Standard consists of four parts:

Definitions and References, Spatial Data Transfer

Specification, Digital Cartographic Data Quality, and

Cartographic Features. All four parts are closely

interrelated, when applied to concrete examples of

transfers. The use of each of the four parts bears

difficulties of its own; the major task of this research is

the automated implementation of a specific data structure
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according to SDTS, since difficulties in doing so have been

encountered earlier (USGS, l986a). A computer program

prepared by the researcher automates the implementation.

The literature review shows that the C programming language

provides an appropriate programming language for the

realization of this method.

Storage and retrieval of the newly acquired data sets

creates the associated problem of how to deal with the

newly gained output format. Indexes convey the

information about the accessibility of the digital data

sets (i.e., the information stored) the user wants to

select and help reduce unintentional applications. This

research examines which information shall be included in

such an index.

However, the literature review shows that hardly any

work has been done on translator programs and the related

issues, indicating that the following research is

necessary. Chapter 3 outlines the steps undertaken in

this research in order to achieve the research goals.
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CHAPTER 3

PREPARATION OF DIGITIZING PROCEDURE

Chapter 3 and 4 describe and discuss methods used to

achieve the first of the three main research objectives

stated in the introduction: (1) representation of a hard

copy map in the digital domain, (2) translation of the

resulting digital data structure into the new Standard's

output format, and (3) application of the recommendations

of the Lower Umpqua Project (LUP). The purpose of the LUP

was to determine the problems with data sharing between

agencies. This project allowed the researcher to suggest

the kind of information needed for the management of

digital data indexes, as applied to the specific case of

the Standard format.

1) Digitizing of Hard Copy Map

Two variables determine the selection of a study map:

the map coverage and its purpose. The map coverage is the

area depicted on the map; the purpose reflects the intended

use of the map for a certain application.

Usually, a factor not in the producer's control

defines the map coverage and its purpose. For example, a

customer orders a specific map, or an agency prepares a

quadrangle required for the complete coverage of an area.

In this research, the Deer Head Peak (formerly Deer Head

Point) 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle in Oregon
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(Figure 3) served as the study map since it is within the

research area of the Lower Umpqua Project (LUP), which is

the map area selected by the Northwest Land Information

System Network (NWLISN) study group.

The researcher deliberately defined a fictional user

for the map, and entities were grouped into themes or

layers according to their meaning to this user. The same

entities could be assigned to different themes depending on

the purpose and the user of the map. For example, a

hydrologist represents the entity river on a hydrology

layer whereas an industrialist puts the same feature on a

transportation layer (Sowton et.al., 1986). In this

thesis, the fictional user is an industrialist.

2) Data Set

In this research, one example data set was used

throughout the thesis; each step is based on the same

initial hard copy map.

To facilitate the understanding of the digitizing and

translation processes a limited data set was used. Only

four entity groups of the source map were used: "park",

"place", "road", and "wateay", and the source map was

generalized, meaning that fewer (x,y) coordinates were

digitized. Too many (x,y) coordinates would detract from

the use of the data set to illustrate the transfer

mechanism.



Lower Umpqua Project (LUP)

The Deer Head Peak quadrangle is one out of eleven

quadrangles of the Lower Umpqua Project (LUP). The LUP is

the given project area in Oregon for the Northwest Land

Information System Network (NWLISN). The NWLISN is

charged with examining the difficulties of digital spatial

data sharing between agencies.

Both the exchange and the accessibility of these data

are difficult. Two different working groups study these

difficulties. The researcher refers to the two groups as

the Digital Data Exchange Project (DDEP) and the Digital

Data Index Project (DDIP). The DDEP deals with the

transfer of data between agencies; the DDIP discusses the

management of the resulting data bases. Eleven agencies

participate in both working groups.

The author attended both working groups to be able to

suggest one way to manage the data sets stored according to

the new Standard output format. The problems of this task

are discussed in relation to the Lower Uirtpqua Project

(LUP). The findings of the DDIP build the basis for the

suggestions concerning information management of the data

sets stored according to the Standard output format.

Hardware and Software

A digitizer for manual digitizing and a digitizing

tablet for large scale digitizing in the Department of

22
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Geosciences, Oregon State University, were used together

with an IBM compatible PC. The Aut0CAD program was

employed for digitizing although other digitizing programs

are available in the Department of Geosciences at OSU.

The researcher used AUtoCAD (Raker et.al., l988) since it

is widely employed throughout the drafting and mapping

community (Encarnacao, 1986). In addition, AutoCAD is a

user friendly and versatile program. Furthermore, the

Cartographic Service in the Department employs AutoCad for

the digitizing of its maps, thus the researcher could

consult the Cartographic Service at Oregon State University

to confirm that appropriate digitizing commands were used.

The AutoCAD software assigns the graphic entities to

layers, a useful feature since cartography, GIS, and remote

sensing handle spatial data according to different layers

(thematic information, themes, and spectral bands). These

layers can be used for the representation of entity classes

which resemble themes. Aut0CAD stores all the layers of

one map in one drawing file.

5) Command Selection for Digitizing

For the digitizing of the map, the researcher applied

several software commands to present the map in the digital

domain. The research project resulted in the selection of

the lowest number of commands used for the digitizing

procedure, but still allowed efficient representation of
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all cartographic objects. These commands were checked by

personnel in the Cartographic Service of the Geosciences

Department at Oregon State University to assure the

appropriateness of the selected commands for a complete

digitizing procedure.

When a coarse mental picture of the intended output

product has been formed, the digitizing procedure starts

(Marble et.al., 1972). Several configuration and editing

commands were used in the digitizing procedure.

Configuration command (CC) in this context means that the

command sets the drawing environment; editing command (EC)

means that the command outputs a cartographic object.

Thus, a configuration command changes the parameters which

determine the appearance of the cartographic object, e.g.,

its color. The editing command results in the digital

representation of an entity, e.g., a line representing a

road. Each of the eight commands has several options.

The digitizing procedure utilizes a digitizing device to

capture (x,y) coordinate pairs, relative to the origin of

the digitizing tablet.

6) Cartographic Setting

This research applied geometry only [i.e., (x,y)

coordinates] as the cartographic setting for the

implementation of the Standard. The implementation of

Topology only or Geometry and Topology as the cartographic
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setting can be derived from the example given with the

application of Geometry only. The research project applied

Geometry only as the example for the implementation since

it is the most commonly used cartographic setting.
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CHAPTER 4

MAP REPRESENTATION IN THE DIGITAL DOMAIN

1) Planning the Map

Before the representation of a printed map in the

digital domain can be realized, it is necessary to have an

idea of the resulting output (Marble et.al., 1972). The

planning of the digital map should anticipate the

configuration of the map for the implementation of the

Standard. Aspects of digitizing should be considered which

lead to a favorable output for the easy conversion of the

AutoCAD drawing file to the Standard output format.

Since the new (digitized) map (Figure 4) is for an

industrialist, the entities are grouped into classes that

convey valuable information to her or him. The map is

briefly described as follows. The entity groups "road"

and "waterway" are stored on the TRANSPORTATION layer.

Both entity groups convey the same kind of information to

the industrialist - they both represent means for the

potential movement of goods. Similarly, the two entity

groups "park" and "place" form one theme, i.e., the

BOUNDARIES layer, for the industrialist - areas of access

for resources or further refinement of products.

A third layer, TEXT, was next constructed which

contains all the text information included on the final

map. Text itself is one form of non-locational attribute

information attached to a cartographic object (Allam,
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1986). One way to display text is through a text label.

A label point gives the (x,y) location of the map text on

the screen or the map in order to assist in feature

identification (TAC, 1988).

However, on each map there is text information which

is not connected to any feature, e.g., the map title. The

Standard itself requires information which is not inherent

to any of the entities represented as cartographic objects,

e.g., map name and scale. The digital map, therefore, has

a fourth layer, MAP, which carries this information as well

as the defined outline of the map. Putting this

information on a separate layer has a major advantage: the

AutoCAD software allows the visual deletion of single

layers. They can be temporarily erased from the screen or

the output. Thus, the MAP layer with the additional

information does not interfere with the rest of the drawing

file. However, this information is still present in the

drawing file, which allows the automated conversion of the

drawing to the Standard format without later adding back

this information.

2) Selected Configuration Commands

The (x,y) coordinate pairs in the digitizing procedure

are determined relative to the origin of the digitizing

tablet. The computer does not know which part of the

digitizing tablet is used for the digitizing procedure; the
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user has to specify this area on the tablet. The AutoCad

TABLET CC prompts the user for calibration of the area,

through the input of two digitizer coordinate pairs and

their corresponding ground coordinates.

In the example, the map is a 7.5 minute topographic

quadrangle (Deer Head Peak) with Universal Transverse

Mercator (UTM) grid coordinates. The two points selected

are UTM grid intersections on opposite corners of the map.

Using these two distant grid intersections increases the

accuracy of the digitizing procedure. The UTM values for

the two coordinates are (420000,4831000) for the southwest

and (429000,4844000) for the northeast corner of the study

map.

The TABLET CC specifies which part of the tablet is

used in the digitizing procedure. In order for the user

to see what has been digitized on the screen, the area of

the digitizing tablet to be displayed on the screen must be

specified. The Aut0CAD LIMITS CC does this by prompting

for the input of coordinate values for map limits slightly

larger than the map's areal extent. The computer now

knows which area of the digitizing tablet has to be

depicted on the screen, but to actually show the entire

area on the screen, the exact area has to be zoomed in.

The ZOOM CC, with its option ALL, displays the entire area

on the screen. With this configuration of the AutoCAD

drawing file, the actual digitizing of objects can start.
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3) More CC'S for Effective Use of EC's

Before the application of an EC (for actual

digitizing) allows the representation of a map symbol as a

cartographic object on the screen, some more CC'S have to

be used. The CC LAYER specifies the layer on which the

digitized entity should appear. Its MAKE option prompts

the input of the layer name.

Different real world entities may be represented by

the same cartographic object. A line can represent a

road, the border of a park, or a river. This kind of

representation does not maintain the difference between

entities. The color of the cartographic object can

convey this information, i.e., that the object's attribute

(e.g., color) rather than the cartographic object itself

defines the entity (e.g., a red line represents a "road"

whereas a blue line represents a "waterway").

Each entity is associated with at least one attribute.

If each entity is associated with only one attribute, then

the entity implies the attribute and no further

determination of an attribute is necessary. This is the

case in this research. However, each entity can have

several attributes. Each EC option could represent one

attribute, e.g., the width of a line representing the

density of traffic on a road and the height of the line

representing the type of road. There are many possible

kinds of representations of attributes (Zeiler, 1986).
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However, it is not the main goal of this research to

create a sophisticated program. Therefore, one attribute

satisfies the purpose of documentation. On the other

hand, different attribute values for one attribute are

essential to communicate cartographic information and the

program allows the application of up to five different

attribute values per attribute. For example, a red line

represents a road. The entity road has the attribute

road_type. Since the map portrays several types of roads

(i.e., US_highway, Secondary_Road), this information must

somehow be included in the digital representation.

The ELEV(ation) CC allows this kind of input. The

values entered with the ELEV CC appear as z-values

(heights) in the output. Since attribute information in

cartography is often represented as z-values, these values

fit the digital presentation of attribute values very well

(Zeiler, 1986). Thus, the elevation has to be changed for

each different attribute value, and the color has to be

changed for each new entity. The application of the ELEV

CC offers one additional advantage: it allows for the use

of real numbers that can be used to represent codes of an

index.

In summary, each attribute can have several attribute

values, and the z-value or height of an object is the

numeric representation (attribute code) of the attribute

value. The ELEV CC does exactly that; its value is used



to specify the attribute code which represents the

attribute value.

4) Application of Editing Commands for Digitizing

Three Aut0CAD commands are used for editing: DTEXT,

PLINE, and POINT. The PLINE command has several options

allowing the determination of additional attributes if

intended. With the first application of these EC's, the

digital representation of objects on the screen begins.

Once the AutoCAD environment is set (i.e., the tablet is

defined, etc.), the cartographic objects of the first layer

can be digitized. It should be the layer called MAP,

since the program which processes the AutoCAD information,

requires a layer to be named MAP. The MAP layer contains

only information which is required by the Standard but

cannot be retrieved from the object representation of the

entities. In order to include this information, and yet

assure the automated conversion of the AutoCAD DXF file,

the researcher uses a construct. Each piece of

information required by the Standard but not provided

otherwise is represented as a separate label point on the

MAP layer. Since by definition for the digitizing

procedure, this layer carries no entity information, the

translator program, later described, decodes data on the

MAP layer differently than on any other layer. For the

representation of this information, the researcher used the

32
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color black since black is not used for any other entity

representation. The COLOR CC prompts for the input of a

color code, and AutoCAD translates the color white into

black on the screen.

The POINT EC allows the determination of the extent of

the map as required by the Standard. The POINT EC prompts

for the input of a point, and the MAP layer carries this

information. Two points define the geographic areal

domain (TAC, 1988). Taking the southwest

(419320.24,4830491.5) and northeast (429554.15,4844258.4)

corners of the coverage rectangle assures that all objects

lie within the defined area (Figure 5).

The use of the DTEXT EC for the MAP layer allows the

representation of all the text information the Standard

requires (TAC, 1988) but cannot be represented in another

way. It is essential to the program which processes the

Aut0CAD drawing file that this text information appears on

MAP layer.

The DTEXT EC allows the editing of text. One line of

text corresponds to a separate piece of text information in

the AutoCAD drawing file. AutoCAD stores each text line

as separate information. Thus, all text information can

be edited with one single invocation of the DTEXT EC. The

user just has to press the ENTER button in order to

terminate one line of information.
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Figure 5: Defining the map extent specifying two

coordinate pairs [MINMAX (TAC, 1988)].
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The sequence of the information is very important for

the program which processes the AutoCAD drawing file. For

the program developed in this research, the sequence of

information according to the following variables must be:

the domain, map (name), title, comment, (map) date, (map)

scale, and the zone number of the Universal Transverse

Mercator (UTM) grid system or the State Plane Coordinate

System (SPCS). Any numbers for the input (e.g., the

number 24000 for scale) have to be preceded by an

underscore (_). Since the zone number requires the

specification of the hemisphere in which a point is located

by a '+' or '-' sign (TAC, 1988), no underscore (_) is

needed for this value.

Finally, the PLINE EC allows the digitizing of the

outline, and allows any digitized line to be closed

exactly. Therefore, the PLINE EC represents rings as well

as lines. Summarizing the requirements or suggestions for

the first layer, the MAP layer contains the outline of the

map, the areal extent of the map (two points), and the

information for the Standard which is not otherwise

specified in the drawing file.

The next layer can be any information layer. In the

example used in this research, it is the TRANSPORTATION

layer. The COLOR CC defines the first group of entities,

where red identifies Itroadsht. Since this group of
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entities consists of several types, the specific entity

(e.g., US highway) has to be specified by an attribute and

its associated attribute value. The CC ELEV(ation)

prompts the input of the value used as the attribute code

representing the attribute value of the attribute, road

type.

BOUNDARIES is the third layer. On this layer there

are two groups of entities: "park" and "place" boundaries.

For the object representation of entities, the color is

selected which is most closely associated with the entity.

For example, green is selected for the representation of

park borders.

"Places" are collections of "buildings" defined as

settlements. Thus, the encoding of settlement is a rather

subjective process, involving major interpretation of

buildings on the original map (Beck et.al., 1986). The

representation of single houses on a 1:24000 scale map in

the first place is a function of map scale (Cooper, 1986)

and therefore interpretation. In this research, places

are represented as accumulations of buildings, i.e., the

border lines of areas. The color code 5 (yellow) is used

to represent a settlement.

The fourth layer is TEXT. There are two

possibilities for representing text using the DTEXT EC.

One is to put all text information on one layer called

TEXT. On the other hand, text information could be put on
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the same layer as the entity the text refers to.

In the first instance, the TEXT layer can be easily

excluded from the remaining layers. In the second case,

there is the possibility of giving the text information an

additional attribute value by using the same color of the

entity to which the text label refers. However, text

functions mostly as an attribute itself. The addition of

color is not of high value; besides, attribute values can

be given by text height or width (Allam, 1986).

Furthermore, the placement of text on the same layer as the

entity has one drawback: the procedure becomes rather

tedious work when much text is inserted at a later time.

The program processing the AutoCAD DXF-output file handles

both possibilities. The example used in this research

applies the first alterative; text is placed on one layer

called TEXT.

5) Encoding into the Standard's Conceptual Model

Once it is clear how to represent the original hard

copy map (Figure 3) in the selected software (Figure 4),

the encoding of the AutoCAD data structure into the

Standard's data structure is the next step (USGS, l988b).

For this procedure, part 1 of the Standard comes into play

(TAC, 1988). The CC'S set the editing environment and

need no encoding. The EC's have to be encoded into the

Standard's conceptual model since they carry the object
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information. The three selected EC's have to be encoded:

DTEXT, PLINE, and POINT.

We have seen that DTEXT EC is used to input

information which is required by the Standard on layer MAP.

Thus, the text does not represent any text labels. There

is no need to encode this information since it is simply

stored in variables.

The use of the DTEXT EC on layer TEXT differs from

this since the DTEXT EC represents text labels. The

Standard defines five 0-dimensional cartographic objects.

The definition of the label point object suits the function

of the points represented on layer TEXT best. A label

point object is "a point used principally for displaying

map and chart text (feature names) to assist in feature

identification" (TAC, 1988).

The POINT EC represents the qeneric point. A point

of this kind is "a 0-dimensional object that specifies

geometric location. A set of coordinates specifies the

location" (TAC 1988). Thus, the two points defining the

areal extent of the map are encoded as generic points.

The PLINE EC is used to form lines and rings. The

term string defines the linear objects of the Aut0CAD PLINE

EC best: "a sequence of line segments. (A string does not

have nodes, node identifiers, or left and right identifiers

and may intersect itself or other strings)" (TAC, 1988).

It is very important to recognize that a string can
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intersect itself or other strings. Digitizing in AutoCAD

allows for the intersection of strings. Any other 1-

dimensional objects require a topological data structure.

The second object represented by the PLINE EC fits the

definition for ring: "a sequence of non-intersecting

chains, strings, links, or arcs with closure. (It

represents a closed boundary, but not the interior area

inside the closed boundary)" (TAC, 1988):. In this

research all areas are represented as strings with closure.

This is not necessary when the area lies at the edge of the

map. In such a case, the map border joins a string and

defines the boundary of the area. However, areas in the

research example are digitized as strings with closure

(Figure 6). This has the advantage that users who apply

topology to their data structure can load the data set into

their software without having to check for closure (a

requirement for polygons, for example). Thus, the

software which stores information in a topological data

structure can incorporate the ring as a polygon. When the

map is digitized and it is clear how the Aut0CAD code is

represented in the conceptual model of the Standard, then a

translator program can be written.

6) Layer, Entity, and Attribute Name Selection

The foregoing discussion uses the layer, entity, and

attribute terms relatively unhampered. However, there is



Figure 6: Digitizing of polygons which have

line segments forming parts of the

map margin.
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an underlying concept for their selection. Part IV of the

cartographic Standard comprises a feature Standard defining

entities and attributes including their associated

attribute values. These definitions are the basis for the

terms used in this research.

The drawing file digitized for this research consists

of the four layers TRANSPORTATION , BOUNDARIES, MAP, and

TEXT, each of them representing an entity class. The

Standard defines an entity class as "a specified group of

entities" (TAC, 1988). Since each layer represents a

certain group of entities, the interpretation of a layer as

an entity class is justified.

The Standard itself uses the term transportation as an

example for an entity class. The TRANSPORTATION layer in

the example implementation covers the two entities "road"

and "waterway" as entities of its group. The entity

"road" easily fits a group bearing the title

transportation. The appendix of the Standard defines this

entity as "an open way for the passage of vehicles,

persons, or animals on land" (TAC, 1988).

A "river", on the other hand, is an entity which

sticks out as unusual on an layer called TRANSPORTATION.

However, from the viewpoint of an industrialist it is a

means for transportation. A "river" offers "an open way

for the passage of ships". Therefore, the layer (i.e.,

entity class) TRANSPORTATION includes both entities: "road"
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and "waterway". The term "waterway" replaces the term

"river" since the former includes the latter by Standard

definition. The appendix in the Standard defines a

"waterway" as a "way or course through which water may or

does flow" (TAC, 1988).

"Navigable" presents the selected attribute term for

this entity. To an industrialist it is an important

question whether the "waterway" has "water deep enough and

wide enough to afford passage to a ship capable of being

steered" (TAC, 1988). And "road_type" becomes the

selected attribute term for the entity road. It defines a

"characteristic or a category of the road" (TAC, 1988).

Both attributes are Standard attributes. Their attribute

values consist of "yes" or "no" and "US_highway" or

"county_road".

The Standard also offers definitions for the

BOUNDARIES layer, and its entity and attribute terms. The

appendix in the Standard includes the term boundary as "a

non-physical line indicating the limit or extent of an area

or territory" (TAC, 1988). Since the BOUNDARIES layer

carries entities of this kind, i.e., "park" and "place"

boundaries, the plural of the term boundaries reflects this

entity class conveniently.

The BOUNDARIES layer carries the entities "park" and

"place". Both entities might intrigue the industrialist

as areas of economic potential. A "park" becomes the
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location of resources, a "place" in this case a site of

production. The appendix in the Standard lists a "place"

as "an area with definite or indefinite boundariestt (TAC,

1988). In order to identify it as an settlement, the

attribute "feature present" carries the value "buildings".

The values "state" or "national" of the attribute

administration address the entity "park". The entity

"park" consists of "a place or area setaside for

recreation or preservation of a cultural or natural

resource" (TAC, 1988). The attribute term

"administration" describes "the organization that has

charge of or directs or manages the operation of the

feature" (TAC, 1988).

The two layers MAP and TEXT and their entities

"outline" and "text" bear difficulties. The appendix

lists neither of the three terms. The researcher uses

them for specific representation purposes. They have,

rather, internal meaning to the AutoCAD map producer or the

correct program flow than any particular information

content for the recipient of the data set, as will be

discussed in the development of program 1. In addition,

neither of the two entities carries any attribute. The

"null" value (the literal "null" or the omission of the

attribute value) of the attribute field underlines the

specialty of both entities.



The next step comprises the development of the first

program, and the next chapter begins by discussing the

necessary considerations for this program.
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CHAPTER 5

PROGRAM 1: AutoCAD DXF FILE TO INTERMEDIATE

OUTPUT FORMAT

Since AutoCAD stores the drawing file in an internal

data structure, the drawing file is not useable for further

manipulation and must be converted to a standard ASCII

output format: the Drawing Exchange File (DXF). The

AutoCAD DXF output format holds the data of the drawing

file in an ASCII text file format. Program 1, the

ACADXYZ program, converts the AutoCAD DXF data structure

into an intermediate output format. (For a description of

the intermediate files see appendix B.)

1) The AutoCAD DXF File

To understand program 1, some knowledge of the AutoCAD

DXF output format is necessary. The DXF file has four

sections: a header section, a tables section, a block

section, and an entity section that ends with an end of

file (EOF) marker. The ENTITIES section contains the

cartographic objects in the drawing. Therefore, the

description of the DXF file focuses on the ENTITIES

section.

A DXF file is composed of several groups, each of

which occupies two lines in the DXF file. The first line

of a group is a group code, the second line is the group

value (Table 1). A group code in the range 0 to 9
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indicates a strincr following as the group value; a range

of 10 to 59 indicates a floating point number as the group

value; and a range of 60 to 79 signifies an integer as the

group value. For example, the value 8 as a group code

specifies the occurrence of a layer name appearing as the

group value (e.g., group code 8 and group value

TRANSPORTATION). Or, the number 10 indicates a floating

point number which is a primary X coordinate (e.g., group

code 10 and group value 23564.94). Or, the number 62

specifies an integer value which defines a color number

(e.g., group code 62 and group value 7 for white).

The most important command used in this research is

the PLINE EC. It: results in multiple groups defining one

object. All the groups defining one cartographic object

are preceded by the following group: group code 0,

identifying the st:art of the cartographic object, and the

corresponding group value, indicating which EC was used for

the digitizing of the cartographic object represented by

the following groups (e.g., the group value POLYLINE

identifies a string or ring). The groups following these

codes signify the layer on which the entity is stored

(e.g., group code 8 and group value TRANSPORTATION), the

color number (e.g., group code 62 and group value 5 for

red), and the (x,y,z) coordinates (e.g., group codes 10,

20, and 30 and the respective group values). However, the

groups following crroup code 0 and group value VERTEX
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object.

2) Decoding the DXF File

Program 1 decodes an AutoCAD DXF file. It eliminates

the group codes and puts only the remaining group values in

an output file (Table 4). In order to retain the meaning

of the group values without their associated group codes,

the group values of different EC's are stored in different

files. The information carried by each AutoCAD command

resides in the respective file. For example, coordinates

and text information resulting from the DTEXT EC go to a

file with the DOS extension ".TXT", POINT information is

stored in a file having the extension ".PNT", and the PLINE

information is stored in a ".PLN" file. All three have

the same file name as defined by the user. As a result,

the directory contains five files: the original Aut0CAD

drawing file (e.g., acad_dwg. DWG), the AutoCAD DXF (e.g.,

acadout.DXF), and the three files resulting from running

program 1: (i.e., user out.PNT, user_out.PLN, and

user_out.TXT).

The three files store the (x,y,z) coordinates, the

color of the cartographic object, and the layer name.

They do not yet in any kind resemble the Standard output

format. However, the creation of these three intermediate

programs facilitates easier adjustments to new versions of

the AUtOCAD software. After the release of a new Aut0CAD
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version, only program 1 has to be changed; programs 2 and 3

stay the same. In addition, in digital cartography

(x,y,z) coordinates of digital maps are often used for

further processing. Thus, the processing of the AutQCAD

DXF file by the ACADXYZ program supports these kinds of

applications of the AutoCAD DXF file as well. And

finally, it is easy to write a program that outputs data in

the format of the three intermediate files. Since program

2, described in chapter 7, translates the three

intermediate files into the Standard output format, the

programmer of a program creating data which match the

output format of program 1, would not have to deal with the

Standard but still would be able to use program 2.

Program 1, the ACAD_XYZ program, prepares the

coordinates and minimal additional information (e.g., layer

and color) without the cumbersome Aut0CAD DXF codes. The

major processing steps of the program are outlined, after

an introduction to the C programing language in which the

programs developed in this research were written.

3) The C Programming Language

To understand the description of program 1 as well as

programs 2 and 3, at this point some C language features

are discussed. Without going into an overly detailed

discussion of the C language, there are a few features that

are important for the understanding of the three programs
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developed in this research.

For the sake of simplicity, the C language may be

described in comparison to everyday language. A program

written in the C language consists of statements comparable

to sentences in our own language. And as a sentence in

our own language ends with a period, a C language statement

ends with a semicolon. Usually, these statements are

composed of comparisons and conditional statements (e.g., a

and b equals c). Translated into the C language this is

written: a+b=c. Thus, a, +, b, =, and c are words. As in

our language, words must be arranged according to a certain

syntax in order to make sense to other people. The same

is true for the C language, for the statements must make

sense to the C compiler.

Besides words, there can be groups of similar words.

A structure can be thought of as a word group; all words of

that family start with the same component and end with

another component (suffix) (e.g., where, whereas,

wherewith, whereby, and whereupon). In the C language

there can be a.x, a.b, a.z; all are variables that are

separate words with different meanings.

There is one more very important feature for the

understanding of the programs: a function. A function can

be thought of as a technical term which is explained in an

appendix. In the appendix, the explanation of this

technical term makes up an entire sentence or even several
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sentences. In order to understand the meaning of this

term, one would have to read the appendix. In a similar

way, the function in the C language is described after the

main program ends. Thus, the word in the main program

refers to the description of the term after the main

program. This referencing is named calling a function

(like referring to an index). Within the main program the

term forms one complete sentence, terminated by a

semicolon. In order to know that a term is described in

an appendix, in our language this is often indicated with

an arrow. In the C language, the term gets two brackets

()

The really essential function for the understanding of

the programs is the function fprintf() (file-print-

function). This function is not described after the main

program since the compiler understands it anyway. This

would correspond to our own language where a foreign word

does not have to be explained in an index because everybody

knows its meaning (e.g., the French word restaurant). The

syntax of the fprintf() function is "mt fprintf (FILE

*stream,const char *forinat[,argument,...])". It writes

formatted output to a stream (i.e., a file). The

parameter 'FILE *stream' specifies the destination of the

output. The format string is a character string that

contains two types of objects - plain characters and

conversion specifications. The plain characters are simply
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specifications fetch arguments from the argument list and

apply formatting to them.

4) The ACADXYZ Program

Program 1 begins by declaring several variables and

defining structures. The two variables of structure

information (i.e., source.f lag and source.data) hold the

DXF group code and the group value.

The main program first prompts the input of the

Aut0CAD DXF file which is going to be processed. It then

asks for the specification of the name for the intermediate

output files. Since the program creates three output

files, it automatically appends different DOS extensions to

the three new files. The three are used in program 2 for

the conversion of the information to the Standard output

forinat.

Program 1 processes the AutoCAD DXF file in the

following manner. It reads the AutoCAD DXF file byte by

byte. Each newline character, '\n', (a byte character to

terminate a line) indicates the beginning of a new string.

Every string is checked if it equals the literals ENTITIES

or LAYER. If the literal LAYER is encountered, it

indicates that the first entityt s layer color is specified

at that point in the DXF file. As a result, the statement

of the function if() calls function attr_colorO.
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This function finds to which color number the first

entity of one or several layers has to be set. The color

number is specified early in the DXF file since it may not

be specified later. Some object codes are stored without

the associated color numbers. However, if the color

number is not stored together with the (x,y,z) coordinates

of the object, then the color number is defined early in

the DXF file in the header section. In this case, the

function attrcolor() fetches the color number.

Next, the program processes the information stored

under the ENTITIES heading. In this section of the

AutoCAD file, the actual cartographic objects are stored in

the AutoCAD DXF specific codes. The program first

determines if the next entity is polyline, text, or point

information. The decoding of the POINT EC is described

here since out of the three EC's it has the clearest

sequence of programming steps. The acad_file_info()

function checks for an encounter with the POINT command.

If this occurs, it refers to yet another function which

actually processes the information.

The function point_info() first reads through the

point information in the Aut0CAD DXF file until it

encounters the group code 0. Then, it refers back to the

function acad file infoO. Otherwise, it reads a group

code and its corresponding group value.
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The function switch() makes it possible to include or

omit any flag the programmer wants to include or omit.

Each time the flag (i.e., group code or source.data value)

is read into the variable source.flag, the function

swjtch() checks to see if the value of the variable

source.flag corresponds to one of the possible cases in its

function. Then, it reads the respective data item. For

example, case 8 indicates the layer name on which the

entity is stored.

Next, the program checks if any color code is

indicated. AutoCAD does not indicate the color code each

time, and hence the program has to check for it. At this

point in the program it only checks for the existence of

the color code.

Then, the program enters the specific working block.

Each command can be constructed in a similar way. The C

language function switch() is used here. Function

switch() allows the inclusion or omission of any of the

options of the Aut0CAD command. Each flag (i.e., group

code or source.data value) is one case of the variable

source.flag. Here also the program checks if the line is

closed or not (i.e., if a ring or a line is encountered in

the file). The rest of the program consists of merely

supporting functions.
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5) Summary

The ACAD_XYZ program accomplishes the decoding of the

Aut0CAD DXF data file structure. It stores the resulting

data in three different files. Each file contains the

data corresponding to the use of the same EC. The output

of program 1 (see Appendix B) basically contains (x,y,z)

coordinates. The data of the DRHDPK.PNT file correspond

to the data captured by the AutoCAD POINT EC. The

DRHDPK.PLN file holds the decoded (x,y,z) coordinates

captured by the Aut0CAD PLINE EC. The DR HD PK.TXT file

comprises the text information digitized with the AutoCAD

DTEXT EC.
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CHAPTER 6

THE SPATIAL DATA TRANSFER SPECIFICATION

The ENTITIES section of the AutoCAD DXF file

represents cartographic objects. This section includes

several blocks, each block comprising a number of groups as

described above. Each block represents one cartographic

object, and each application of an EC produces such a

block. Program 1 decodes the AutoCAD IDXF format and

creates three files. Program 2 translates these into the

Standard output format (Table 1).

Exemplary Implementation of Transfer Modules

Part II of the Standard contains the specifications

for a spatial data transfer file in the Standard output

format. The Spatial Data Transfer Specification (SDTS)

attempts to facilitate the "easy transfer of spatial data

from one spatial data handling system to another, with both

systems possibly residing on computer hardware and

operating systems of different make" (TAC, 1988). The

spatial data transfer Standard specifies several modules,

while not all of these modules are required for the

transfer of data. However, for the sake of documentation,

the research applies all modules to the example data set.

The modules are implemented in the same sequence as they

occur in the Standard.
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Aut0CAD DXF SDTS Format SO 8211 Format

O Line Module 1

POLYLINE
8 Module Name: Li Li

TRANSPORTATION Object Rep.: LS &

62 Object ID: LS

1
&

66 Attr. Def. Fid. 1
1

ENT. LBL.

10 Attr. Lbl: ENT. LBL. &

0.0 Attr. Auth.: SOTS SDTS

20 Attr. Val. Fat.: A &

0.0 Attr. V. M. U.:
30

road

2.2 Attr. Val. Fid. 3.

0
road_type

VERTEX Attr. Val.: road &

8
SDTS

TRANSPORTATION Attr. Def. Fld. 2 &

62
A

1 Attr. Lbl.: road_type &

10 Attr. Auth.: SOTS
4.736 Attr. Val. Fmt.: A ENT. LBL.

20 Attr. V. M. F.: &

8.37
SDTS

30 Attr. Val. Fld.2 &

2.2 A

0 Attr. Val.: US highway &

VERTEX
8 Attr. Def. Fid. 3 TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION
62 Attr. Lbl.: ENT. LOL. member

1 Attr. Auth.: SDTS &

10 Attr. Val. Fiat.: A GEOG

5.199 Attr. V. M. U.: &

Table 1: Relationship between the AutoCAD DXF data

structure, the SDTS layout, and the ISO 8211

format, for the representation of the same

line.



20 A

6.876 Attr. Val. Fid. 3 &

30
2.2 Attr. Val.: TRANSPORTATION road

0
VERTEX Attr. Def. Fid. 4 4.736

8 &

TRANSPORTATION Attr. Lbl.: member 8.73

62 Attr. Auth.: GEOG
1 Attr. Val. Fint.: A 5.199

10 Attr. V. M. U.: &

5.147 6.876

20 Attr. Val. Fid. 4
5.099 5.147

30 Attr. Val.: road &

2.2 6.876
o Spatial Addr. Fld.

VERTEX 5.147

8 Easting: 4.736 &

TRANSPORTATION Northing: 8.37 5.099

62 Easting: 5.1
1 Northing: 6.876 5.099

10 Easting: 5.147 &

5.611 Northing: 5.099 5.611

20 Easting: 5.611
3.58 Northing: 3.58 3.58

30 Easting: 5.353
2.2 Northing: 1.622 5.353

0 &

VERTEX 1.622

8

TRANSPORTATION
62

1
10

5.353
20

1.622
30

2.2
0

SEQUEND
8

TRANSPORTATION
62

1
0

ENDSEC

Table 1: continued
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Each module contains information different from that

in another module. It consists of one or more module

records of its kind, each module record consisting of one

or more module fields. A set of module subfields composes

the module field, and each module field carries a field

name. "The primary module field name for a module record

is also the module type. Subfield names identify the data

content of the module records" (TAC, 1988) (Figure 7, table

8)

The documentation focuses on section five of part II

of the Standard. "This section contains the field and

subfield specifications for each transfer module record"

(TAC, 1988). "Each specification consists of two

consecutive tables: (1) the module composition table, and

(2) the domain description table" (TAC, 1988) (Table 2).

1) Catalog/Directory Module

Table 2 depicts the module composition table and the

domain description table of the Catalog/Directory module.

It is the first in a block of three closely related catalog

modules.

"The catalog defines the contents of the transfer
in terms of the included modules, specifies how to
access individual modules, and specifies
relationships between modules. It also relates
modules to spatial domains. It therefore describes
the physical, logical, and spatial organization of
the transfer at the module level" (TAC, 1988).
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FIELD
NAME
Catalog/Directory
(P)

SUBFIELD
NAME
Module Name

Name

Type

Volume

File

Record

Comment

DATA
TYPE
A

A

A

A

A

hA Integer

A

FIELD/SUBFIELD
DESCRIPTION
A unique identifier for this Catalog/Directory module.

The unique value in the Module Name subfield of the

module referenced.
The transfer module primary field name of "Name" above.

The volume on which a part or all of the module is to be

found.
The file on which a part or all of the module is to be

found.
The record on which a part or all of the module is to be

found (implementation record).

Any other information.

DOMAIN
Alphanum

Alphanum

Cr-chars

Cr-chars

Cr-chars

Cr-chars

Cr-chars

DOMAIN DESCRIPTION
Name must begin with alphabetic
character.
Name must begin with alphabetic
character.
Must be a valid module primary
module field name.

Valid volume descriptor, wild-card
characters may be used.

Valid file name, wild-card characters
may be used.
Unsigned integer, wild card characters
may be used.
Any combination of graphics
characters.

Table 2: Module composition and domain description

table of the Catalog/Directory module.

(Source: TAC,l988)
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FIELD!
SUBFIELD
NAME
Module Name

Name

Type

Volume

File

Record

Comment
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0
0
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sub-
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sub-
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sub-
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0
0
0

sub-
ftdn

CD

1-Y

VL

FL

RC

CT

Figure 8: Composition of a generic and a Catalog/

Directory module record.
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"The Catalog/Directory module contains information on

where to locate all modules within the transfer" (TAC,

1988) (Figure 7, figure 8). It resembles somewhat the

"dir"(ectory) command in DOS.

The following section discusses the insertion of the

subfjelds of one module record within the Catalog/Directory

module. A module name identifies the Catalog/Directory

module within the transfer. Every module bears a unique

identifier for its module. The Standard lists two-

character acronyms as examples for module names and the

implementation of the Standard as done in this research

follows this example. The module-name subfield for the

Catalog/Directory module gets the value 'CD'.

The next subfield requires tithe unique value in the

Module Name subfield of the module referenced" (TAC, 1988).

Since the Catalog/Directory module represents one of the

modules of the transfer, it references itself, too. The

value for the name subfield becomes 'CD'. The following

type subfield carries the primary field name of the module

referenced in the name subfield. Since the type subfield

conforms with the type of the module referenced in the name

subfield, its value becomes 'Catalog/Directory' for this

example.

The volume subfield simply states on which volume "a

part or all of the module is to be found" (TAC, 1988),

e.g., a floppy disk named map_data. This subfield is not
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implemented since the transferred data sets are small

enough to fit easily on one floppy disk.

The file subfield specifies where on a file "a part or

all of the module is to be found" (TAC, 1988). In the

example, the file subfield takes the value 'ACAD_DIR.DDF'.

Since this module record represents the reference to the

Catalog/Directory module, the file specification contains

the DIR part. And because in the research Aut0CAD data

were transferred, the file specification also contains part

of the AutoCAD name (i.e., ACAD). The DDF extension of

the file specification indicates a Data Descriptive File

format.

The example above describes only one of the 18 module

records. The Catalog/Directory module contains all of

them. However, the Catalog/Directory module itself as

well as any other module can be split into parts. Each

part contains one or more record modules. The module or

its parts are stored in several files, each file being an

(implementation) record. The record subfield of each

Catalog/Directory module record tells on which record "a

part or all of the module is to be found (implementation

record)" (TAC, 1988). In the example, the record subfield

gets the value '0' in order to symbolize the directory

function of the Catalog/Directory module. The comment

subfield can have any information, as it can in any other

module.
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2) Catalog/Cross-Reference Module

An illustration of the Catalog/Cross-Reference module

comes next. "This module contains the linkages for

modules in the transfer" (TAC, 1988), and indicates the

pairwise relationship between modules. A relationship of

this kind exists between the Catalog/Directory module and

all other modules since they are cataloged in the

Catalog/Directory module.

Another linkage exists between the External Spatial

Reference module and all vector transfer form modules used

in this transfer since the External Spatial Reference

applies to all of them. There are three transfer forms:

the vector form, the relational form, and the raster form.

They represent the three basic transfer forms for

transferring the spatial elements of the data set (e.g., a

line). A transfer form is the logical data structure

construct used for the transfer (e.g., a relational data

structure).

The module subfields themselves get the following

values. Since the Catalog/Directory module served as an

example for the Catalog/Directory module record

documentation, it may serve as well for the Catalog/Cross-

Reference module record documentation. The module-name

subfield becomes 'CX' as for all Catalog/Cross-Reference

module records. It identifies the Catalog/Cross-Reference

module.



The namel subfield references a module name by its

two-character acronym. It refers to the module which has

a linkage to another module. The second module is

referenced in the name2 subfield. The typel and type2

subfields signify the types of the two modules referenced

in the naxnel and naine2 subfields. Thus, the value for the

typel subfield becomes 'Catalog/Directory' since the

corresponding namel subfield references the

Catalog/Directory. The two subfields name2 and type2 bear

an asterisk '*' since the asterisk has the meaning 'all' as

allowed by the Standard.

3) Catalog/spatial Domain Module

The Catalog/Spatial-Domain module "defines the

relations between a particular module and a spatial domain,

map, or entity" (TAC, 1988). The subfield module-name is

'CS' since the Standard uses this acronym for the

Catalog/Spatial-Domain identification. Here, too, the

Catalog/Directory module serves as an example for the

implementation of one module record. Therefore, the name

subfield gets the value 'CD' and the type subfield value

becomes 'Catalog/Directory'. Since the Deer Head Peak

quadrangle is within Oregon, the next two subfields, domain

and map, carry the values 'Oregon' and 'Deer Head Peak'.

The theme subfield references the theme (i.e., AutoCAD

layer) of the module referenced in the name subfield. For

65
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example, the Li (line 1 module) stores waterways and roads,

and the TRANSPORTATION layer captures both features.

Thus, the value 'Li' of the name subfield corresponds to

the value 'TRANSPORTATION' of the theme subfield. For the

Catalog/Directory module example, the value of the theme

subfield is an asterisk so that all the themes of

Catalog/Directory module records are included.

"The identification module provideá identifying

information about the content of other data modules in the

transfer" (TAC, 1988). This module carries useful

information for an index. An index stores the information

for a transfer which could be of interest to the recipient

of the data. The following information is especially

helpful for the potential user: the map title, the original

data structure, the map date, and the map scale.

Since all subfields of this module, except the module-

name subfield, are optional, the implementation of this

module is not documented. The sequential security module

is not documented either because of its low importance for

the data set. The implementation of both modules works

essentially the same way as the implementation of the first

three modules.

4) Spatial Reference Modules

The following section discusses the Spatial Reference

modules. They allow the producer to define the translation
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and scaling of the internal coordinate system (i.e.,

AutoCAD coordinates) to the external coordinate system

(i.e., UTM coordinates) (Figure 9). The Internal Spatial

Reference module provides "for a simple translation and

scaling of the internal coordinate system" (TAC, 1988).

The External Spatial Reference module "is used to define

the geographic referencing option employed by the producer

of the transfer" (TAC, 1988). These modules are the only

two global modules always required by the Standard. The

third type of spatial reference module is the Spatial

Domain module. It "specifies the geographic areal extent

within which the spatial addresses of other modules are

contained" (TAC, 1988). A spatial address is an (x,y)

coordinate pair. Since AutoCAD allows for the

specification of the coordinates, the internal coordinates

are the same as the external ones. Therefore, the

translation and scaling is an identity transformation and

the Internal Spatial Reference module's subfields are

redundant information. Although at first this seems to

justify the omission of the module subfields, the Standard

requires these data since no default values are assumed

(van Roessel, 1988; TAC, 1988).

a) Internal Spatial Reference Module

The Internal Spatial Reference module is documented

first. Again, the module-name subfield becomes a two-
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character acronym which is 'IR'. The spatial-address-

type

subfield indicates whether a horizontal component only or

both a horizontal and a vertical component are present in

the spatial address. Since the research applies only to

(x, y) coordinates, the value of this subfield is a '2-

TUPLE'. The third component of the spatial addresses

(i.e., the z coordinate) reflects an attribute value, not a

coordinate.

The spatial address series format subfield specifies

"the format for the Series Format construction of a series

of internal spatial addresses" (TAC, 1988). The value of

this subfield is 'ABSOLUTE' since each (x,y) coordinate

pair reflects the absolute location of this point. The

value 'RELATIVE' would indicate that each following spatial

address in one specific series of coordinate pairs is

relative to the preceding address.

The next subfield specifies the format of the

horizontal components of the spatial address (i.e., the

format of the (x,y) coordinates). Since AutoCAD stores

(x,y,z) coordinates as real numbers, the value of the

subfield, horizontal-component-format, is 'R', standing for

explicit-point unscaled number (i.e., real). Because the z

coordinates are not used as a component of a spatial

address, the vertical-component-format subfield gets no

value.



Xo(rg) = X1

xa = Sx * Xa' + Xo(rg)

Figure 9: Relationship between External and Internal

Spatial Reference.

I 1 >

X0 X1X X

X = x componenet of spatial address in the
external system (map)

SX = scaling factor for scaling to the
external system (map)

= x component of spatial address in
internal system (Aut0CAD)

= x component of spatial address of origin
of external system (map)

xn. - xi'
Sx = --

xn - xi
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The scale-factor-X subfield stores the scaling factor

for the X axis; the scale-factor-Y subfield does so for the

Y axis. Since the translation and scaling in the example

is an identity transformation, both values are '1.0'. The

value for the scale factor Z subfield stays empty because

no z coordinates are used to specify z coordinates, but

rather to convey attribute information. The next three

subfields contain components of the spatial address of the

origin of the external system. Again, since only the (x,y)

coordinates are used, the Z-origin subfield stays empty.

The values for the other two subfields become '0' because

the y origin of the UTM grid starts at the equator with

zero, and the x origin starts to the west of each zone also

with a value of zero.

The last three subfields "specify the resolution

components for the spatial address, where resolution is

defined as the minimum difference between two independently

measured or computed coordinate values that can be

distinguished by the measurement or analytical method

used." (TAC, 1988) The values are '0.61' since the

hardware (i.e., digitizer) can only capture two points that

far apart from each other.

b) External Spatial Reference Module

The External Spatial Reference module "is used to

define the geographic referencing option employed by the
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producer of the transfer" (TAC, 1988). It tells the

recipient which geographic point location system is applied

to the data set. Three systems are allowed for by the

Standard the latitude/longitude coordinate representation,

the State Plane Coordinate System (SPCS), and the Universal

Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid system.

The module-name subfield of the External Spatial

Reference module is assigned the value 'XR'. Since the

example data set applies UTM coordinates, the reference

system name subfield has the value 'UTM'. The UTM grid

system is described in the FIPSPUB 70 publication.

Therefore, the value of the reference documentation

subfield is 'FIPSPUB 70'.

The vertical-datum subfield stays empty as does the

sounding datum subfield since no z coordinates are used for

spatial addresses. The horizontal-datum subfield

specifies the geodetic datum to which the internal spatial

addresses have been referenced; the value for this subfield

becomes 'NAS', the North American 1927 horizontal datum as

indicated on the source map.

5) Spatial Domain Module

ttThe spatial domain module specifies a geographic

areal domain within which the spatial addresses of other

modules are contained." (TAC, 1988) Thus, the spatial

domain module tells the user within which geographic area
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all coordinates of all modules are located. The Standard

provides for two different specification methods. The

spatial-domain-type subfield identifies which of the two

possibilities is selected for the transfer: 'MINMAX' or

'RING'.

The value 'MINMAX' of this subfield indicates that the

spatial domain is specified by two spatial addresses. The

first address contains the minimum value of the coverage.

It stores the components of the spatial address of the

southeast (i.e., the lower right) corner of the map. The

second address has the maximum value of the map. It

contains the (x,y) coordinates of the northwest (i.e., the

upper left) corner of the map. Instead of the southeast

corner, the southwest corner may serve as minimum spatial

address; instead of the northwest corner the northeast

corner may be used.

The value 'RING' of the spatial-domain-type subfield

indicates that the spatial domain is specified by a series

of spatial addressees forming a ring boundary. In this

research, the value is the literal 'MINMAX'.

Since the transformation is an identity

transformation, the next subfield can have either of the

two possible values. 'INTERNAL' signifies that the

spatial addresses used for the definition of the spatial

domain correspond to the internal coordinate system. The

literal 'EXTERNAL' specifies the same for external spatial



addresses. The possible values for the domain-spatial-

address-series-format subfield have the same meaning as

they have for the spatial addresses series format in the

Internal Spatial Reference module.

6) Data Dictionary/Definition Nodule

The next block comprises the Data Dictionary

information. "The purpose of the data dictionary is to

convey the meaning of entities and attributes, the

relationship between entities and attributes and the

relationship between attributes and value domains." (TAC,

1988) The first module of the Data Dictionary block is the

Data Dictionary/Definition module. "This module contains

definitions for entities and entity attributes. It also

specifies the name of the relevant authority and provides a

full description of this authority" (TAC, 1988).

The value of the module-name subfield is 'DD'. The

entity-or-attribute subfield indicates whether this

specific module record contains an entity or attribute

definition. For example, the definition of the term

"road" describes an entity; the value of the entity-or-

attribute subfield is 'ENT'. On the other hand, the term

"road_type" specifies an attribute. The value of the

entity-or-attribute subfield becomes 'ATT' in this case.

The entity/attribute-label subfield comprises the

actual term (e.g., road). The next two subfields'
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definition and source convey the definition of the entity

or attribute denoted by the contents of the

entity/attribute subfield (e.g., road: an open way for the

passage of vehicles, persons, or animals on land), and the

source for the definition (e.g., SDTS). The source for

this definition is the Standard itself. The attribute-

authority subfield contains the name of the attribute

authority (i.e., the agency which defined the term first),

such as the Standard (SDTS). The value of the attribute-

authority-description subfield fully describes the

attribute authority. Since the research uses only

Standard terminology, the source, the definition, the

attribute-authority, and the attribute-authority-

description subfields are empty.

7) Data Dictionary/Entity-Attribute Module

The Data Dictionary/Entity-Attribute module "j5 used

to specify an entity and its associated attributes." (TAC,

1988) Since the foregoing module records define all

entities and attributes used in the transfer, the

relationship between them has to be clarified. If, for

example, the entity road has the attribute road_type, then

the values of the two subfields' entity label and attribute

label become 'road' and 'road_type'. The related entity-

authority and attribute-authority subfields contain the

names of the entity and attribute authority. The value of



the module name subfield is 'DE'.

8) Data Dictionary/Domain Module

The module records of the preceding module clarified

the relationship between the entities and attributes used

in the transfer. The module records of the Data

Dictionary/Domain modules define the relationship between

attributes and their associated domain values. The first

subfield of this module has the value 'DD'. The value of

the following attribute label subfield carries the

attribute label itself (e.g., road_type). Each attribute

has one or more possible attribute values, the domain. If

the values of this domain consist of characters, then the

format of these values differs from the format which would

be used for numbers. The range or enumerated subfield

indicates which of the two formats is used in the transfer.

The attribute-domain--value-format subfield specifies the

kind of format used (e.g., the value 'I' indicates the use

of integers). And the value of the attribute-domain-

value-measurement-unit subfield defines the measurement

unit of the attribute domain value (e.g., meters).

The data dictionary information only conveys the

meaning of and relationship between entities and

attributes, and the attributes' associated values as

described above. The actual use of the entities,

attributes, and attribute values applies to the description
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of the cartographic objects used in the transfer. The

attribute field group accomplishes this task. Since the

attribute field group is always part of a module record, it

is a secondary module field (TAC, 1988).

9) Attribute Field Group

The attribute field group consists of several

subfields. The attribute-label subfield carries an

attribute label that reflects attribute information in the

record module to which the attribute field group is

connected. For example, a line module record which

symbolizes the entity road could have the value 'road_type'

for the attribute-label subfield of the attribute field

group. The value for the associated attribute-value

subfield could be 'US_Highway'. The remaining three

subfields of the attribute field group specify the

authority for the definition, the format, and the

measurement unit of the attribute-value subfield.

The foregoing documentation reveals that only

attributes and their associated values can be related to

the connected record module. The attribute field group

assumes that the connected module record already implies

the entity definition. However, this is not always the

case. Therefore, the Standard offers a possibility to

also implement entities with the same field group used for

attributes.



In order to be able to treat an entity as an

attribute, the value of the attribute label subfield gets

the literal 'ENTITY LABEL'. The value of the associated

attribute value subfield is a term identifying an entity.

This arrangement makes it difficult to indicate any

relationship between the entity and its associated

attribute since the attribute and its value are implemented

in a separate attribute field group. However, the

connection between the entity and the associated attribute,

or the connection between two entities, can be defined in a

tree structure. The generic structure of the tree is

described in another part of the transfer. But the

generic tree serves as the documentation of the

relationship between the attribute field groups of one

module record (TAC, 1988).

The Standard does not specify the implementation of

entity classes. However, AutoCAD uses layers (i.e..

entity classes) that carry the cartographic objects of the

drawing file. By Standard definition, each entity class

is a specified group of entities. Thus, each entity of

such a specified group is a member of the associated entity

class. This means that the entity can be treated as an

attribute value of the attribute, member, and the term,

member, can be treated as the attribute associated with an

entity class. Thus, an entity class can be treated as an

entity since it has an attribute and its associated
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attribute value. Using the literal "ENTITY LABEL" once

again, allows the implementation of an entity class as

entity. It is the value of the attribute-value

subfield of the attribute field group. The hierarchical

structure of the two attribute field groups indicates the

relationship between the entity class and the associated

entity (Figure 10).

10) Transfer Statistics Module

The Standard next specifies the Transfer Statistics

module. "This module is used to provide a transfer

recipient with volume information at various levels" (TAC,

1988). The value of the module-name subfield is 'ST'.

The module consists of five more subfields: the module

name subfield, the module-type-referred subfield, the

module name referred name, the module-record-count

subfield, the module-spatial-address-count subfield, and

the attribute-count subfield. The module-type-referred

subfield refers to "the primary field name of the module to

which the total module record count refers" (TAC, 1988).

For example, the primary field name of a line module is

'Line'. At the same time, the primary field name

signifies the type of the module; if the Transfer

Statistics module record refers to a line module record,

then the module type referred subfield carries the value

'Line'. The value of the module name referred subfield
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generic

layer name TRANSPORTATION

Figure 10: Illustration of hierarchy level between

attribute field groups and implementation of

entity classes: a) generic implementation

b) implementation of layer (i.e., entity class)

name TRANSPORTATION.
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becomes 'LX', where X stands for the number of the line

module record.

The module record-count subfield indicates the "number

of module records in the module with the module name given

in the module name referred subfield" (TAC, 1988). The

spatial-address-count subfield specifies "the number of

spatial address field instances in the module" (TAC, 1988).

And the attribute-count subfield contains the "number of

attribute value field instances in the module" (TAC, 1988).

The Transfer Statistics module concludes the first

block of the transfer, the global modules. The next

section specifies the data quality modules. Since this

research prepares a separate program for the implementation

of the Data Quality group, all details are discussed in

chapter 8 of the thesis. This includes the documentation

of the module specifications.

The next modules in the transfer contain the actual

data for the cartographic objects. The Standard allows

three different ways to represent the original logical data

structure (e.g., Aut0CAD): the vector form, the relational

form, and the raster form. Each form is a conceptual

model for the representation of physical data. Since

Aut0CAD stores data in a vector format without any

topological relationships among the cartographic objects,



the vector form of the Standard fits the encoding of the

data best.

Point Module

The first module of the vector form group is the

Point-Node module. It serves to transfer points of the

following type: generic point, label point, area point, and

node. As specified in chapter four of the research, only

two generic points and several label points are used.

Since the object-representation subfield contains the

representation code for the object, the subfield holds the

values 'PX' for the two generic points, and 'PT' for all

label points.

The module-name subfield has the value 'PX', where X

indicates the number of the module record as an integer.

The object-ID subfield stays empty since AutoCAD's points

have no numbers. The Spatial-Address-secondary field and

Attribute field group work in the same way as discussed

above. The two foreign identifier secondary fields LineID

and ArealD are omitted since AutoCAD has neither line nor

area numbers.

Line and Polygon-Ring Modules

The line and polygon-ring modules are implemented in

the same way as the Point-Node module according to their

module specifications. The module-name subfield of the
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line module becomes 'LX', where X stands again for the

module record number. The value for its object-

representation-subfield is 'LS' for the string

representation. And the object-ID subfield once again

stays empty. The secondary fields are implemented as the

ones described above. With this, all the modules used in

this transfer have been described.
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CHAPTER 7

PROGRAM 2: CONVERSION OF Aut0CAD DXF FILE IN

INTERNEDIATE FORMAT TO THE NATIONAL STANDARD

Chapter 6 documents the meaning of the modules and

presents a paper layout of how to put Aut0CAD information

into the Standard output format. This chapter discusses

the next step of the conversion from the AutoCAD DXF output

format to the Standard format, the creation of a program

converting the pre-prepared data from the first program to

the Standard format. Program 2 is the translator program

which automates the final step of the conversion. In

order to understand the output of program 2, a short

description of ISO 8211 follows.

1) The Data Descriptive File - DDF

Not all details of the ISO 8211 are described here,

since the major focus of this thesis is not the entire ISO

8211 Standard, but only the parts of ISO 8211 which are

necessary for understanding the cartographic Standard.

ISO 8211 "specifies medium-independent and system-

independent file and data record formats for the

interchange of information between computer systems" (ANSI,

1086). The file which is going to be transferred has a

file label, a Data Descriptive File (DDF), and a file

termination indicator. Program 2 creates two DDF's with

the file labels 'ACADDIR.DDF', and 'ACADSDT.DDF'. Each
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DDF consist of one Data Descriptive Record (DDR) and one or

more Data Records (DR), and the cartographic Standard

defines the file termination indicator as IAAAAAI (Table

3)

Table 3: File and file label schematic representation.

(Source: ANSI, 1986)

2) The Data Descriptive Record - DDR

The cartographic Standard specifies the composition of

the DR's, alias modules. The DDR contains the definitions

and descriptions for the user data fields of the

corresponding DR('s). The DDR has a leader, a directory,

and a data descriptive (DD) area (Figure 11). The DR

contains the data of the actual cartographic objects. It

has a leader, a directory, and a user data area (Figure

12). The three parts of both the DDR and the DR have a

number of fields.

The following focuses on the DDR leader. The leader

comprises the first 24 bytes of the DDF. Its first field,

the record length field, specifies the total length of the

ISO standard file labels

Data Descriptive File Data Descriptive Record
Data Records

ISO file termination indicator



Data field name

NOTES

1 Separator characters

FT = Field Terminator

2 Fixed field lengths are given in bytes to the right of each field.

3 Tags, their corresponding entries and fields are designated by Ii).

Figure 11: Expanded logical schematic representation

of DDF - DDR. (Source: ANSI, 1986)
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DDR in bytes. The following interchange level field (one

byte) indicates the level of the interchange file (i.e.,

the DDF). It may be of level 1,2, or 3. Here, the

producer of the transfer denotes any hierarchy in the data.

For example, the relationship between attribute field

groups discussed in chapter six portrays a tree (i.e.,

hierarchical) structure. An integer value of '3' means

that the data have a tree structure.

The next field of the DDR leader important for the

understanding of the program is the base address of DD area

field. This field specifies the position of the first DD

field of the DDR. The contents of this field are digits

which are equal to the combined length in bytes of the

leader and the directory including the field terminator at

the end of the directory.

The last field of the DDR leader, the entry-map field,

holds four fields: the size-of-field-length field, the

size-of-field-position field, one subfield which is

reserved for future standardization, and the size-of-field-

tag field. They specify the length of the directory entry

subfields. The size-of-field-length field specifies the

size in bytes of the field-length field of the directory

entries. The size-of-field-position field specifies the

size in bytes of the field-position subfield of the

directory entries. And the size-of-field-tag field



specifies the size in bytes of the field-tag-field of the

directory entries.

The documentation of the DDR directory follows. It

consists of repeated directory entries. The entry-map

field of the leader specifies the length of the three

directory subfields: the field-tag field, the field-length

field, and the field-position field. Each directory entry

corresponds to one DD field in the DD area.

The field-tag field contains a field tag identifying a

DD field. The cartographic Standard lists four-character

mnemonics to identify the field and subfield names of the

DD fields, alias modules. These four-character mnemonics

fill the field-tag field.

The field-length field specifies the length in bytes

of the field to which it corresponds. The field-position

field specifies the relative position of the first byte in

the field referenced by the entry. A field terminator

(FT) , a ';', terminates the DDR directory.

At this point, the DDR DD area starts.

"The DD area contains in its data fields that
information which defines and describes the
corresponding (i.e., having the same tag) data
fields of the DR and provides control parameters
for automated processing. These fields shall have
a specified format determined only by the DDR leader
contents. All fields shall end with a field
terminator, (1/14)" (ANSI, 1978).
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The DD area contains a file-control field, a data

description of record-identifier field, and one or many DD

fields. A DD field (e.g., 'lOOO;&LINEAGE&MODN!COMT&(A);')

contains the field-control field ('lOOO;&'), the data field

name ('LINEAGE'), the data element labels ('MODN!COMT'),

and data formats ('(A)'). Unit terminators, UT (i.e.,

'&'), separate the data field name field, the data element

label field, and the data format field. A FT (';')

terminates each DD field.

The data-element label field has either a vector or

cartesian (i.e., array) label. The format information

defines the format of the vector or cartesian label (e.g.,

'(A)' indicates characters). The first four digits of the

field-control field (e.g., '1000') specify the data

structure and data type of data-element-label field.

Since the third and fourth digits are reserved for future

standardization, only the first two digits have importance.

A '10' indicates a vector data structure for data of type

character. Thus, the format control field becomes '(A)'

for characters.

3) The Data Record - DR

The structure of the DR resembles the structure of the

DDR, since it contains a leader, directory, and user data

area (Figure 12). Both the leader and directory of the DR

have the same basic components, as does the leader and



Figure 12: Expanded logical schematic representation

of DDF - DR. (Source: ANSI, 1986)
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directory of the DDR. The major difference between the

DDR and the DR is in their third part. There the DDR uses

DD fields, whereas the DR contains user data fields. The

DD fields of the DDR contain the information which defines

and describes the corresponding user data fields of the DR.

"The user data fields of the user data area [of the
DR] ... contain the user information to be exchanged
[e.g., one Catalog/Directory module record]. Each
data field [e.g., the Catalog/Directory module
record] ... has an instance of user data structure
and data types defined by the DDR DD field
[e.g., '2600;&CATALOG/DIRECTORY&*MODN!NANE!TYPE!VOLN!
FILE!RECD!COMT&(5A,Z,A)'] with the corresponding
field tag [e.g., 'CATD']. The subfields ... contain
the data elements corresponding to the labels
contained in the corresponding DDR subfields [e.g.,
for module record number nine: 'CD', 'ID',
'Identification', ' ', 'ACADSDT.DDF', '8', and

'

(ANSI, 1986).

Thus, the value 'CD' of the module-name subfield of

the Catalog/Directory module record corresponds to the

label tMODNI in the respective DDR DD field.

4) The ACAD_SDT Program

The ACAD_SDT program converts the information in the

"x.PLN" file, "x.PNT" file, and "x.TXT" file into the

Standard's output format. Since the three files result

from the processing of an AutoCAD file, the output of

program 2 represents the conversion from the AutoCAD DXF

file to the Standard format.

Conceptually, program 2 centers around the entities

which are going to be transferred. Two parameters define

each entity: the Aut0CAD color number and a layer name.



The layer name identifies the layer which carries the

entity. Thus, two independent variables specify each

entity, and the possible number of entities equals the

product of the available colors and the number of layers

used.

The program starts with the definition and declaration

of constants, variables, and structures. In this program,

they especially enhance the program's readability.

Variables have to be defined; in addition, some of them are

declared (Kernighan et.al., 1978). The structures

reflect the global modules of the Standard, and their

components represent the subfields.

The ACAD_SDT program continues with its main function.

In the beginning, it creates the two files (i.e.,

ACADDIR.DDF and ACAD_SDT.DDF) that receive the Standard

output format during the running of the program. The next

block of the program determines all entities used in the

transfers. Since this step requires the input of the

actual data, the program needs the information stored in

the three intermediate files created by program 1 (i.e.,

the "x.PLN" file, the "x.PNT" file, and the "x.TXT" file).

In order to determine all the entities used in the

transfer, this block of the program calls the functions

get_point () and get_line_ring 0. Function get_point C)

reads the "x.TXT" file, checking if the data in the file

pertain to layer MAP. If so, the data represent general
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map information, and the function stores the data in the

respective variables; i.e., dom(ai)n, map (name), sca(le)l,

com(men)t, and zone.

In any other case, the data represent label points.

The function then calls function entity_check. This

function determines if the color of each newly retrieved

entity has already been encountered; if so, it checks if

the former use of this color occurred on the same layer on

which the recent entity is stored. In this case, the

label point is of the same entity as the foregoing label

point and no new entity is recognized. In the other case,

the colors are the same but the layers are different.

Thus, the recent entity portrays a new entity, and the

number of entities is increased by one. The number of

entities is also increased if the layer and color of the

recent entity are both new.

The second function in this block works in a similar

way. However, the get_line_ring() function checks to see

if the line in the "x.PLN" file is closed or not. As a

consequence, the feature represents either a line or a

ring.

When all entities have been encountered and their

number is stored in variable no, the meaning of the

entities is still unspecified. The following 'Data

Dictionary/Information' block allows the user to specify

the meaning of the entities, their attributes, and all
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occurring attribute values. Therefore, this block is of

highest importance for the map producer.

Only the z-values stored in the "x.PLN" file carry the

attribute information necessary that must be conveyed; the

z-values of the "x.PNT" and "x.TXT" files are unnecessary.

Thus, only the "X.PLN" file has to be opened and the first

six data items are read. The first attribute value is

related to the attribute. This means that the attribute

value cannot change within one object.

The first for-loop of the 'Data Dictionary/

Information' program block is straightforward. It prompts

the map producer for the specification of each entity which

is going to be transferred (Table 10). Since the

foregoing program block determines the number of all

entities, this program block lists one entity after another

in order to receive the meaning specified by the map

producer.

The next for-loop has the same function. But this

time, it prompts for one attribute specification for each

entity. Since the program assumes a one-to-one

relationship between entities and attributes, the number of

entities corresponds to the number of attributes.

The programming of attribute values editing is more

difficult. Each attribute can have a variable number of

attribute values (However, not more than five). The

program flow for the remainder of the 'Data
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Dictionary/Information' program block checks the number and

kind (i.e., attribute code) of the attribute values for

each attribute.

To show the user his entity, attribute, and attribute

value specifications, the 'Data Dictionary/Information'

program block finally lists the relationship between

associated layer, attribute, attribute value, and the

AutoCAD value representing the attribute value (Table 10).

The following program blocks store values in the

module record subfields of the global modules for the

Standard output format. The first program block (i.e.,

'Catalog/Directory' block) implements the Catalog/Directory

module, the Catalog/Cross Reference module, and the

Transfer Statistics module. The program offers two ways

to store values in the subfields of the module records: via

a function and directly (Kernighan et.al, 1978) [e.g.,

in_catd(...) and copy_str(. . .1...), respectively].

This 'Catalog/Directory' program block starts storing

values in subfields of module records using a function.

For example, the function call 'in_catd

(&Cd[O] ,"CD", "CD", "Catalog/ Directory", . ..,,,") ;'

calls function incatdQ. For each parameter in the

brackets of the function call (e.g., "CD"',

'"Catalog/Directory"'), there is one corresponding

parameter in the brackets of the function itself (e.g.,

'p', 'stra'). The parameter in the function takes on the
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same value as the parameter in the function call. Thus,

the function can operate with the value of the function

call. The function stores the values in the subfields of

the module record.

The first parameter of the function incorporates two

differences, and it is not enclosed within quotation marks.

At the same time, an ampersand (&) precedes this parameter.

In short, both together result in a pointer. Without

going too deeply into an explanation of the C language,

this pointer indicates the number of the respective module

record. Therefore, each new function call results in the

storage of new values in a different module record.

The first 18 function calls of the Catalog/Directory

program block can be implemented without change because the

values of the parameters stay the same for each new

transfer. However, the number and values of the following

Catalog/Directory module records vary with each new Aut0CAD

DXF file.

For the remainder of the 'Catalog/Directory' program

block only the values of the third and the seventh

parameter of the in_catd() function are discussed. The

third parameter reflects the module name subfield (e.g.,

'P1' for point module number 1; or, 'L3' for line module

number 3). Thus, the name in this case already indicates

type (i.e., L for a line type module) and number (i.e., 3

for the third line module) of the module. The seventh
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parameter corresponds to the record subfield of the

Catalog/Directory module. It holds the number that

indicates in which record part or all of the module is to

be found.

In determining the values for the third and seventh

parameter of the in_catd() function, this program block

uses the values for the Transfer Statistics module and

Catalog/Spatial Domain module as well. Both modules need

this information for module record subfields. This time

the values are directly copied into the module subfields.

The next 11 blocks copy information to the module

record subfields. Then, the actual output begins. The

first block of the 'SDTS OUTPUT' section creates the DDR of

the first DDF (i.e., ACADDIR.DDF). This file holds the

Catalog/Directory module information. First, the first

two statements clear the variables DDR dir and DDR data.

The variable DDR dir holds the directory of the DDR; i.e.,

it contains all the entries for all the DD fields. of the DD

area. The variable DDR_data embraces the DD area of the

DDR. It contains all the data fields of the DD area;

these data fields define and describe the data fields of

the DR and provide control parameters for automated

processing. Tags specify which data field of the DR

corresponds to which data field of the DDR. The next

three statements (e.g., 'DDR_output("OOOl", "OlOO;&RECORD

IDENTIFIER&&;")') call the function DDRoutputO. Each
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function call passes two values to its function (e.g.,

'0001' and 'OlOO;&RECORD IDENTIFIER&&;'). The function

DDRoutput() receives the two values and stores them in the

two variables DDR dir(ectory) f(ie) ld_tag and

DDRDDf(ie)ld. Variable DDR_dir_fld_tag gets the tag

(e.g., '0001') and variable DDRDD_fld holds the control

information (e.g., 'OlOO;&RECORD IDENTIFIER&&;'). The

function creates the directory and the DD area of the DDR.

The function determines the length of the control

information (e.g., 'OlOO;&RECORD IDENTIFIER&&;"' counts 26

bytes) and its position within the DDR DD area (e.g.,

'0027' for the 27th position. It appends (i.e., it uses

the appndstr() function) the two results together with the

tag to the DDR directory, and forms one DDR directory

entry. However, the DDR directory entry may not include

any blanks (ANSI, 1986). Therefore, the function

DDR_output() provides leading zeros for both integers.

The function ends by appending the control information

(i.e., variable DDRDDf1d) to the DDR DD area. Thus,

each call to function DDRoutput() increases the directory

and the corresponding DD area of the DDR by one entry and

one DD field.

After all function calls to the DDR_output() function

are completed, the 'ACADDIR.DDF' program block prints the

first DDF information. It puts the information into the
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ACADDIR.DDF file. The function call to the fprintf()

function specifies how the information should be printed to

the output file. The format string (i.e., '\n%O5d2L

06%05d 4504%s;%s') of the function call to the fprintf()

function determines the output format. The '%05d'

conversion specification represents the five bytes of the

record length field of the DDR leader. Since its value

specifies the total length of the DDR in bytes, the sum of

all components of the DDR in bytes has to be converted by

this conversion specification. The first argument in the

argument list contains these components (i.e.,

LEADER+strlen(DDR dir) +l+strlen(DDR DD area) 1).

The constant LEADER represents the DDR leader since

the leader is always 24 bytes long. The variable DDR_dir

stores all entries for the DD fields of the DD area. The

function strlen() calculates the length of the variable

DDRdir. One byte is added since a FT (';') terminates

the DDR directory. The second strlen() function determines

the length of the DD area in bytes. The sum of all four

commands results in 1740. Thus, the total record length is

1740. The value for the record length field becomes

01740.

The next seven bytes are copied verbatim to the

ACADDIR.DDF file. The second conversion specification

'%05d' represents the base address of the DD area field.

The second argument of the argument list corresponds to



this conversion specification. The last two conversion

specifications portray the DDR directory and the DDR DD

area.

The following ACAD_SDT.DDF output block accomplishes

basically the same thing as the ACAD DIR.DDF output block.

The major difference between the two blocks is that after

processing, the information continued in the first block

resides in the ACAD DIR.DDF file and the information in the

second block in the ACAD_SDT.DDF file. The next block is

the 'DR ACAD DIR.DDF DR output' block. It creates the

first DR, and stores the information in the

Catalog/Directory module in this DR.

Three basic parts of this block build the ACAD_DIR.DDF

output: the function first, the function second, and

the for-loop in between. The function first() sets the

variable rec len to the integer value 7 since each DR

begins with the record number identifying the record (ANSI,

1986). In this research the record identifier field has

seven bytes. The function continues setting variables

DR_dir and DR_data_all to null. Both variables function

basically the same way as the two variables DDR_dir and

DDRDD area.

The middle part of this program block implements all

Catalog/Directory module records. Each loop through the

for-loop implements one module record at a time until the

for-loop is finished. The first statement of the for-loop

99
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clears the variable DR_data. It represents one module

record and corresponds to the user data field of the DR

user data area. The next statements alternately store the

values of the module record subfields and unit terminators

in the ACAD DIR.DDF output file.

The last statement of the for-loop is the function

call to the DR_output() function. It works almost in the

same way as the function DDR_output() dscribed above.

The main difference between the two is that function

DDR_output() creates the DDR directory and DDR DD area,

whereas the function DR_output() forms the DR directory and

the DR user data area.

The function second, the last part of the 'DR

ACADDIR.DDF DR OUTPUT' block, prints the actual DR into

the ACADDIR.DDF file. It is comprised of three

statements. The first statement prints the DR leader,

the second creates the DR entries, and the third makes the

DR user data area.

The 'ACADSDT.DDF DR output' block works the same way

except that the ACAD DIR.DDF output block creates only one

module (i.e., Cat/Directory) whereas the ACAD_SDT.DDF DR

output block produces all other global modules. A pointer

in the function second() determines to which of the two DDF

files the output has to go.



The 'cartographic object DR output' block of this

section creates the DR's which contain the actual

cartographic objects. The first part creates the point

objects. The variable module_no is set to 0. It is used

for the specification of the number of each point module

record. The statements access the intermediate "x.PNT"

file carrying the Aut0CAD point features. The following

statement scans the first line of information in the

specified "X.PNT" file. The 'point output("X");' statement

calls function point_output Q.

The point_output() function starts with the

determination of the length of the DR directory in bytes.

The first statement (i.e., 'dir=5*ENTRY+FT;') prepares the

result; each point module record has five directory entries

and a FT. The five directory entries (e.g.,

'PNTS000700006') correspond to the five user data fields

(e.g., 'Pl&PT&;'): the record identifier field (i.e., the

first user data field), the point data field (alias, point

module), the spatial address data field (alias, spatial

address module), and the attribute definition data field

and the attribute value data field (alias, attribute field

group module). All user data fields are of fixed

length predefined by constants so that the length (i.e.,

byte counts) of the entire user data area can be easily

determined. The next statement processes the length of

the user data area. The following statement calculates

101
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the total length of the data record, i.e., the sum of the

length of the DR leader, the DR directory, and DR user data

area in bytes.

The function continues by printing the DR leader into

the ACADSDT.DDF file. With the next two statements, it

puts the DR directory entries into the ACAD_SDT.DDF file.

The for-loop that follows determines which point module and

which attribute value is printed. The fprintf() function

call does this. The remainder of the function goes back

to the "x.PNT" file and reads the next data.

The line_ring_output() function does essentially the

same thing as the point_output() function. It produces

the DR's of the line and ring module records instead of the

DR's of the point module records. However, converting the

Aut0CAD line and ring object representations into the

Standard output format bears one difficulty. Each line or

ring of the Aut0CAD DXF file represents an entity. The

entity has an attribute and its associated attribute value,

and the implementation of all three (i.e., entity,

attribute, and attribute value) is straightforward.

However, the implementation of the layer name on which the

entity is represented is more difficult.

A layer name represents an entity class which is

defined as "a specified group of entities" (TAC, 1988).

Since each group has members, these group members (alias,
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entities) should be specified at some point in the DDF.

The Data Dictionary/Entity-Attribute module expresses the

relationship between an entity and its attribute(s).

Therefore, the Data Dictionary module could be the place to

define the belongings of the entities to their layers

(i.e., entity classes), specifying the group members of

each entity class.

However, it is realized that entity classes never

convey sufficient meaning to all users of the respective

data set and therefore the use of entity classes is

discouraged (Cooper, 1987; Rugg, 1988; USGS, 1986). Thus,

no examples for the implementation of entity classes are

presented. However, the Aut0CAD layers as they are used

in this research offer an easy way to use entity classes.

The layer name still has to be defined. The Data

Dictionary/Definition module allows the definition of the

entity and attribute but not an entity class (TAC, 1988).

The Standard requires the definition of an entity class by

specification of its group members (TAC, 1988) but does not

specify how to implement it. However, the term (group)

member could become an attribute for any layer (e.g., the

attribute member could have the attribute value road). A

layer, then, could be treated like an entity [e.g., entity

(in this case i.e., entity class): transportation,

attribute: member, and attribute value: e.g., road].
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In the Data Dictionary/Definition module, each layer

would be listed as an entity defined as an entity class.

The Data Dictionary/Domain module shows which entities each

entity class comprises. The attribute field group holds

the information (TAC, 1988). Each attribute field group

has an attribute-definition and an attribute-value field.

The implementation of the attribute, member, and its

attribute value (e.g., road) is straightforward. The

implementation of the layer name is more difficult. The

Standard defines an attribute as "a defined characteristic

of an entity" (TAC, 1988), and broadens the attribute

definition as

"non-locational data associated with a spatial object
and ... allows the entity label to be treated as an
attribute. In the latter case the attribute label
takes on the value of the literal 'ENTITY LABEL"
(TAC, 1988; van Roessel, 1988; USGS, l988a).

The layer name is such a non-locational item

associated with a line or ring object. The construct

allows the layer name to be treated as an attribute value.

The relationship between the two attribute field groups

(i.e., ENTITY LABEL to layer name and member to entity) is

defined by a hierarchical data structure (Figure 10).

The main program ends with the printout of HAAAAAIt

into the ACAD_SDT.DDF file, indicating the end of the DDF.

The remaining sections are general support functions for

the program flow (USGS, 1988a).
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CHAPTER 8

DATA QUALITY REPORT

"The data quality group is composed of the following

modules: Lineage, Positional Accuracy, Attribute Accuracy,

Logical Consistency, and Completeness" (TAC, 1988). The

Standard (section 5.3.) requires a data quality report

separate from the rest of the data in a transfer. Program

3 produces the quality report. Keeping it disconnected

from program 2 allows the separation of the quality report

from the rest of the data transfer, as well as efficiency

in its implementation.

1) The Data Quality Group

The implementation of the data quality report takes

effort, and the description of the quality information for

each data quality module is time consuming. It requires

the knowledge of all the procedures and considerations

applied during the digitizing and the construction of the

source map. The data quality report documents these

procedures and considerations.

Detaching the creation of the quality report from

program 2 results in several advantages. It may need to

be implemented only once for several Aut0CAD DXF files

processed by program 2, since a data quality report may

stay the same for several maps depending on the digitizing

procedure. Furthermore, program 3 produces a generic
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quality report; the QUALITY program may be used for a data

quality report independent of the software used in

digitizing.

Part three of the Standard describes the requirements

for the data quality report. Many authors recognize the

freedom the "truth in labeling" method offers the map

producer. On the other hand, first-hand experience with

the testing of the Standard reveals difficulties in

implementing the quality requirements. The freedom may

become a burden, and many producers will want guidelines or

suggestions (USGS, 1986). This research gives examples of

all components of all data quality modules.

2) The Data Quality Report

Van Roessel (1988) points out the distinction between

the data quality description and a data quality report.

The data quality report comprises a general documentation

of any quality information, whereas the data quality

description requires specific information about single data

items. The following discussion of the five data quality

components documents the data quality report.

The data quality report carries the producer's

information about the data. A "truthful labeling" of data

quality is therefore essential to the report. The user

decides on the "fitness" of the data for her or his

specific "use" (Chrisman, 1986; TAC, 1988). For the
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example in this research, the map data quality meets only

low standards compared to public agencies' "in-house"

standards. However, one day it may satisfy the

requirements of some user.

Lineage

The first section of the data quality report is the

lineage module. The basic data for this module are the

production date of the data set, and the name of the source

map used for the map production (TAC, 1988). In this

research, the date reflects the research time period: July

1989. The digital data set itself is based on the Deer

Head Point quadrangle in Oregon, a 7.5 mm quadrangle from

the USGS produced from source materials acquired from areal

photographs.

The lineage module also requires the documentation of

all the computations applied to create the final data set

(TAC, 1988). The data set in this research simply reflects

some of the coordinates on the source map captured with a

digitizing device. The completeness section below

describes the selection criteria for the coordinates

without any computational coordinate transformations.

Positional Accuracy

Positional accuracy is the most common data quality

information. It characterizes the (x,y) positional
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accuracy within a given system. For digital cartography,

positional accuracy gains new importance since the accuracy

of the digital map serves for hardcopy products of

different scales (Zarzycki, 1984). A data set may be

digitized from a medium scale source map. The user, on

the other hand, may want to retrieve the digital data for a

larger scale map. Therefore, the positional accuracy

statement is important to the user, since it tells how

close the location of the digitized point comes to the

location of the "original" point on the source map.

The Standard presents several methods for measuring

positional accuracy (TAC, 1988). This research employs

the "deductive estimate" only, allowing the producer to

check his product quality visually. The other three

measurement methods take more effort. "Internal evidence"

requires a test by geodetic control; the "comparison to

source" method refers to the congruence of check plots with

the original map. The "independent source of higher

accuracy" resembles the comparison to source, but it checks

for product quality with respect to a map of higher quality

than the source map.

C) Attribute Accuracy

Attribute accuracy reflects the correct use of

Standard terminology for the cartographic objects found on

the map. The encoding of the source map into the digital
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map data involves the interpretation of the source map.

This potential "inaccuracy" applies most strongly to the

encoding of entities and their associated attributes (Beck

et.al., 1986).

The testing of the Standard shows that the application

of its terminology results in "good" use of the entity and

attribute terms. Most users of the Standard select the

same terms for the same cartographic objects. However,

many of them stress the effort connected with the

appropriate selection of terms (USGS, 1986a). In order to

comply with the Standard, the research uses Standard

terminology only.

Attribute accuracy consists also of several methods to

measure accuracy. Since the data set in the research

carries only few terms, the "deductive estimate" satisfies

the accuracy requirements. Since the data set is small,

all attributes can be checked visually.

d) Logical Consistency

This part "describes the fidelity of the relationships

encoded in the data structure of the digital cartographic

data" (TAC, 1988). The "test of valid values" detects

"false" or "impossible" attribute values. If, for

example, the highest point of a map does not exceed 1800 ft

and a data point exceeds the value of 1800 ft (e.g., 1900

ft), an error has been found. The only numeric values
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used in the example data set are the (x,y) coordinates.

Their values lie within the extent of the map, so a check

could be if the (x,y) coordinates lie within the map

extent.

The "general test for graphic data" ensures that lines

are not digitized twice (TAC, 1988). For the small data

set used in this research, no problem arose in checking the

lines. For a bigger data set this task could become more

tedious.

Another check deals with polygons. All polygons in

the data set completely close, although the cartographic

setting (i.e., geometry only) does not require such

closure. However, the intent of this research was to

produce only closed polygons to allow easier retrieval for

users with topological data structures. The program only

recognizes polygons as rings if the ring exactly closes.

AutoCAD itself ensures polygon closure using the closing

option of the PLINE EC in order to automatically join the

last digitized point with the first one. Any other time,

a ring is stored as a line.

Since the data are not in a topological data

structure, the test of "specific topological tests" does

not apply. The "date of test" for this research is the

last period of the research: December 1989.
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e) Completeness

"This section must include information about selection

criteria, definitions used and other relevant mapping

rules." (TAC, 1988) The research focuses on the

discussion about the selection criteria. An example for

the Standard's implementation is given rather than a "real"

order from a customer. The accuracy of (x,y) coordinates

ranks not very high. The clearness of the data set is the

most important concern for the digitizing procedure. The

data set therefore contains as few coordinates as possible.

This applies to all entities on the map. Furthermore,

only few of the entities are represented, the map

digitizing by no means is complete. Remembering that the

map serves an industrialist, single houses of a settlement

have only little importance, and a ring represents the

boundary of the settlement and the settlement itself.

Implementing the data quality modules still faces

another difficulty - where to store the data quality

information within the data quality module? Each of the

five modules contains a module name and a comment subfield.

Furthermore, all of them include the attribute field group

as well as a foreign identifier field. The data quality

information can be placed into the comment field of the

respective quality information module.
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Program 3 puts the data quality information into the

comment subfield and ignores the attribute field group (van

Roessel, 1988; USGS, 1988). This implementation allows

for easier programming.

3) Summary

The structure of the third program allows for easier

programming. The data quality consists only of a general

report, not an exact description of items. Therefore, the

comment subfield of each quality module contains the data

quality report.
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CHAPTER 9

PROGRAM 3: DATA QUALITY PROGRAM

The Standard requires a quality report for the

transferred data, and program 3 creates a file containing

the quality report. The quality report program can be

independent of the digitizing software used. Therefore,

program 3 is separate from program 2, since program 2

creates an AutoCAD specific output format.

The QUALITY Program

The program begins by defining several constants and

variables. It continues with the main() function of the

program. The for-loop prompts the input of four characters

that assign a unique name to the file (e.g., 'ACAD'). Its

predefined ending 'QUL' indicates that the file contains

the quality report, and the program attaches this string to

the user specified four characters. The extension '.DDFt

identifies it as a DDF.

The next block of the program creates the entries of

the DDR directory and the data descriptive (DD) area of the

DDR record. The DD area contains the DD fields which have

the same sequence as their associated entries in the DDR

directory. The function call DDR_output() passes two

values: the tag (e.g., 'DQLG') and its associated DD field

(e.g., 'lOOO;&LINEAGE&MODN!COMT&(A);'). A DD field

consists of the field controls (e.g., 'lOOO;&'), the data
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field name (e.g., 'LINEAGE'), the vector or cartesian label

(e.g., the vector label 'MODN!COMT'), and the format

controls (e.g., '(A)'). The format controls define the

format of the vector or cartesian label (e.g., (A)

indicates characters). The unit terminators (UT) separate

the data field name and vector or cartesian label, and this

label and the format controls.

The function DDR_output() determines the field length

of the DD field passed to the function by its call. The'

first for-loop converts the result into a four character

string. This procedure allows the representation of

leading zeros. The variable DDR_dir_fld_len holds the

resulting string (e.g., '00491').

The second for-loop computes the position of the DD

field within the DD area. It converts the result into a

string, stored in the variable DDR_dir_fldpos. The final

block of the function DDRoutput() joins the values of the

field-tag field, field-length field, and field-position

field and appends them to the DDR directory. The last

line attaches the value of DD field to the DDR DD area.

In the next step, the program prints the three blocks

of the DDR record into the above output file. The format

of the function fprintf() performs this task (e.g., '%05d2L

06%05d 4504%s;%s'), and includes the DDR leader format.

The '%05d' conversion specification represents the five

bytes for the record length field. The record-length
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field specifies the total length of the DDR record. The

value of this field is the sum of the length of the DDR

leader, the DDR directory and its terminating FT, and the

DDR DD area in bytes. The first argument of the function

fprintf. calculates this value. The DDR leader is

comprised of 24 bytes; the constant, LEADER, represents the

length of the leader for calculation in the output, i.e.,

24. The function strlen() returns the length of the DDR

directory (e.g., 00000 bytes). The field terminator

behind the DDR directory takes one byte, i.e., the constant

'FT' takes the value '1'. The second function strlen()

computes the length of the DDR DD area (e.g., 00000 bytes).

Thus, the value of the record length field becomes 00000

bytes. The plain character 121 indicates the interchange

level of the transfer. Since none of the modules use

hierarchical data, the value of the interchange level field

is '2'. For the documentation of the next six bytes, the

researcher refers to ISO 8211.

The '%05d' conversion specification reflects the

relative positions 12 to 16 (i.e., bytes 13 to 17) in the

DDR leader. These specify the position of the first DD

field within the DDR. The sum of the length of the DDR

leader, and the DDR directory and its terminating field

terminator (FT) is the value of this field (e.g., 00000

bytes). The base address of the DDR DD area indicates the

end of the DDR directory including the first FT. The
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field terminator ';' after the entries of the DDR directory

does the same. The next seven bytes including the DDR

entry map 45O4 terminate the DDR leader. The following

'%s;%s' conversion specification prints the actual values

of the DDR directory and the DDR DD area into the above

specified file. A field terminator separates the two

blocks.

Hereafter, the program creates DR's. The program

line 'fp=fopen(str,"a");' precedes the function calls to

the function DR_output. It causes all DR's to be stored

in the same file as the DDR record. The function

DRoutput() attaches the DR's to the DDR record. The

function call DRoutput() passes two values: the tag

defined in the DDR record and the module name of the module

to be implemented (e.g., the lineage module). Data

quality modules are implemented at run time, one by one.

Each call to the function DRoutput() results in one DR.

The function DR_output() prompts the input of the data

quality information indicated by the module name. The

function fprintf() within the function DRoutput() creates

the DR.

The format of the function fprintf() includes the

leader of the DR, as it incorporates the leader of the DDR

within the function DDR_output(). The DDR record leader

and the DR leader resemble each other closely. In fact,

the first two conversion specifications within the format
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of the function fprintf() have the same meaning within the

function DDR_output () and within the function DR_output 0.
The character 'D' between these two conversion

specifications is the leader identifier of the DR. It

means that a leader and directory will be found in the

subsequent DR. All spaces within the DR leader

represented in the format of the function fprintf()

indicate bytes reserved for future standardization.

The 13 bytes following the DR leader represent the

first entry of the DR directory ('0001000700000'). As

specified in the entry map of the leader, the entries

consist of three fields: the field-tag field, the field-

length field, and the field-position field. The first

entry specifies the record identifier field of the DR.

Its associated user data field holds the number of this

record within the transfer (e.g., 3 indicating the third

DR). The field tag of the record identifier field is

defined as '1' with leading zeros (O...l).

Since the last '4' of the entry map of the DR

directory '4504' defines the size of the field-tag field,

the tag for the record-identifier field becomes '0001'.

The first '4' of the DR entry map designates the size of

the field length field of the DR directory entries. The

number '5' specifies size of the field-position field of

the entry.
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The next four bytes carry the number of bytes

comprising the corresponding DR user data field. The

'0007' says that the record-identifier field itself becomes

3;' since the entry specifies 7 bytes space. Thus,

the field length specification of 7 bytes results in five

bytes for five unused spaces, one byte for the figure '3',

and the last byte for the FT.

The following five bytes of the entry ('00000') mirror

the relative position of the record-identifier field within

the DR. Since it is the first user data field of each DR,

its value is always '00000' indicating the very first

position of the user data area of a DR. The subsequent

ten bytes of the function fprintf() format '%s%4d00007;'

depict the entry of the next user data field and the FT.

This user data field embraces the data quality module

information. The format itself prints the second entry

into the specified file. For record number 3, the entry

is 'DQPAOO4000084'.

The rest of the function fprintf() format prints the

actual value of the record number, the module name, and

data quality report into the above specified file. The

'%6d' conversion specification provides six spaces for the

record number; the '%s&%s;' conversion specification

results in the module name, the UT, the comment, and the

FT. The function call fprintf() passes the module name as

a two character acronym (e.g., 'PA'). Therefore, the
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module name is of fixed size, (2).

The Standard requires that any DDF ends with the five

graphic symbols (tAAAAAJ). The last two lines of the

program print these graphic characters into the above

specified file and close it afterward. The rest of the

program holds functions which enable the program to

accomplish the required program steps.
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CHAPTER 10

DATA MANAGEMENT

The following section discusses the management of

information in the new output format. The results of this

section are based on the findings of the Northwest Land

Information System Network (NWLISN), examining the

difficulties of both the exchange and the accessibility of

digital data in two different working groups: the Digital

Data Exchange Project and the Digital Data index Project.

1) Digital Data Exchange Project

The DDEP works with the Deer Head Peak quadrangle in

Oregon as the test site for the project. The Dear Head

Peak quadrangle is one of eleven quadrangles in the Lower

Uxnpqua Project (LUP). The LUP is the project area in

Oregon for the NWLISN. The Deer Head Peak quadrangle is a

valuable test site because most participating agencies hold

data on this quadrangle. In addition, some agencies have

management responsibility. The hugh amount of available

data guaranties a high potential for information exchange.

Nine base categories - agreed on by the agencies - comprise

the data of highest interest. These nine categories

reflect themes. The themes or layers consist of data

grouped together according to their common properties

(e.g., the entities river, lake, spring would form the base

category hydrology). The nine base categories underline
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once again the frequent use of entity classes as sets of

indivisible units. Several entities form one entity

class, layer, or base category, respectively, where the

selected entity classes identify the intended map purpose.

A use of data different from the intended purpose seems

almost impossible. For example, a layer TRANSPORTATION -

as part of a map for an industrialist - comprises "roads"

and "rivers" as entities on that layer. An hydrologist

seeks river data for her or his map. If river data only

are only to be retrieved, she or he encounters difficulties

retrieving these data from the TRANSPORTATION layer.

Furthermore, the single entities should be indicated in an

index since it would be difficult to assume that on a

TRANSPORTATION layer river entities are "hidden't.

As recognized in the DDEP, the exchange of data bears

difficulties. Several agencies use different sources to

capture their base categories. Therefore, the overlay of

data from two agencies portrays differences and

similarities. As revealed during the course of the

project, the use of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) by

the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) makes overlay with

other maps difficult (e.g., from the USGS). Thus, using

maps of the PLSS as source maps is discouraged.

Difficulties also result from data that cannot be used

because of the lack of a translator. However, the time

involved in this process negatively effects the low cost
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and quick completion of the intended data exchange. The

efforts of the DDEP - necessary for the realization of the

project - show again that the main obstacle for frequent

data transfer resides in the lack of a Standard transfer

format.

Data transfer on the basis of several format

transformations is too cumbersome for a frequent exchange.

This procedure requires excessive organizational effort

especially with respect to a broader scale exchange; it

also involves an excessive amount of time in finishing an

data exchange among several agencies.

However, the overlay of the same base categories from

different agencies is a main point of interest in this

thesis. They carry the information which intrigues the

digital map producer. They also indicate the reliability

of the transferred data since the features do not always

coincide due to inherent errors (Vitek, 1984). These

inherent errors are in part due to the different map scales

used to capture the data. They also result from the

application of different sources. The Standard requires

that this quality information is transferred.

However, a major goal of the DDEP is the exchange of

information and the determination of lead agencies for

entity classes. If the national Standard allows quick

exchange of data, then each agency can concentrate on its

data domain, i.e., a specific entity class (e.g., the
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Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) can solely

capture data concerning transportation). Lead agencies,

however, would have a secondary role, managing the data in

their domain. This implies that any agency can produce

digital data of any kind, but the lead agency would be the

receiving agency managing the specific data concerning the

lead agency (e.g., the USGS digitizes roads which are not

yet available, and the ODOT would manage this information).

The Issue of lead agencies refers already to the DDIP since

it deals with the management of the information about

digitized data. In summary, the DDEP reinforces the

development of a translator program.

2) Digital Data Index Project

However, the DDIP concerns the more important aspects

of how to manage the final information content of the

digital data sets once stored according to the Standard

output format. The question arises as to which

information should be provided to the recipient? The

standard itself requires from the producer specific

information about his data. Several other parts of the

Standard require further information necessary to reproduce

the map. The information provided by the producer helps

the user to finally decide on the fitness of the data for

his specific purpose. Because of this information, the

user can select the data set she or he intends to apply for
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her or his purpose.

However, the user first has to look at several parts,

of the Data Descriptive File in order to make a proper

decision (i.e., to select the appropriate data set). She

or he may even have to scan several files from different

producers of the same data domain. In order to select the

most appropriate data set, this procedure would be

advisable. A more convenient management of the data

facilitates easier accessibility.

The producer prepares the data according to the

Standard format. As she or he "knows" the data best, the

producer can provide any information about them. The

question arises as to what information is of interest to

the recipient? For the producer this very question means

that she or he enters the last step of the digital map

production cycle. In the final step, the producer

delivers the information which is necessary for the

recipient to create exactly the intended map.

The digital map stored according to the Standard

format itself does not immediately make the user's

selection easier. Only the producer's support of data

about his map in an index eases the user's decision as to

which data set to select. Thus, the following discussion

first describes the kind of information the user needs for

a "quick" decision of which data he can retrieve (In some

respect any kind of information is quicker for a decision
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making process than no information at all). The research

then shows in which way the producer can support this

information. The determination of the suggested

information results from several questionnaires prepared

during the course of the DDIP. The information is grouped

according to its importance for the user's decision making

process.

The first block of information desirable for an index

about digital spatial data could be described as DOMAIN

information. The Catalog/Spatial Domain module and the

Identification module of the Standard convey most of these

data. This part could comprise the domain, the map, the

theme, list of entities, the map scale, and the date of the

map itself. The domain and map portray the map coverage

name within the geographic area the map coverage is

located. This information is of high interest to the user.

If the index reveals that no data set yet covers the area,

then the user needs to investigate no further. The

meaning of the map scale as well as the map data is

selfevident. The theme is of high importance to the

potential user of the data set since the theme determines

in large part the useability of the data set. The list of

entities forming the theme defines the purpose of the

application. This first block indicates if data in the

area under consideration are available for the user's

specific requirements.
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If so, the second block of information becomes of

higher interest. The content of this part can be grouped

under the term RESTRICTIONS. This part includes

information about the security level of the data set, the

original data structure, the tiling format, the internal

reference, and the external reference. The security level

or any other restrictions, as final requests, are self

defining. The listing of the original data structure may

indicate if the data set has topological data, or geometric

data only; it also could indicate which software and

hardware was used for the digitizing procedure. The

tiling format depicts another variable for the user,

defining the coverage more explicitly. The internal and

external reference information indicates necessary

transformations the user may have to apply before he can

use the data set.

The next block could be named PRODUCER information.

It comprises the data about agency responsible for the

digitizing of the map. This information facilitates

easier cross-checking in the case of misunderstandings or

uncertainties. The user of the data set may find

aimbiguous definitions or data descriptions. In such a

case, the listing of a contact address or person helps to

clarify questions about the data. The components of this

part should be the agency responsible for the digitizing,

the person who supervised the digitizing, and the person
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who actually digitized the map.

Once the user opts for a specific data set, she or he

may wish detailed quality information about the data.

Since the Standard itself already requires this kind of

report, it would not cost the producer any more to deliver

it. The five defined components of the report could build

the QUALITY information for this part of an index. The

use of the five components: lineage, positional accuracy,

attribute accuracy, logical consistency, and completeness

are described above as modules of a transfer.

For the index, there exists still another issue - the

level at which the index will be operated. For example, a

low level index would present the information blocks

described above in simple paper output format. The user

still would have to read the information. This task could

become quite tedious if the index is very big or detailed.

A higher level (e.g., automated) index could include

geographic search strategies (as in a GIS). The user

could easily retrieve the information with special queries.

Although discussed in the DDIP, the level of an index does

not effect the producer's efforts. Only in the beginning

of the digital map production cycle is it of importance if

used as a source. Besides that, it is outside the scope

of this research.
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A digital spatial data index gives the Standard output

format a new vitality. It provides information on the

accessible data volumes, or general information about a

geographic area and its data. The index, therefore,

should help reduce the duplication of effort. The

potential user has a quick reference to the availability

and fitness of the data for her or his purpose. However,

it is still a difficult question as to in which unit a

digital data index should store information, e.g.

watersheds, townships, or quads? This research only shows

the kind of information an index should comprise and

determines which information the map producer could prepare

for the index.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUS ION

1) Implementation of Entity Classes

When writing a translator program for converting a

digital data structure into the Standard output format, one

will encounter some general problems not all of which are

described in this thesis. Although the Standard offers

the definition of the term entity class, it omits

implementation specifications. This research presents a

solution for the implementation of entity classes, using

AutoCAD information layers as entity classes. A layer

carries the entities stored on this layer and is therefore

a defined group of these members. In this research, an

entity class is treated as an attribute value of the entity

label "ENTITY LABEL". By Standard definition, the literal

"ENTITY LABEL" as the value for the attribute value field

of the attribute field group allows the associated value of

the attribute value field to be treated as an entity.

Thus, all entity classes are implemented as entities.

This implementation method has a convenient consequence:

since an entity has an attribute and its associated

attribute value, the members of each entity class can be

easily implemented. The term member becomes the attribute

for each entity class, and the entity stored in this entity

class will be the associated value of the attribute value

field. The relationship between the two attribute field



groups, "ENTITY LABEL" and entity class, and member and

entity, is defined by a hierarchical structure.

Data Quality Report vs. Description

The issue of the data quality report vs. the data

quality description has been recognized in the relevant

literature, and has always been decided in favor of a

quality report, since the implementation of a data quality

description is accomplished only with great effort. When

writing the translator programs, the researcher did not

consider at any time writing a program for the creation of

a data quality description. The implementation of a data

quality report is straightforward, and the programming of a

data quality report, therefore, requires only minimal

effort.

Representation of Attribute Values

In digital cartography, attribute values are often

represented as numerical codes, as was done in this

research. However, for storing data in the Standard output

format it is essential that these attribute value codes

appear as terms. Thus, at some point the translator

program needs this kind of input. The translator program

developed in this research prompts for the specification of

the codes in an interactive mode. The program lists the

attribute value code, requiring the input of the attribute
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value represented by the attribute code. The same Rind of

interactive mode is used for the specification of the

entities and attributes, which are represented by the color

code of the entities.

Since entities and attributes have to be defined in

the Data Dictionary/Definition module, the researcher used

only Standard terms defined in the Standard's appendix.

This method allows easier programming of the Data

Dictionary/Definition modules, since the value of the

authority subfield in the Data Dictionary/Definition module

in this case is simply 'SDTS', indicating the Standard as

the source for the entity's or attribute's definition. In

addition, four more subfields stay empty and would have

otherwise to be implemented: the Source, the Definition,

the Attribute Authority, and the Attribute Authority

Description subfield of the Data Dictionary/Definition

module.

4) Automation of the Translator Program

A translator program converts data stored in one data

structure into another, knowing that the user of this

translator program may not understand either of the two

data structures. However, not every data set which is

going to be translated will carry all the information

needed for the complete implementation of the Standard

output format. Consequently, the translator program which
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processes such a data set requires interactively entered

data supplying the missing information. However,

interactive data input reduces the effectiveness of a

translator program since it interrupts the automatic flow

of the conversion of the data structure, making it once

again necessary for the user to be familiar with the

Standard in one way or another.

Since the person who uses a translator program

normally is only concerned with the end product and does

not want to deal with the Standard's specific requirements,

this person should not be required to know about any of the

Standard's details. This thesis offers a solution which

allows a person to use a translator program while being

unfamiliar with the Standard itself. Since the same

person will be familiar with the program used for the

creation of the data set, for every translator program a

general procedure should be found which anticipates the

translator's requirements for a complete implementation of

the Standard's format. Such a procedure should capture

all the information which is not in any other way prepared

during the data set's creation. Once determined, a

procedure of this kind requires only a minimally increased

effort but eliminates the need for familiarization with the

Standard. Such a procedure can be applied to vector,

relational, and raster data sets.
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5) The ACAD_XYZ Program

Program I converts the output format of the digitizing

software into intermediate files. Each file contains all

the feature information produced by one of the digitizing

commands. Program 1 eliminates all digitizing software

specific codes. Freed from the codes, each file resulting

from the digitizing software stores the (x,y,z) coordinates

of the entities of the respective commands and the main

attribute information. The program allows the appending

of additional commands.

Such an intermediate format has three advantages.

First, data handling in digital cartography frequently

requires (x,y,z) coordinates for further manipulation.

The first program prepares these data since it decodes the

applied software. It, therefore, serves other purposes as

well.

Second, the intermediate format facilitates a much

easier adaptation to new versions of the selected software.

Since software companies frequently create new versions of

their programs, only the first program has to be changed.

The second and third programs remain unchanged. The third

advantage of having the intermediate files is that they

allow other users to produce an output format that matches

the data structure of the three intermediate files without

having to deal with the Standard, but still being able to

convert the data to the Standard format using programs 2
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6) The ACADSDT and QUALITY Programs

The next two programs comprise the actual software

components creating the Standard output format. Program 2

translates all information of the intermediate files into

Standard output format except for the quality information.

The third program creates the remaining data since

quality information rarely changes. A separate program

gives higher efficiency since the file may need to be

created only once for several maps. In addition, the

third program creates a file containing data quality

information for any output file, not only for the selected

digitizing or drafting software. Program 3 can be used

for the creation of any quality report.

The two programs create three files with program 2

creating two of the three files. One produces directory-

like information about the whole data transfer. A

separate file with a directory-like function makes it

easier for the recipient to quickly analyze the contents of

the transfer. It also contains useful information for an

index. The separation from the whole transfer makes it

easier to convey this information for later use and new

purposes. The other output file contains all other

information created by program 2. Program 3 exclusively

134
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produces the one file with the quality information.

The thesis stresses programs 2 and 3 since program 1

only functions as a preprocessor for them. Furthermore,

only programs 2 and 3 closely relate to the Standard.

Testing Programs

The correctness of the three programs developed in

this research is proven by their output formats. All

three DDF files (i.e., ACADDIR.DDF, ACAD_SDT.DDF, and

ACAD_QUL.DDF) were compared to the output formats according

to Standard data structure containing USGS DLG data.

Visual comparison between the output formats indicated that

the DDF's resulting from programs 2 and 3 are correct.

They may therefore be retrieved by other users. The

processing of the DDF's by Brook's DDFINPT program

certainly proves the correctness of the output format.

Drawbacks

In digital cartography, an information layer usually

stores features of similar kind - a hydrology layer is

comprised of river, lake, and spring features; a second

layer, geoniorphology, contains sink hole, hill, and fault

features. Often, a single color represents the features

of one layer -the hydrologic features are blue whereas the

geomorphological features are brown. The program

developed in this research would not recognize the above
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different features as different entities. The program

distinguishes entities by two variables: the layer that

holds the feature, and the color that represents the

feature on this layer.

However, as hardware becomes cheaper, the range of

possible colors increases. Then, the entities of one

layer could be represented by different hues of one color,

and the above drawback becomes less important. For the

research, the color limitation is only a minor issue since

the documentation objective overshadows any other purpose.

9) Data Index - Data Management

In the future, there will be many data sets stored

according to the Standard output format. Unless these

data sets will be stored in same kind of data base, data

duplication will not be reduced significantly, and one of

the Standard's most powerful consequences will be severely

limited.

The management of the new Standard output formats in

some sort of index could be an efficient way for quick

reference of these data sets by potential users. This

thesis presents the kind of information which could form

such an index. The researcher suggests five categories of

information in descending order for the user's information

request; for example, it is more important to the user to

know if a data set for the site under consideration is
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available than it is to know how accurate the quality of

the data is. Therefore, the five categories are: Domain,

Restrictions, Producer, and Quality.
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CHAPTER 12

SUMMARY

The American Proposed Standard for Digital

Cartographic Data is a very powerful vehicle for digital

data transfer. The Standard offers great versatility for

its implementation. Its concise definitions affect not

only digital cartography but also permit the use of unique

terminology in the entire field of cartography and GIS.

However, full understanding of the Standard takes time and

assumes the knowledge of many prerequisites like ISO 8211.

This fact contradicts the requirement that any Standard

should be easy to understand. However, once the

Standard's concepts are understood, the transfer vehicle

presents a very convenient and powerful tool.

The major idea behind the Standard is the reduction of

data duplication since the Standard facilitates digital

data exchange. However, the existence of data sets

according to the Standard output format does not

automatically guarantee their use. Only if their

existence and content is known to a broader user community

will these data sets reduce the duplication of data

production. Therefore, an index is needed. At the same

time, the index should be managed according to information

concerning the stored data sets. This information

facilitates the user's decision as to which data set to
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select for his specific purpose. The researcher suggests

four groups of information in descending order: Domain,

Restrictions, Producer, and Quality information.

Most often, the Standard output format requires some

information which is not prepared by the digitizing

software's data structure, thus interrupting the automation

of translator program, and requiring the interactive entry

of the missing information. In order to allow the

automation, for any digitizing software an initial

digitizing procedure for preparing the missing information

should be developed. Such a procedure would relate to the

translator program which processes the output file of the

digitizing software. Therefore, the digitizing procedure

should be developed in accordance with the writing of the

translator program. The information created during such

an initial digitizing procedure should be stored in a

separate layer or file, depending on the software used, so

that the rest of the drawing stays undisturbed by this

information.

Data quality is a key issue. The implementation of

data quality information in a transfer file requires a

clear distinction between a quality report and quality

description. A data quality report is more general

whereas a data quality description involves a more
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sophisticated implementation. The writing of a program

producing a data quality description would require the

possible inclusion of spatial addresses in order to specify

single cartographic objects associated with these spatial

addresses. The quality description of the cartographic

object would be placed in the associated attribute field

group module rather than in the comment subfield of some

data quality field. Since the Standard allows the data

quality information to be prepared in a written format, it

is not worthwhile to write a data quality description

creating program.

The exclusive use of entity and attribute (and their

associated attribute) terms defined in the Standardts

appendix is highly recommended, since it simplifies the

writing of a translator program. It does not require the

implementation of new definitions and authorities for newly

used terms.

The C language proved a convenient programming

language for the creation of a translator program. It

allowed the resemblance of the Standard's modularity in the

program through use of functions.

The conclusions derived from this research are only a

small contribution to the international standard arena in
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determining some of the problems connected with the writing

of a translator program. However, the more important

difficulties discovered during the course of this research

have not been described in the relevant literature. This

thesis may well initiate further research into the

implementation of digital cartographic data standards.
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APPENDIX A. Programs

1) Program 1: ACAD_XYZ

# include <stdio . h>

FILE *fp,
*acadinfile,
*pljne file,
*text file,
*pojnt file;

char pfile[50],
tfile[50],
pofile[50];

char xendpoint[20],
y end point [ 20]
z end point [ 20] ;

mt layer no=0,
pline_no=0,
point no=0,
text no=0;

char layer name[20],
layer of color[lO] [20],
color_of_layer[10] [2],
color[2],
entity[20];

mt color check=0;
mt i, j, k;
char b, C;

struct information {
mt flag;
char data[30];

struct information source;

main()
{

char infile[50],
outfile[50];

mt check=0;

printf("\nEnter name of ACAD DXF file without
extension: ");

scanf("%s", infile);
printf("Enter name of output file: U);
scanf (I%st , outfile);

appnd_str (infile, DXF");
appndstr(pfile,outfile); appndstr(pfile, t1.P");
appnd_str(tfile,outfile); appnd_str(tfile, ".TXT");
appndstr(pofile,outfile); appnd_str(pofile, ".PNT");
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if ((acad_infile=fopen(infile, "r") )==NtJLL)
printf("\n\nCan't open input file %s. ", infile);

exit(); }

printf("\n\n --- please wait --- ");
printf("\n --- skips the dxf header ---\n\n");

plinefile=fopen(pfile,"w"); 1* creates data files *7
text_f ile=fopen(tf ile, "w");
point_f ile=f open (pofile, "w");
fclose(pline file); fclose(point file);

fclose (text_file);

i=O;
while ((c=getc(acadinfile)) !=EOF) {

if (c!=' \n') source. data[i++]=c;
if (c=='\n')
source.data[iJ='\O';
c=' F';
if (check==O)

if ((b=(cinpstr(source.data, "ENTITIES")) )== 'T')
check=l;

if ((b=(cmpstr(source.data,"LAYER")))=='T')
attrcolorQ;

if (check>O) acad file infoQ;
i=O;
)

)

printf("\n\nEnd of input file %s.",infile);
printf("\n\n%d polylines were processed. ",plineno);
printf("\n%d text information were processed.",

text_no);
printf("\n%d points were processed. \n" ,pointno);
fp=fopen(pfile, "a"); fprintf(fp," EOF"); fclose(fp);
fp=fopen(tfile, "a"); fprintf(fp," EOF"); fclose(fp);
fp=fopen(pofile,"a"); fprintf(fp," EOF"); fclose(fp);
getchQ;

)

acad file info ()
{

'F';
if ((b=(cmp_str(source.data,"POLYLINE")))=='T')

printf("\nGets polyline number %d.", ++pline_no);
plinefile=fopen(pfile, "a");
pline info (pline_file);

)

if ((b=(cmpstr(source.data,"TEXT")))=='T') (

printf("\nGets text information number
%d.",++text no);

text_f ile=fopentf ile, "a");
text_info (text_file);
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)

if ((b=(cmpstr(source.data,"POINT")))=='T') {

printf("\nGets point information number
%d.",++point no);

point file=f open (pofile, "a");
point_info (point_file);

)

)

pline info (pline_file)
FILE *pljne file;
(

mt count=O,
closure=O;

color check=O;
fscanf(acadinfile, "%d", &source. flag);
fscanf(acadinfile, "%s",source.data);
while

((source.flag!=O)&&((b=cmpstr(source.data,"VERTEX")) !='T')
) {

fscanf (acad_infile, "%d", &source. flag);
fscanf(acadinfile, tt%II ,source. data);
if (source.flag==70) closure=l;
if (source.flag==62)
color check=1;
copy_str (source . data, color);
)

)

do {

step:
fscanf (acad_infile, "%d", &source. flag);
switch (source.flag) {

case 8 : fscanf(acad_infile, tt%5t, source.data);

if (count++<1) {

fprintf (pline file, "\n
, source. data) ;

if (color check==O) (

b='F'; layer_no=O;
while
((b=cmp_str (source . data,
layer of colorE layer_no])) !='T')
layer_no=layer_no+l;
fprintf(pline_file," %s",
color_ofjayer[layer_no]);

}

if (color_check==l) {

copy str (color, color_of_layer);
fprintf(pline_file,
%s" ,color_of_layer);

)
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if (closure==l) fprintf(pline file,"
i,,

else fprintf(pline_file," 0");
}

break;
case 10 : fscanf(acad_infile, "%s",source.data);

fprintf(pline_file," %s",source.data);
if (closure==l)

closure=2;
copy_str (source., xendpoint);

}

break;
case 20 : fscanf(acadinfile,"%s", source.data);

fprintf(pline_file," %s",source.data);
if (closure==2) {

closure=3;
copy_str (source. , y_end_point);

}

break;
case 30 : fscanf(acadinfile,"%s",source.data);

fprintf(pline_file," %s" ,source.data);
if (closure==3)

closure=4;
copy str(source.data, z_end_point);

}

break;
default : fscanf(acad_infile, "%s", source.data);

}

} while (source.flag!=0);
b=' F';
if ((b=(cmpstr(source.data, "VERTEX")) )=='T') goto step;

if (closure!=4) fprintf(pline_file, 'V *1');
if (closure==4)

fprintf(pline_file," %s",x_end_point);
fprintf(pline_file," %s",y_end_point);
fprintf(pline_file," %s *",z end point);

}

fclose (pline_file);
)

text_info (text_file)
FILE *text file;
{

color check=0;
fscan?(acadinfile, "%d", &source. flag);
while (source.flag!=0) {

switch (source.f lag) {

case 1 : get_data();
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break;

break;
/*

break;
*/

fprintf(text_file," %s",source.data);
break;
case 8 : fscanf(acad_infiie, "%s", source.data);

fprintf (text_file, "\n
%s",source.data);

copy_str(source.data, layer_name);
break;

case 10 : fscanf(acad_inf lie, "%s",source.data);
fprintf (text_file," %s" ,source.data);

case 20 : fscanf(acad_inf lie, "%s",source.data);
fprintf (text_file," %s",source.data);

case 30 : fscanf(acad_inf lie, "%s",source.data);
fprintf (text_f lie," %s",source.data);

case 62 : fscanf(acadinfile,"%s",color);
color check=l; break;

default : fscanf(acad_infiie, "%s",source. data);
)

fscanf (acad inf lie, "%d", &source. flag);
}

If (color_check==l) fprintf(text_f lie," %s" ,color);
if (color check==0) {

b='F'; layer no=0;
while ((b=cmp str(layer name,

layer of color[iayer no])) !='T')
layer_no=layerno+1;

fprintf (text_file," %s",color_of_layer[layerno]);
}

fclose (text_file) ;
)

point_info (point_file)
FILE *point file;
{

fscanf(acadinfiie, "%d", &source. flag);
while (source.flag!=0) (

switch (source.flag) {

case 8 : fscanf(acad_inf lie,
"%s" , source. data) ;
fprintf (point_file,
"\n %s",source.data);

break;
case 30 : fscanf(acad_inf lie,

, source. data) ;
fprintf (point_file,

source. data)
break;

case 10 : fscanf(acadinfiie,
, source. data) ;

fprintf (point_file,
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}

appnd_str (astr, bstr)
char *astr, *bstr;
{

mt na, nb, i;
na=strlen(astr);
nb=strlen(bstr);
for (i=0;i<nb;j++) astrEna+i]=bstr[i];
astr[na+nb]='\O';

}

cmpstr(sta, stb)
char *sta, *stb;
(

char b='T';
mt na, nb;
na=strlen(sta); nb=strlen(stb);
if (na!=nb) b='F';
else { for (i=0;i<na;j++) (

if(sta[i]!=stb[i]) { b='F'; break; }

}

source. data)
break;

case 20 : fscanf(acad_infile,
, source. data) ;

fprintf (point_file,
%s",source.data);

break;
default : fscanf(acad_infile,

t%sut,source.data);

}

fscanf (acadinfile, "%d", &source. flag);
)

fprintf (point_file, *11)

fclose (point_file);
}

attr color ()
{

fscanf (acadinfile, "%d", &source. flag);
while (source.flag!=0) {

fscanf(acadinfile, "%s",source.data);
if (source. flag==2)
copy_str(source.data, layer of color[layer no]);
if (source.flag==62) {

copy_str(source. data, color_of_layer[layerno++]);
printf("\nlayer %d:

layer no, layer of color[layer no-l]) ;
}

fscanf(acadinfile, te%dn, &source. flag);
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}

)

)

return b;
}

copy_str (astr, bstr)
char *astr, *bstr;
{

mt 1, nb;
nb=strlen(astr);
for (i=O;i<nb;i++) bstr(i]=astr[i];
bstr[nbj='\O';
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2) Program 2: ACAD_SDT

/ ********************************************************/
/******** SECTION - DEFINITIONS & DECLARATIONS **********/
/ ********************************************************/

# include <stdio . h>
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* fp 1,

*fp2,
*fp3;

char data[30], 7* general data input from
stream *7

datal[30],
data2[30],
data3 [30],
data4[30];

char entity[MAXENTITYNO][4], 1* entities *7
layer[MAXENTITYNO][20], /* layers of entities *7
etlb[MAX LAYER NO) [20], /* label of entity */
atlb[MAX LAYER NO] [20], 7* attribute of entity *7
dval [MAX_LAYER_NO] [5] [20], 7* value of attribute *7
attr code [MAX_LAYER_NO] [5] [20]; 7* attribute codes *1

mt attrno[MAXLAYERNO], /* indicates number of
different attribute values of one attribute */

no=0; 7* actual attribute no */
char PT_layer[MAX LAYER NO] [20] ,/* label point layers *7

LSlayer[MAXLAYERNO] [20] ,/* string layers *7
RR_layer[MAX LAYER NO] [20] ;/* ring layers *7

mt PT=0, 7* actual number of label point layers *1
LS=0, /* actual number of string line layers *1
RR=0, /* actual number of polygon ring layers *7
point no[MAX LAYER NO], 7* entities of point layer *1
line_no[MAXLAYERNO], 1* entities of line layer *7
ringno[MAXLAYERNO], 7* entities of ring layer *1
no of LS or RR;

mt closure; 7* checks for line or ring *1
char infile[30], 7* manipulated acad file *7

#define MAX LAYER NO 10 /* maximal no of layers */
#define MAX ENTITY NO 30 /* maximal no of entities */
#define COMMENT 5 7* used in comment subfld *7
#define DDF 500 7* DDR directory *7
#define LEADER 24 /* Leader DD's - 24 bytes *1
#define ENTRY 13 /* Entry DD'.s - 13 bytes */
#define FT 1
#define RECIDFLD 5 7* DD user area sbfld's */
#define LNRG DATA FLD 6
#define ATXX DATA FLD 24
#define AVXX DATA FLD 20
#define SADR DATA FLD 41
#define PNTS DATA FLD 6

FILE *fp, 1* pointers to files */
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temp_file[30]; /* general purpose file *1
mt number, /* general purpose integers

number 1,
number2;

char str[lO], 7* general purpose strings *7
strl[l0],
str2[1O];

char b; 7* check 'True' or 'False' *7
char domn[20], 7* spatial domain and *7

map [2 0], 7* identification variables *7
titl[20],
comt[20],
mpdl[15],
scal[15],
zone [5] ;

mt i=0, j=0, k=0, CS_check=O, n=0, u=O, v=O, w=0;
mt CDno=O,

CXno=0,
CS_no=0,
DFno=0,
DEno=0,
DDno=O,
STno=0,
DMno=0;

char leader[30]=", 7* DDF variables *7
directory[500]=ttlI,
flctrlfld[500]=",
DDarea[2000]=";

char DDRdir[l000],
DDRdata[2000],
DRdir[1000],
DR data [ 2 000] ,
DR data all[ 2000] ,

DR_dir_f id len[ 10],
DR_dir_fld_pos[10],
DR_dir_tag[8],
out0[20],
outl[20],
out2[20],
out3[20],
in[MAX ENTITY NO] [20],
line_or_ring[5],
tag[10],
module(5];

mt rec_id=0,
rec_len=0,
no_of_tags,
no_o f_attr_tags
base addr,
DD_arealen,
module_no,
trailer=0,
data_record,



dir,
us er data area ,
old,
d;

struct sdts_catd
char modn[4], nanie[4], type[35), volin[1O], file[15],

recd[4], comt[CONNENT];

struct sdtscatx
char modn[4], naml[4], typl[35], nam2[5], typ2[35],

comt[CONMENT];

struct sdts cats {

char modn[4], name[4], type[40), domn[30], luap[30],
thern[30], comt[CONNENT];

struct sdts iden {
char modn[4], stid[1O], stvs[lO], docu[1O], titl[30],

daid[lO], domd{1O], dasti101, mpdl[18J, inpd2[lO],
scal[30], sca2[5J, conit[5];

struct sdtsiref
char modn[4], comt[5], satp[18], sfmt[5], hfiutt3Oj,

vfmt[5], sfax[5), sfay[5], sfaz{18], xorg[5],
yorg[30], zorg[5), xhrs[5], yhrs[30], vres[5J;

1;

struct sdtsxref
char modn[4], comt[5), rdoc[18], rsnm[5], vdat[30],

sdat[5J, hdat[5], zone[5];

struct sdts_spdm {
char modn[4], dtypf5], dstp[18], dsft[5], comt[30J,

dmsa[5J;
);
struct sdtsdddf (

char inodn[4], eora[5], ealb[20), srce[5], dfin[20],
auth[5], adsc[5];

struct sdtsddea
char modn[4], etlb[25], euth[5], atlb[25J, auth[30];

struct sdtsddom {
char modn(4], atlb[18], advf[2], adinu[lO], raen[5],
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dval[l8];

struct sdts stat {
char iuodn[4], mtrf[15], innrf[5], nrec[5], nsad[5],

natt[5];

struct tag_format {
char tag[5], fmt[l50];

struct tag_format tag_fiat;
struct sdts_catd Cd[ 17+MAXENTITYNO];
struct sdts catx Cx[3];
struct sdts_cats Cs [MAX ENTITY NO] ;
struct sdts iden Id;
struct sdts_iref Ir;
struct sdtsxref Xr;
struct sdts spdm Sd;
struct sdtsdddf Df [MAX ENTITY NO] ;
struct sdts_ddea De[MAX ENTITY NO];
struct sdts ddom Dm[MAXENTITYNO];
struct sdts stat St[ l+MAXENTITYNO];

/**************************************************/
/********** SECTION - MAIN PROGRAM ****************/
/**************************************************/

main()
{

fpl=fopen ( "ACAD_DIR. DDF", "w");
fp2=fopen("ACADSDT.DDF", "w");
fclose(fpl);
fclose(fp2);

/ ***************************************************/
/***** SECTION - INPUT OF MANIPULATED ACAD FILE ****/
/***************************************************/

for (i=O; i<MAX ENTITY NO; i++)
attrno[i]=l;

printf("\n\nEnter manipulated acad input file without
extension: It);

scanf ("%s", infile);

copy_str(infile, temp_file);
appnd_str (temp_file, ".TXT");
if ((fp=fopen (temp_file, "r") ) ==NULL) {

printf("\n\nCan't open file!");
exitQ;

)

get point(fp); 1* gets all label point entities *1
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fclose(fp); /* and their associated layers */

copy_str (infile, temp_file);
appndstr(tempfile,".PLN");
attrno[O)=O;
fp=fopen(temp_f lie, "r");
get_line_ring(fp); 1* gets all ring & line entities */
fclose(fp); 1* and their associated layers *1

/ ************************************************//*************** SECTION - SDTS INPUT ***********/
/************************************************/

1* --- Data Dictionary/Information - BLOCK ---- *1

printf ("\n\fl\fl*************************************U)
printf("\n**** Data/Dictionary information ****t');
printf ("\fl*************************************\\U)
for (i=O;i<no;i++)

printf("What entity represents acad color
code > %s < of layer %s? ",
entity[i],iayer[i]);

scanf("%s",etlb[i])
}

printf("\n");
for (i=O;i<no;i++) {

printf ("Which attribute has entity > %s < ?
",etib[i])

scanf("%s",atlb[i]);
}

fp=fopen (temp_f lie, "r");
while (1) {

fscanf(fp, t%sIt,datal);
if ((b=(cmpstr(datal, "EOF")))=='T')
break;
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s

%s" , data2 , data, data, data, data) ;
for (i=O;i<no;i++)
if ((b=(cmpstr(layerEij,datal)))=='T')

if ((b=(cmpstr(entity{i] ,data2)))=='T')
copy str(data,attrcode{i][O]);

)

while (data[OJ !=' * t)
fscanf(fp, "%s",data);

)

fclose(fp);

fp=fopen(temp file, "r");
while (1) {

fscanf(fp, "%s",datal);
if ((b=(cmp_str(datal,"EOF")))=='T')
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break;
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s

%s" , data2 , data, data, data, data) ;
for (i=O;i<no;i++)
if ((b=(cmpstr(layer[i] ,datal) ) )=='T')

if ((b=(cmpstr(entity[i] ,data2)) )=='T')
if ((b=(cmpstr(attrcode[i] [0] ,data))) !='T')

copy_str(data, attr_code [i] [attr no [ i:I++]);
for (j=O;j<attrno[i]-l;j++)
if ((b=(cmp_str(attr_code[i] ]

data)))=='T')
attrno[i]=attrno[i]-1;

break;
)

)

while (data[0]!='*')
fscanf(fp,"%s",data);

}

printf("\n");
for (i=O;i<no;j++)

printf("\n");
for (j=O;j<attrno[i];j-4-+)
printf("\nWhat attribute value is represented by

code >> %s <<?",
attrcode[i][j]);

printf("\nLayer: %-l7s entity: %-17s attribute:

layer[i],etlb[i],atlb[i])
printf("\n-> ");
scanf("%s",dval[i][j]);

)

}

printf("\n Layer Entity Attribute
Value Code ");

printf("\n ");
for (i=O;i<no;i-H-)

for (j=O;j<attrno[i];j-H-)
printf("\n%-15s%-15s%-15s%-l5s%-5s",

layer[i],etlb[i],atlb[i],dval[i][j],attr code[i][j]);
getch(); -

/* Catalog/Directory - BLOCK
in_catd (&Cd [0] , "CD", "CD", "Catalog/Directory",

' '

, "ACAD DIR. D ,
" 0 "

,
' " )

;

in_catd(&Cd[1] ,"CD", "LG", "Lineage", ", "ACAD QUL. DDF",
t,1 I , I,

in_catd(&Cd[2] ,"CD", "PA", "Positional
Accuracy", ", "ACAD QUL.DDF", "2",")

in_catd(&Cd[3] ,"CD", "AA", "Attribute
Accuracy", ","ACAD_QUL.DDF", "3",")

in_catd(&Cd[4] , "CD", "LC", "Logical
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Consistency", ", "ACAD QUL. DDF" "4" ,
in_catd(&Cd[5] ,"CD", "CG", "Completeness" 1 1

"ACADQUL. DDF" , " 5", "");
in_catd(&Ccl[6] , "CD","CX", "Catalog/Cross-Reference",

"ACAD SDT.DDF", "1,',"") ;F

incatd(&Cd[7] ,"CD", "CS" "Spatial
Domain",","ACAD SDT.DDF" "2" "1 F

in_catd(&Cd[8] ,"CD", "ID", "Identification" "F

"ACAD SDT.DDF"
incatd(&Cd[l0],"CD", "IR","Internal Spatial

Reference", ", "ACAD SDT. DDF", "S",") ;
in catd(&Cd[ll] ,"CD", "XR", "External Spatial

,, ,,,,Reference",", "ACAD SDT.DDF", "6 , ,
incatd(&Cd[12] ,"CD" "SD" "Spatial1 1

Domain", ", "ACAD SDT.DDF" "7" ", I it
incatd(&Cd[l3] ,"CD", "DF" ,"Data Dictionary/Definition",

" " , "ACAD SDT . DDF" "8" "" ) ;F

incatd(&Cd[14] ,"CD", "DE","Data Dictionary/Entity-
Attribute" " "ACAD SDT.DDF", "9",") ;F F

in_catd(&Cd[15] ,"CD", "DD", "Data Dictionary/Domain",
t","ACAD SDT. DDF", "10 , /

incatd(&Cd[16] ,"CD", "ST", "Transfer
,, ,,,,Statistics",","ACAD SDT.DDF","ll , )in catd(&Cd[17] "CD" "PO","Point-Node" "F I , F

"ACAD_SDT. DDF", "1 2",")
numberl=14;
for (i=0;i<PT;i++)

str[0]='P';
str[1]=dgt_toch(i+l);
str{2]='\0';
if (1>0)
nuinberl=numberl+pointno [ i-i];
number2=numberl/10;
strl[0]=dgttoch(number2);
nuinber2=nuxnberl%lO;
strl [1] =dgt_to_ch (nuinber2);
strl[2]='\O';
in_catd(&Cd[18+i] , "CD",str, "Point-Node",

","ACADSDT. DDF",

if (point no[i]<l0) {strl[0]=dgttoch(pointno[ifl;
strl[1]='\O';
}

if (point no[i]>=lO)
nuinber2=pointno[i]/lO;
strl 0] =dgt_to_ch (number2);
nuinber2=point_no(i)%10;
strl [1] =dgt to ch (nuiither2);
strl[2]='\O';
}

copy str("ST",St[i+l] .modn);
copy str("Point-Node", St[i+l] .mtrf);

Hil) ;I
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copy_str(str,St(i+l] .innrf);
copy str(strl,St[i+1) .nrec);
copy_str(",St[i+l] .nsad);
copy_str("",St[i+l] .natt);
copy str("CS",Cs[i+2] .niodn);
copy str(str,Cs[i+2] .name);
copy_str("Point-Node",Cs[i+2] .type);
copy_str(domn,Cs[i+2] .domn);
copy str (niap,Cs[i+2] .map);
copy str(PT layer[i] ,Cs[i+2] .them);
copy str("",Cs[i+2] .comt);

)
nuimberl=numberl+pointno [ i-i];
for (i=O;i<LS;i++) {str[O]='L';

str[l)=dgttoch(i+l);
str[2]='\O';
if (i>O)
nuraberl=numberl+l me no [ i-i];
nuniber2=nuiuberl/lO;
stri [ 0] =dgt to ch (number2);
number2=nuniberl%l0;
strl[l)=dgttoch(number2);
strl[2]='\O';

incatd(&Cd[l8+PT+j] ,"CD" ,str, "Line" till1 "ACADSDT.DDF",stri,")
if (line_no[i]<lO)
strl[O]=dgt to ch(lineno[i]);
strl[1]='\oT; -
)if (line no[i]>=lO) {
number2=lineno[i]/lO;
stri tO] =dgt_to_ch (number2);
number2=lineno[i]%lO;
stri (1] =dgt_to_ch (number2);
strl[2]='\O';
}

copy_str("ST" ,St[PT+i+l) .modn);
copy_str("Line" ,St[PT+i+1] .mtrf);
copy str(str,St[PT+i+1] .innrf);
copy str(strl,St[PT+i+1] .nrec);
copy str('ttt1St[PT+i+l] .nsad);
copy str(",St[PT+i+l] .natt);
copy_str("CS",Cs[PT+i+2] .inodn);
copy_str(str,Cs[PT+i+2] .naiue);
copy_str( "Line", Cs [PT+i+2] . type);
copy_str(domn,Cs[PT+i-1-2] .doxnn);
copy str(map,Cs[PT+i-I-2] .ivap);
copy str(LS layer[i] ,Cs(PT+i+2] .them);
copy_str(", Cs[PT+i+2] comt);
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}

nuntherl=numberl+lineno[i-l];
for (i=0;i<RR;i++)

str[0]='R';
str[l]=dgt_toch(i+l);
str[2]='\O';
if (i>0)
numberl=nuntherl+ring_no [ i-i];
nuinber2=numberl/ 10;
strlfO]=dgttoch(number2);
nuxnber2=numberl%lO;
stri [ 1]=dgttoch(number2);
strl[2]='\O';
incatd(&Cd[18+PT+LS+i] ,"CD", str, "Polygon-Ring", "",

"ADADSDT.DDF",strl,");
if (ring_no[i]<10)
strl[ 0] =dgt to ch (ring no [ i])
strl[l]='\O';
}

if (ring no[i]>=l0)
nuinber2=ringno[ i]/l0;
strl [0] =dgt_to_ch (number2);
number2=ringno [i] %lO;
stri [1] =dgt_to_ch (number2);
strl[2]='\O';
}

copy_str ("ST", St [PT+LS+i+1] modn);
copy str("Polygon-Ring", St[PT+LS+i+1] .mtrf);
copy_str(str, St[PT+LS+i+l] .mnrf);
copy_str (stri, St [PT+LS+i+l] nrec);
copy str(" ,St[PT+LS+i+1] .nsad);
copy_str (" , St[PT+LS+i+l] natt);

copy str("CS",Cs[PT+LS+j+2] .modn);
copy str(str, Cs[PT+LS+i+2] .name);
copy str ("Polygon-Ring", Cs [PT+LS+i+2] . type);
copy str (domn, Cs [PT+LS+i+2] . domn);
copy_str (map, Cs [PT+LS+i+2] .map);
copy_str(RR_layer[i] ,Cs[PT+LS+i+2] .them);
copy str(",Cs[PT+LS+i+2] .comt);

}

/* Catalog/Cross Reference - BLOCK *1

in_catx(&Cx[0] ,"CX", "CD", ttCata1og/Directory, t'*", "*fl,I"t)
in_catx(&Cx[l] ,"CX", "XR", "External Spatial

, "P0", "Point-Node",");

/* Catalog/Spatial Domain - BLOCK */
/* see also catalog/directory */
copy str("CS",Cs[O] .modn);
copy_str("CD",Cs[O] .name);
copy str ( "Catalog/Directory" ,Cs [0] type);



copy str("*",Cs[O] .domn);
copy str("*",Cs[O] .map);
copy_str("*",Cs[O) .thein);
copy str(",Cs[O] .comt);
copy_str("CS",Cs[l] .modn);
copy_str("PO",Cs[l] .name);
copy str("Point-Node" , Cs[l] . type);
copy str (doinn,Cs[l] .domn);
copy str (map,Cs[l] .inap);
copy_str("null",Cs[l] .them);
copy str(ttt,Cs{l] .comt);

for (i=O;i<PT+LS+RR+2;j++)
CS no++;

}/* Identification - BLOCK

copy_str("ID", Id.inodn);
copy str ( IISDTSS, Id. stid);
copy str("l.O",Id.stvs);
copy str(titl, Id.titl);
copy str("No. l",Id.daid);
copy str(domn, Id.domd);
copy_str("DXF" , Id.dast);
copy str (mpdl, Id.mpdl);
copy_str(", Id.mpd2);
copy_str(scal, Id. scal);
copy str(tt,Id. sca2);
copy_str(", Id. comt);
/* Internal Spatial Reference - BLOCK *1

copy_str ("IR", Ir.modn);
copy_str(" ,Ir. comt);
copy str("2.-TUPLE", Ir. satp);
copy_str ("ABSOLUTE", Ir. sfmt);
copy_str("R", Ir.hfmt);
copy_str("R" , Ir.vfmt);
copy str("l.O",Ir.sfax);
copy_str("l.O"Ir.sfay);
copy str(" , Ir. sfaz);
copy str("O.O",Ir.xorg);
copy str("O.O",Ir.yorg);
copy_str(", Ir. zorg);
copy_str("O.61",Ir.xhrs);
copy_str("O.6?",Ir.yhrs);
copy str (", Ir. vres);
1* ---- External Spatial Reference - BLOCK ---- *1

copy_str ("XR" , Xr. modn);
copy_str(" ,Xr.comt);
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copy str ( "FIPSPUB",Xr. rdoc);
copy_str ( "UT?!" , Xr. rsnia);
copy str("NGVD", Xr.vdat);
copy_str(" , Xr. sdat);
copy_str("NAS" ,Xr.hdat);
copy_str(zone,Xr.zone);
/* Spatial Domain - BLOCK *1

copy_str("SD", Sd.niodn);
copy str( "MINMAX", Sd. dtyp);
copy str ("EXTERNAL", Sd. dstp);
copy_str("ABSOLtJTE" ,Sd.dsft);
copy_str (" ,Sd. comt);
copy_str(" , Sd. dmsa);

1* ---- Data Dictionary/Definition - BLOCK

copy str("DF",Df[Ol .modn);
copy str("ATT",Df[O] .eora);
copy_str("ENTITY LABEL", Df[O] . ealb);
copy str(",Df[O] .srce);
copy str(",Df[O] .dfin);
copy_str(",Df[o] .auth);
copy str(",Df[O] .adsc);
DF no++;

copy str("DF",Df[l) .modn);
copy str("ATT",Df[l] .eora);
copy str("mexnber",Df[lJ .ealb);
copy str(",DfEl) .srce);
copy_str("class inbr. of ent.class" ,Df[l] .df in);
copy_str("GEOG",Df[l] .auth);
copy_str(",Df[l] .adsc);
DF no++;

copy_str("DF",Dff 2) .modn);
copy_str("ATT",Df[2] .eora);
copy_str("Label Point",Df[2] .ealb);
copy_str(",Df[2] .srce);
copy_str(",Df[2) .dfin);
copy str(",Df[2] .auth);
copy_str(",Df[2] .adsc);
DF no++;

copy str("DF",DfE3] .modn);
copy str("ATT",Df[3] .eora);
copy_str("Name",Df[3] .ealb);
copy_str(",Df[3) .srce);
copy str(",Df[3] .dfin);
copy_str(",Df[3) .auth);
copy_str(",Df[3] .adsc);
DF no++;
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for (i=4;i<no+4;i++) {

copy_str("DF",Df[i] .inodn);
copy_str("ATT",Df[iJ .eora);
copy str(etlb[i-4],Df[i).ealb);
copy_str(",Df[i] .srce);
copy_str(",Df[i] .dfin);
copy str("",Df[i] .auth);
copy str(",Df[iJ .adsc);
DF no++;

)

1* --- Data Dictionary/Entity-Attribute - BLOCK -- *1

for (i=O;i<no;i++) {

copy_str("DE",De[ij .modn);
copy_str(etlb[iJ ,De[i) .etlb);
copy_str(",De[i] .euth);
copy str(atlb[i] ,De[i] .atlb);
copy str(",De[j] .auth);
DE no++;

)

copy str("DE",De[no+l] .modn);
copy str("ENTITY LABEL", De[no+1} . etib);
copy_str(",De[no+l] .euth);
copy_str ( "member" , De [no+1] atib);
copy_str("GEOG-Dept. of Geogr.", De[no+1] . auth);
DE no++;

copy str("DE", De[no+21 .modn);
copy_str("Label , De[no+2] . etib);
copy str(",De[no+2] .euth);
copy str ( 'tNaine", De[no+2] atib);
copy str(",De[no+2J .auth);
DE no++;

1* Data Dictionary/Domain - BLOCK -- */

for (i=O;i<no;i++) {

copy_str("DM",Dm[i] .modn);
copy str("ENTITY , Dm{iJ atib);
copy_str("A",Dm[iJ .advf);
copy str(",Dm[i) .admu);
copy_str("ENIJM",Din[i] .raen);
copy_str(layer[i] ,Dm[i] .dval);
DM no++;

}

for (i=no;i<2*no;i++)
copy str("DM",Dm[i] .modn);
copy_str("member",Dm[i) .atlb);
copy_str("A",Dm(i) .advf);
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copy_str(",Din[i] .adinu);
copy_str("ENUN",Dm(i] .raen);
copy str(etlb[i-no] ,Dm[i) .dval);
DM no++;

}

for (i=O;i<no;j++)
for (j=O;j<attrno[jJ;j+-I-)

if (j>O) d++;
copy str("DM",Dm[ i+2*no+d] .modn);
copy str(atlb(i) ,Dm[i+2*no+d) .atlb);
copy_str("A", DIn[i+2*no+d] advf);
copy str(" ,Dm[i+2*no+d] .admu);
copy str("ENUN" ,Dm[i+2*no+d] .raen);
copy_str(dval[i][j] ,Dlu[i+2*no*d] .dval);

DM no++;
}

}

copy_str("DM",Dm[i+2*no+d] .modn);
copy str("Enity I Dm[i+2*no+d] . atlb);
copy_str("A" , Dm[i+2*no+d) advf);
copy_str(" ,DIn[i+2*no+d] .admu);
copy str("ENUN" , Dm[i+2*no+d] raen);
copy str("Layer",Dm(i+2*no+d] .dval);
DMno++;

1* Transfer Statistics - BLOCK
copy str("ST",St[O] .modn);
copy str("Point-Node",St[o] .mtrf);
copy str("PO",St[OJ .mnrf);
copy_str("2",St[o] .nrec);
copy str("2",St[O] .nsad);
copy str("O",St[O] .natt);
for (i=0 ; i<PT+LS+RR+l; j++)

ST no++;

/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1
/************** SECTION - SDTS OUTPUT *******/
/********************************************/

1* DDF ACAD DIR DDR output - BLOCK --- *1

DDRdir[0]='\O';
DDRdata[O)='\O';
DDR output ("0000", "0000; &Aut0CAD-DXF/SDTS transfer

file&0001CATD;");
DDR output("OOOl","OlOO;&RECORD IDENTIFIER&&;");
DDR output ( "CATD", "2600; &CATALOG/DIRECTORY&*- MODN!NANE!TYPE!VOLM!FILE!RECD!COMT&(5A,I,A);");

fpi=fopen ( "ACAD DIR. DDF", "a");
fprintf(fpl, "\n%05d2L 06%05d 4504%s;%s",
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24+strlen (DDR_dir) +1+strlen (DDR data),
24+strlen (DDR dir) +1,
DDR_dir,
DDR data);

1* DDF ACAD_SDT DDR output - BLOCK

DDRdir[0]='\O';
DDRdata[0]='\O';
DDR_output("OOOO", "0000; &Aut0CAD-DXF/SDTS transfer

file&0001CATX0001CATS0001IDEN0001THDS
0001SCUR0001IREF0001XREF0001SPDM0001DDDF
0001DDEA0001DDOM0001STAT0001ATOOATOOAVOQ
ATOOATO1ATO1AVO1ATO1ATO2ATO2AVO2 ;");

DDRoutput("OOOl","OlOO;&RECORD IDENIFIER&&;");
DDR_output ( "CATX", "2600; &CATALOG/CROSS-REFERENCE&*

MODN!NAM1!Typ1!NAM2 !TYP2 !COMT&(6A);");
DDR_output ("CATS", "2600 ; &CATALOG/SPATIAL-DOMAIN&*

MODN!NANE!TYPE!DONN!MAP!THEM!COMT&(7A);");
DDRoutput("IDEN","1600; &IDENTIFICATION&

NODN!STID!STVS!DOCtJ!TITL!DAID!DOMD!DASTI
MPD1 !MPD2 ! SCA1! SCA2COMT& (bA, 21 ,A);");

DDR output ( "THDS", "1000 ; &THEME
DESCRIPTION&*NAME!DSCR&(2A);");

DDR output (" IREF"," 1600 ; &INTERNAL SPATIAL REFERENCE&
NODN! COMT! SATP! SFMT ! HFMT ! VFMT! SFAX! SFAY! SFAZ!
XORG!YORG!ZORG!XHRS!YHRS!VRES&(6A,6R,3A);");

DDR_output ( "XREF", "1600; &EXTERNAL SPATIAL REFERENCE&
MODN!CONT!RDOC!VDATLSDATLHDAT!ZONE&(BA);");

DDR_output("SPDM","l600; &SPATIAL DOMAIN&
NODN!DTYP!DSTP!DSFT!CQMT&(5A);");

DDR_output ("DMSA", "2600; &Spatial
Address&*Easting!Northing& (2R);");

DDR_output ( "DDDF", "1000; &DATA DICTIONARY/DEFINITION&
MODN!EORA!EALB!SRCE!DFIN!AUTH!ADSC&(7A);");

DDR_output ("DDEA", "1000; &DATA DICTIONARY/ENTITY-
ATTRIBUTE&NODN!ETLBLEUTH!ATLB!AUTH&(5A);");

DDR output ("DDDM", "1000 ; &DATA DICTIONARY/DOMAIN&
MODN!ATLB!ATDO!ADVF!ADMU!RAVA!DVAL!VADF&(8A);");

DDR_output("STAT", "1000; &TRANSFER STATISTICS&
MODN!MNRF!MTRF!NREC!NSAD!NATT&(3A,3I);");

DDR_output("SADR", "2600; &Spatial Address&
*Easting!Northing&(2R);");

DDR_output ("PNTS", "1600 ; &POINT-NODE&
MODN!OBRP!OBID&(2A,I);");

DDR output("LINE","1600;&LINE&MQDN!OBRP!QBID&(2A,I);");
DDR output ("RING", "1600 ; &POLYGON-RING&

MODN!OBRP!OBID&(2A,I);");
DDR_output (, "1600 ; &ATTRIBUTE

DEFINITION&*ATLB!AUTH!AFMT!AUN'r& (4A);");
DDR output("AVOO", "2600;&ATTRIBtJTE VALUE&*ATVL&(A);");
DDR output ( "ATOl", "1600; &ATTRIBtJTE

DEFINITION&*ATLB!AUTH!AFMT!AUNT& (4A);");



DDR_output ( "AVOl", "2600 ; &ATTRIBUTE VALUE&*ATVL& (A);");

fp2=fopen ( "ACAD_SDT. DDF", "a");
fprintf (fp2, "\n%05d3L 06%05d 4504%s ; %s",

24+strlen(DDRdir)+l+strlen(DDR_data),
24+strlen (DDR dir) +1,
DDR_dir,
DDR data);

1* DDF ACAD_SDT DR output - BLOCK

for (i=0;i<no;i++)
copy str(entity[i],in[iJ);
printf("\n please wait ...");

first();
copy_str ( "CATD", DR_dir_tag);
for (i=0;i<CDno;i++)

DR data[OJ='\O';
appndstr(DRdata,Cd[i] .modn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Cd(i] .name);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cd[i] .type);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DRdata,Cd[i] .volm);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DRdata,Cd[il .file);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Cd[i] .recd);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cd[i] .conit);
appnd_ch(DR_data,';');
sdts_outputQ;

)

second(fpl);

/* ---- DDF ACAD_SDT DR output - BLOCK

firstQ;
copy_str ( "CATX", DR_dir_tag);
for (i=O;i<CXno;i++) {

DRdata[0]='\O';
appnd_str(DRdata,Cx[i] .modn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DRdata,Cx[i) .naml);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DRdata,Cx[iJ .typl);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cx[i] .naiu2);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cx[i] .typ2);
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appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cx[i] .comt);
appnd_ch(DR_data, ';');
sdts_output();

}

second(fp2);

firstQ;
copy_str ("CATS", DR_dir_tag);
for (i=O;i<CSno;i++)

DRdata[O]='\O';
appndstr(DRdata,Cs[i] .niodn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cs[i] .name);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Cs[i] .type);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cs[i] .domn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cs[i] .map);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cs[i) them);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Cs[i] .comt);
appnd_ch(DR_data, ';');
sdts_output;

)

second(fp2);

first;
copy_str ( "IDEN", DR_dir_tag);

DRdata[OJ='\O';
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. modn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. stid);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR data, Id. stvs);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, Id.docu);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. titi);
appnd_ch(DRjlata, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. daid);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR data, Id. doind);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, Id.dast);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. inpdl);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. mpd2);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
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appnd_str (DR_data, Id. scal);
appndch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, Id. sca2);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Id. comt);
appnd_ch(DR_data, ';');
sdtsoutputQ;

second(fp2);

first 0;
copy_str("IREF", DR_dir_tag);

DRdata[OJ='\O';
appnd str(DR data, Ir.modn);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DR data, Ir. comt);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd str(DR data, Ir. satp);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Ir. sfmt);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd str(DR data, Ir.hfint);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, Ir.vfntt);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr (, Ir. sfax);
appnd_ch(DR data, &t);
appnd_str(DR data, Ir. sfay);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, Ir. sfaz);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd str(DR data, Ir.xorg);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR data, Ir.yorg);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, Ir. zorg);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr, Ir. xhrs);
appnd_ch(DR data, t&I);
appnd_str (DR data, Ir. yhrs);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Ir . vres);
appnd ch(DR data, ;

t);

sdts_outputQ;
second(fp2);

first();
copy str ( "XREF", DR_dir_tag);

DR data[O]=t\O';
appnd_str (DR_data, Xr.modn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Xr. coint);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, Xr. rdoc);
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appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
sdts

second (fp

ch(DR data, '&');
str, Xr. rsniu);

_ch(DR_data, '&');
_str(DR_data,Xr.vdat);
ch(DR data, '&');

_str(DR_data, Xr. sdat);
_ch(DR_data, '&');
_str(DR_data, Xr.hdat);
ch(DR data, '&')
str(DRdata,Xr. zone);

_ch(DR data,
output();
2);

first;
copy_str ( "SPDM" , DR_dir_tag);

DR data[O]='\O';
copy_str (inf ile, temp_file);
appnd str(temp file, ".PNT");
fp=fopen (temp_file, "r");
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

, datal, data2, data, data);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

, data]. , data2 , data, data);
fclose(fp);
appnd_str(DR_data, "SD");
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR data, "MINHAX");
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str (DR_data, "EXTERNAL");
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, "ABSOLUTE");
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data, "--");
appnd_ch(DR data,';');
sdts_outputQ;

second(fp2);

first;
copy_str ( "DDDF", DR_dir_tag);
for (i=O;i<DFno;i++)

DRdata[O)='\O';
appnd_str(DR_data,Df[i] .modn);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Df[j] .eora);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DRdata,Df[i] .ealb);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Df[i] .srce);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Df[i] .df in);
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appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Df[i] .auth);
appnd_ch(DR_clata, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Df[i] .adsc);
appnd_ch(DR_data,';');
sdts_output;

}

second(fp2);

first0;
copy_str ( "DDEA" , DR_dir_tag);
for (i=O;i<DEno;j++)

DR data[OJ='\O';
appndstr(DRdata,De[i] .modn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,De[i] .etlb);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appnd_str(DRdata,De[iJ .euth);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,De[jJ .atlb);
appnd ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,De[i] .auth);
appnd_ch(DR_data, ';');
sdtsoutput;

}

second(fp2);

first();
copy_str ( "DDOM" , DR_dir_tag);
for (i=O;i<DMno;j++) {

DRdata[O]='\O';
appndstr(DRdata,Din[i] .modn);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Dm[i] .atlb);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Dm[i] .advf);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appnd_str(DR_data,Dm[i] .adiuu);
appnd_ch(DR data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Diu[iJ .raen);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
appndstr(DRdata,Din[iJ .dval);
appnd_ch(DR_data, ';');
sdts_outputQ;

}

second(fp2);

first();
copy_str ("STAT", DR_dir_tag);
for (i=O;i<STno;j++)

DRdata[O]='\O';
appndstr(DRdata,St[i) .inodn);
appnd_ch(DR_data, '&');
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}

appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
appnd
sdts

}

second(fp

str (DR data , St
ch(DRdata, '&')
str(DR data, St[

_ch(DR_data, '&')
_str(DR_data, St[
_ch(DR_data, '&')
_str(DR data, St[
_ch(DR_data, '&')
str(DR data, St[

_ch(DR_data,';')
output Q;

2);

i] .iutrf);

i] .mnrf);

ii .nrec);

ii .nsad);

il .natt);

1* -- cartographic objects DR output - BLOCK

module no=O;
copy_str(infile,temp file);
appndstr (temp file, . PNT");
fp=f open, "r" ) ;

fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s
%s" ,data,datal,data2,data3 ,data4);

point_output ("X");

copy_str ( inf ile,temp_file);
appndstr(temp file, ".TXT");
fp=fopen(temp_file, "r");
copy_str ("MAP" ,data);
while ((b=(cmpstr(data,"MAP")))=='T')

fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s
%s" ,data,datal,data2,data3 ,data4);

point_output ("T");

inoduleno=O;
copy str (inf lie, temp_file);
appnd_str(tempfile,".PLN");

copy_str ("ill" , line_or_ring);
copy_str ("LINE" , tag);
copy_str ( "L" ,module);
noo fLS0rRR=LS;
line_ring_output ("LS");

copy_str("OOO", line_or_ring);
copy_str ("RING", tag);
copy str("R" ,niodule);
noof LSorRR=RR;
line_ring_output ("RR");
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1*
1* - SECTION - SDTS program functions
1*

get_point (fp) 1* gets spatial data and label
point *1
FILE *fp; 7* entities *7
{

fscanf(fp,"%s",iayer[nofl;
while ((b=(cmpstr(layer[no],"EOF"))) !='T') {

F';
if ((b=(cmp_str(iayer[no] ,"MAP")) )=='T')
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s",

data,data,domn,entity[no]);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

data,data,data,map,entity[no]);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

data,data,data,titl,entity[no]);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

data,data,data,comt,entityEno]);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

data,data,data,mpdl,entity[no]);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

data,data,data,scal,entity[no]);
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s %s",

data,data,data,zone,entity[nofl;
}

else {
fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s %s",

data, data, data, entity[no++] ) ;
entity checkQ;
if (CScheck==O) {

u=i;
if (point_no[PT]>O)
u=point_no[PT];
copy_str(layer[no-i] ,PT_layerPT++]);

)

point_no [PT-i] =u++;
}

fscanf(fp,"%s",layer[no]);

get_line ring(fp) 1* gets all line and ring
entities *1
FILE *fp;
{

while (1) {

fscanf(fp,"%s",layer[no]);
if ((b=(cmpstr(layer[no] , "EOF") ) )== 'T') break;
fscanf(fp, "%s",entity[no]);
fscanf(fp, "%d",&ciosure);
fscanf(fp, "%s",data);
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fscanf(fp,"%s",data);
fscanf(fp, "%s",attr_code[no] EO]);
no++;
CS_check=O;
if (closure==O)
copy str(layer[no-1] ,LSlayer[LS]);
for (i=O;i<LS;i++)

if( (b=(cmp_str
(LS_layer[ i] ,LS_layer(LS J)) ) == 'T') (

v=lineno[i)+1;
line no[i]=v;
CScheck=l;
)

)

if (CS_check==O)
v=l;
line no(LS++]=v;

}

)

if (closure==1)
copy_str(layer[no-lJ
for (i=O;i<RR;i++)

if((b=(cmp_str
(RR_layer[i]

w=ringno [ i]+l;
ring_no[ i]=w;
CScheck=1;
}

)

if (CScheck==O) {

w=l;
ring_no [RR++] =w;

)

}

entity_check();
fscanf (fp, tt%5t1 ,data)

while (data[O]!='*')
fscanf(fp, "%s",data);

entity_check ()
{

CS_check=O;
for (i=O;i<no-1

if ((b=(ciiip

CScheck=l;
if ((b=(cmnp

no=no-l;
break;

,RR_layer[RRfl;

,RR_layer[RR])))=='T')

/* checks if retrieved entity *1
1* has already been encountered */

;i++) (

str(layer[i) ,layer[no-l]) ))=='T

str(entity[i],entity[no-l])))=='T')
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}

}

SDTS input functions

catalog/directory

in_catd(p, stra, strb, strc, strd, stre, strf, strg)
char *stra, *strb, *strc, *strd, *stre, *strf, *strg;
struct sdts_catd *p;
{

copy_str (stra, p->modn);
copy_str (strb, p->name);
copy_str (strc, p->type);
copy_str (strd, p->voim);
copy_str (stre , p->flie);
copy_str (strf, p->recd);
copy_str(strg, p->comt);
CD no++;

/ * catalog/cross-reference

in_catx (p, stra, strb, strc, strd, stre, strf)
char *stra, *strb, *strc, *strd, *stre, *strf;
struct sdts_catx *p;
{

copy str (stra , p->modn);
copy_str (strb, p->naml);
copy_str (strc, p->typl);
copy_str (strd, p->nam2);
copy_str(stre,p->typ2);
copy_str (strf, p->comt);
CX no++;

*7
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7* --- program support functions *7

sdts output ()
{

k=O;
n=strlen (DR data);
for (j=i000;j>O;j=j/lo)

number=n/j;
number=number%iO;
DR_dir fid len[k++] =dgt_to_ch (number);

}

DR_dir_f ld_ien[k]='\O';
k=O;
for (j=i0000;j>O;j=j/lO)



nuinber=rec len/i;
nuinber=nuither%l0;
DR_dir_fld_pos[k++]=dgt_toch(nuinber);

)reclen=reclen+n;
DR_dir_fld_pos[k]='\O';
appnd_str (DR dir, DR_dir_tag);
appnd_str (DR_dir, DR_dir_f id_len) ;
appnd_str (DR_dir, DR_dir_f id_pos);
appnd_str(DR_data_all,DR_data);

}

first()
{ reclen=7;

DRdir[O)='\O';
DRdataall[OJ='\O';

)

second(fp3)
FILE *fp3;
{

fprintf(fp3,"\n%05d D %05d 4504",
24+strlen (DR_dir) +strlen (DR_data_all) +1+1,

24+13+strlen (DR dir) +1) ;
fprintf(fp3, "000l000700000%s;",DR dir) ;

}

fprintf(fp3, "%6d;%s", rec_id++, DR_data_all);

line_ring_output (ch)
char *ch;
{

fp=fopen(teinp file, "r");
fscanf(fp,"%s",data);
while ((b=(cnipstr(data, "EOF"))) != 'T') {fscanf(fp,"%s %s",datal,data2);

if (data2[0]==line_or_ring[o]) /* 000 or 111 *1
while (data[O] !='*')

fscanf(fp, "%s",data);
else {DRdataall[O]='\O';

trailer=0;
for (i=0;i<no;j++) (

if ((b=(cnip_str(data, layer[iJ) ) )=='T')
if ((b=(cmp_str(datal,in[i])))=='T')

copy_str(layer[i) ,out3);
copy_str(atlb[i] ,outo);
copy str(etlb[iJ ,outl);

d=i;

for (j=0;j<no_of_LS_or_RR;j-1-+)
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if ((b=(ciupstr(ch, "LSt1)))=='T')
if ((b=(cinpstr(data,LSlayer[j])))=='T')

module_no=j +1;
if ((b= (cinp str (ch, "PR") ) ) == 'T')
if ((b=(cinp_str(data,RR_layer[jfl) )=='T')
iuoduleno=j+l;

}

}

}
fscanf(fp,"%s",datal);

pad_str (DR_data_all, datal);
appnd ch(DR data all, '&');

while (datal[O]I='*') {

fscanf(fp,"%s %s %s",data2,data3,datal)
trailer++;
if (datal[O]=='*') break;pad_str, data2);

appndch(DR data all, ';');
pad str(DR data all, datal);

appnd ch(DR data all, '&');
domnvalQ;

)pad str (, data2);
appndch(DRdataall,';');
n=strlen (DR_data_all);

dir= (ll*ENTRY) +FT;
user_data area=(REC ID FLD+FT+LNRG DATA FLD+FT+

(4 * (ATXX DATA FLD+FT+AVXX DATAF +FT) +
(trailer* (SADR DATA FLD+FT)));

data record=LEADER+d ir+user data area ;

fprintf(fp2,"\n%05d D %OSd \n4504",
data_record,
LEADER+dir);

fprintf(fp2, "0001000600000%s000700006",
tag);

fprintf(fp2, "AT000025%O5dAV00002l%05d",
o ld=REC I DFLD+FT+LNRGDATAFLD+FT,
oldold+ATXXDATAFLD+FT);

fprintf(fp2, "ATO10025%O5dAVOlOO2l%05d",
old=old+AVXX DATA FLD+FT,
oldold+ATXXDATAFLD+FT);

fprintf(fp2, "AT000025%OSdAV00002l%Osdtt,
o 1d=01d+AVXXDATAFLD+FT,
oldold+ATXXDATAFLD+FT);

fprintf(fp2, "AT010025%O5dAVOlOO2l%05d",
old=ol d+AVXXDATAFLD+FT,
old=old+ATXXDATAFLD+FT);

fprintf(fp2, "SADR%04d%05d;",
trailer*42,
old=old+AVXXDATAFLD+FT);



)

fprintf(fp2,"%5d;P%d&p%s&;%2os&%2os;",+recjd,juodulerio,
ch,datal,data2);

if (ch[0]=='X') fprintf(fp2," &&A&;%20s;",
data3);

)
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fprintf(fp2, "%5d; %s%d&%s&;
recid++,
module,
module no,
ch);

fprintf (fp2, "ENTITY
LABEL &&A&;%20s;",outl);

fprintf(fp2,"%20s&&A&;%20s;",outo,out2);
fprintf(fp2," ENTITY LABEL&&A&;%20s;" ,out3);
fprintf(fp2," inember&&A&;%20s;",outl);
fprintf(fp2, "%s" ,DR_data_all);

}

fscanf(fp, "%s",data);
}

fclose(fp);
}

point_output (ch)
char *ch;
11

while (1) {

dir=5 *ENTRY+FT;
user data area=REC ID FLD+FT+PNTS DATA FLD+

FT+SADR DATA FLD+FT+ ATXX DATA FLD+
FT+AVXX DATA FLD+FT; -

data record=LEADER-I-d ir+user data area ;
fprintf(fp2,"\n%05d D %05d 4504",

data_record,
LEADER+dir);

fprintf(fp2, "0001000600000PNTS0007%05dSADROO42%05d",
REC ID FLD+FT,
RECIDFLD+FT+PNTSDATAFLD+FT);

fprintf (fp2, "AT000025%O5dAV00002l%OSd;",
RECIDFLD+FT+PNTS DATA FLD+

FT+SADR DATA FLD+FT , -
RECIDFLD+FT+PNTS DATA FLD+FT+
SADR DATA FLD+ FT+ATXX DATA FLD+ FT ) ;

for (i=0;i<no;i++) {

if ((b=(cmpstr(data4,in[i])))=='T') {

copy str(atlb(i] ,outo);
copy_str(etlb[i] ,outl);
domnvalQ;

for (j=0;j<PT;j++) {

if ((b= (cmp_str (data, PT_layer[jfl) )== 'T')
module_no=j +1;
)



)

domnvai ()
{

for (j=0;j<attrno[d] ;j++)
if ((b=(cmpstr(attrcode[d] [j] ,data3)) )== 'T')

copy_str(dvai[d][j),out2);
if (attr_code[d)==0)

copy str(dvai[d] [0] ,out2);
}

pad_str (stra, strb)
char *stra, *strb;
C

mt na, nb, i;

if (ch[0]=='T') fprintf(fp2, "Name
&&A&;%20s;",data3);

fscanf(fp, "%s",data);
if ((b=(cinp_str(data, "EOF") ) )== 'T') break;
fscanf(fp,"%s %s

%s", datai, data2, data3, data4);
}

fciose(fp);
)

DDR_output (DDR dir f id tag, DDR_data_area)
char *DDRdirf].dtag, *DDR data area;
{

mt i, j, n, number;
char DDRdirfldpos[l0J, DDRdirf1d1en[iO;

j =0;

n=strien (DDRdata area);
for (i=l000;i>0;i=i/i0)

number=n/i;
number=number%iO;
DDR dir f id pos [ j++=dgt to ch (number) ;

}

DDR_dir_fidpos[j )=' \0';

j=0;
for (i=i0000;i>0;i=i/10) (

number=rec len/i;
number=number%iO;
DDR_dirf id_len (j ++] =dgt_to_ch (number);

}

DDR_dir_fldlen[j ]=' \0';
rec ien=rec len+n;

appnd_str (DDR_dir, DDR_dir_fld tag);
appnd_str (DDR_dir, DDR_dir_fid_pos);
appnd_str (DDR_dir, DDR_dir_f id_len);
appnd_str (DDR_data, DDR_data_area);
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na=strlen(stra);
nb=strlen(strb);
j=20-nb;
for (i=O;i<j;i++)

stra[na+i]=' ';

for (i=O;i<nb;i++)
stra(na+j+i]=strb[i);

stra[na+j+nb]='\O';

1*
1* general C support functions */
/* *1

appnd_ch (str, ch)
char ch, *str;
(

mt n;

n=strlen(str);
str[n]=ch;
str[n+l]='\O';

)

appnd_str(astr, bstr)
char *astr *bstr;
{

mt na, nb, i;

na=strlen(astr);
nb=strlen(bstr);
for (i=O;i<nb;i++)

astr[na+i]=bstr[i];
astr[na+nb]='\O';

}

cmp_str (astr, bstr)
*1
char *astr, *bstr;
{

char b;
mt na, nb, i;

T';
na=strlen(astr);
nb=strlen(bstr);
if (na!=nb)

b= ' F';

}

else (
for (i=O;i<na;i++) {

if (astr[i]!=bstr[i]) {

b=' F';

/* appends char to str */

/* appends str b to str a */

1* compares str a with str b
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)

copy_str (astr, bstr)
char *astr, *bstr;
C

mt 1, nb;
nb=strlen(astr);
for (i=O;i<nb;i++)

bstr[i]=astr[i);
bstr[nb]='\O';

)

dgt_to_ch (n)
mt n;
C

char ch;

ch=n+48;
return ch;

}

)

)

return b;

)

break;

1* copies str a to str b *1
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#include <stdio.h>

#define LEADER
#define ENTRY

#define MODN
#define UT
#define FT

FILE *fp;
char DDRdir{1OOO)=tIt,

DDRDDarea[l000]=";

mt reclen=O,
record no=O;

main()
(

char str[503;
mt i;

3) Program 3: QUALITY

7* includes standard C
language library
input/output functions */

24 /* length of DDR leader *7
13 7* length of each entry in DDR

directory */
2 7* length of module names *7
1 7* length of UT *7
1 7* length of FT *7

7* file pointer *7
/* holds all entries of DDR

directory *7
7* holds all DD fields of DDR

DD area *7
7* holds record length *7
7* holds record no of DR *7

printf("Type four characters for part
of the file name (xxxxQUL.DDF): ");

for (i=O;i<4;i-H-) (

str[i]=getchQ;
putch(str[ifl;

)

str[i]=I\Ot;
appnd_str(str, "_QUL.DDF");

1* tags and their data desciptive (DD) fields *7

DDR_output("OOOO", "0000;&external file title&
0OO1DQIG0OO1DQPAOOO1DQPAO0OlDQAAO0O1DQLC000lDQCG;tt);

DDRoutput("OOOl", "OlOO;&DDF RECORD IDENTIFIER&&;");
DDR output("DQLG", "OlOO;&LINEAGE&MODN!COMT&(A);");
DDR output ("DQPA", "0100 ; &POSITIONAL ACCURACY&
MODN!COMT&(A);");

DDR_output (t1DQAA"," 0100 ; &ATTRIBUTE ACCURACY&
MODN!COMT&(A);");

DDR_output ("DQLC", "0100 ; &LOGICAL CONSISTENCY&
MODN!COMT&(A);");

DDRoutput("DQCG", "0100 ;&COMPLETENESS&NODN! COMT& (A) ;");

/* DDR record output *7

fp=fopen(str, "w");
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fprintf(fp, "%O5d3L 06%05d 4504%s;%s",
LEADER+strlen (DDR_dir) +FT+strlen (DDRDDarea),
LEADER+strlen (DDR dir) +FT,

DDR_dir,
DDRDDarea);

fclose(fp);

/* calls to DR output *1

fp=fopen(str, "a");
printf("\n");
DR_output ("DQLG", "LG");
DR_output ("DQPA", "PA");
DR_output ("DQAA", "AA");
DR_output ("DQLC", "LC");
DR_output ("DQCG", "CG");

printf("\n\nEnd of data quality report.");
fclose(fp);
getchQ;

}
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DDRoutput(DDRdirfldtag,DDRDDf1d) 1* creation of DDRdir entry *1
char *DDR dir fid tag, *DDRDDf1d;

mt i, j, n, number;
char DDR_dir_fldpos[1O], DDR_dir_fldlen[lO];

j=0;
n=strlen (DDRDDf1d);
for (i=l000;i>0;i=i/].0) {

nuinber=n/ i;
number=nuinber%1O;
DDRdirfldlen [j ++] =dgt to ch (number);

{

}

DDR_dir_fld_len[j ] = ' \0';

i=0;
for (i=l0000;i>0;i=i/lo) {

nuinber=rec len/i;
nunther=nuinber% 10;
DDR_dir_fld_pos { j ++] =dgt_to ch (number);

}

DDR_dir_fldpos[j]='\O';
red en=recl en+n;



appnd_str (DDR_dir, DDR_dirf id_tag);
appnd_str (DDR_dir, DDR_dir_fld_ien);
appndstr (DDR dir, DDR_dir_fld_pos);
appndstr(DDRDDarea, DDRDDf1d);

}

DR_output(DRdirfldtag,iuodn) /* DR output creation *1
char *DR dir fid tag, *modn;
{

mt i;
char c=' *', conuuent[i000], attrvai[2000];

printf("\n Enter %s quality information.\n",modn);
i=O;
while (c!='\r') (

c=getch();
if (c=='\b')
i=i-l;
putch(c);
if (c!='\b')
conmtent[i++]=c;

)

if (1<1) i=1;
comment[i-13='\O';

record no++;
fprintf(fp,"%05d D %05d

4504000i000700000%s%04d00007 ; %06d; %s&%s;",

LEADER+2 *ENTRY+FT+6+FT+MQDN+UT+strlen (comment) +FT,
LEADER+2 *ENTRY+FT,
DR_dir fid tag,
MODN+UT+strlen(coinment) +FT,
record_no,
iuodn,
comment);

}

appndstr(stra, strb)
char *stra, *strb;
{

mt na, nb, i;

na=strlen(stra);
nb=strien(strb);
for (i=O;i<nb;i++)

stra[na+i]=strb[i];
stra[na+nbj='\O';

)

dgt_toch (n)
mt n;
{
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}

char ch;

ch=n+48;
return ch;
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APPENDIX B. Output of Programs

1) Program 1: Output

The ACADXYZ program produces three separate files

(Table 1): the DRHDPK.PLN file, the DRHDPK.PNT file,

and the DR HD PK.TXT file. Each file contains the data of

the decoded AutoCAD DXF file corresponding to different

EC's.

The DR HD PK.PLN file contains the x, y, and z

coordinates of the lines and rings of the AutoCAD drawing

file. Each unit in the file portrays a cartographic

object; an asterisk (*) terminates each unit. A unit

starts with the layer name on which the feature is

represented. The first number depicts the AutoCAD color

code which defines a specific entity. The second number

indicates if the feature depicts a line or a ring. A

zero stands for a line, a one for a ring. The following

numbers are a series of (x,y,z) coordinates. An asterisk

ends each feature. An EOF marks the end of the

DR HD PK.PLN file.

The DRHDPK.PNT file comprises the two generic points

which define the geographic areal extent of the map. As

in the DR HD PK.PLN file, the DRHDPK.PNT file contains

the (x,y,z) coordinates of the points. Its delimiters

have the same meaning as in the. DR_HD_PK.PLN file.

The DRHDPK.TXT file includes all label points.

That means that is also stores the text information for the
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Standard. Since the layer MAP carries the information for

the Standard, the processing program interprets that text

information different from other text information. The

text in MAP layer does not carry the meaning of a label

point but carries auxiliary information for the Standard.

All other text information identifies label points.

Each unit contains the layer name, the (x,y) coordinates,

the map text which is represented by the label point, and

the value of a color. Since all label points were

digitized with the same color (white which translates into

black), all numbers have value 7. The color can be used

to specify the entity associated with the label point. In

the example used in this research, geometric location

defines the connection between an entity and its label

point.

2) Program 2: Output

Program 2 creates two files: the ACADDIR.DDF (Table

2) and the ACAD_SDT.DDF (Table 3). Both files contain

data stored according to the Standard output format. This

part of the research documents the output files. The

entire ACADDIR.DDF file and one module record of the line

module serve as examples.

The ACADDIR.DDF file transfers the information in the

Catalog/Directory module. The first 24 bytes represent

the leader of the DDF (e.g., 'OOl853L 0600064 4504').
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The first five bytes tell the user of the data set that the

DDF contains 185 bytes. The next two bytes ('3L')

indicate that the following record comprises the DDR (not

the DR). The following thirteen bytes (' 0600064 ')

do not change for the application to AutoCAD. Therefore,

their use is not documented. The last four bytes (i.e.,

'4504') of the DDR leader hold the entry map.

The DDR directory following the DDR leader. The

first entry of the directory (e.g., '0000004400000')

specifies the tag, the length, and the position within the

DD area of the first control information field (e.g.,

'OOOO;&ACAD/SDTS Transfer File -DIR&0001CATD;'). The

first four bytes ('0000') define the first tag. This tag

('0000') represents the file control information field.

Thus, the tag ('0000') can be used instead of the control

information field ('ACAD/SDTS Transfer File -

DIR&0001CATD;'. The substitution of the file control

information by the tag is used in the DR directory.

The next four bytes indicate the number of bytes of

the control information field ('0044' for 44 bytes). The

last five bytes of the first directory entry specify the

relative position of the first byte of the control

information field within the DD area ('00000' since the

control information field 'OOOO;&ACAD/SDTS Transfer File -

DIR&0001CATD;' is the first of its kind within the DD

area).
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The first control information field of the DDR

represents the file control field. It carries the file

title (e.g., 'ACAD/SDTS Transfer File - DIR') and a list of

tag pairs (e.g., 'OoolcATD'). The list of tag pairs

describes the hierarchical structure among module fields

within one module record. The interchange level field

indicates whether or not a hierarchical structure exists.

The interchange level field is the sixth byte in the DDR

leader ('3' for hierarchical structure).

All control information fields and their FT's together

comprise the DD area of the DDR. The second entry of the

DDR directory ('0001003000044') defines the second tag, the

length of its control information field, and the position

of the control information field ('OlOO;&DDF RECORD

IDENTIFIER&&;') within the DD area. It represents the data

description of record identifier field and stays the same

for all transfers. The use of this tag in a DR designates

the number of the respective module record.

The last entry of the DDR directory ('CATD006900077')

corresponds to the control information field (e.g.,

'2600; &CATALOG/DIRECQTRY&*MODN!NANE!TypE!VQLM! FILE!RECD! COM

T&(5A,I,A);') that describes the composition of the

Catalog/Directory module. Thus, the tag for any

Catalog/Directory module record is CATD; the length of the

control information field counts 69 bytes; and it starts at

position 77 within the DD area. With this the DDR is
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concluded.

The next block of information in the ACADDIR.DDF file

is the DR. Here the values of the Catalog/Directory

subfields are stored. The total block represents the

entire Catalog/Directory module which consists of 21 module

records. A UT ('&') separates the subfields of one module

record. A FT (';') segregates the module records.

The first 24 bytes of the DR comprise the leader.

The leader identifier field, the seventh byte of the

leader, (e.g., 'D') indicates that the following

information is a DR (not a DDR). The first five bytes of

the leader (e.g., '00387') again give the length of the

entire DR in bytes. The base address of data area field

(e.g., '00087') specifies where the user data area starts.

The last four bytes of the DR leader (e.g., 4504)

define the entry maps for the directories of the DR. They

have the same meaning as in the entry map field of the DDR.

The first entry (e.g., '0001000600000') carries the tag

corresponding to the first user data field ('0001'), the

length of that user data field ('0006' for six bytes), and

the relative position at which the user data field starts

within the user data area ('00000').

Since the tag 0001 stands for the control information

field 0100;&DDF RECORD IDENTIFIER&&;, the corresponding

user data field must be a record identifier. The user

data field is of elementary data structure (i.e., neither
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vector nor array data) holding an implicit point data type

(i.e., integer). The field controls (e.g., 'OlOO;&') of

the control information field determine data structure and

type. Thus, the value of the first user data field

becomes '. 1;' indicating the first module record.

The next DR directory entry (e.g., 'CATD003400006')

corresponds to the second user data field of this DR. The

tag ('CATD') stands for the control information field

2600; &CATALOG/DIRECTORY&*MODN!NANE!TYPE!VOLM! FILE!RECD! COMT

&(5A,I,A);. It indicates that the corresponding user data

field is of the Catalog/Directory type. Thus, the values

of that user data field hold the values of the

Catalog/Directory module subfields separated by UT's

(e.g. ,CD&CD&Catalog/Directory&&ACAD DIR. DDF

&0&;). Two consecutive UT's indicate the omission of a

value. The next four bytes, the field length field,

gives the length of the user data field ('0034' for 34

bytes). The last five bytes again show the position of

the user data field within the user data area. Each of

the next 20 entries represents one Catalog/Directory module

record.

Since the ACAD_DIR.DDF file contains only the

Catalog/Directory module, it ends with the AAAAA feature.

The five ( l) indicate the end of the DDF. The

separation of the Catalog/Directory module from the rest of

the transfer facilities its use as information on where to



locate all modules within the transfer.

Line Module

The documentation of another example, this time from

the ACAD_SDT.DDF file, describes the representation of a

line module in a DDF. For documentation purposes the

fifth line module record is used. Again, the DDR contains

the definitions and descriptions of all the tags used in

the subsequent DR's. For the line module example this

means that the respective DDR directory entry has the value

'L1NE0002300345'. LINE is the tag representing the

Standard's line module. Its corresponding control

information field (i.e., '1600;&LINE&MODN!OBRP!OBID

&(2A,I);') resides in the DD area, and describes the tag's

composition. That means it specifies which subfields the

line module contains (i.e., the module name field, the

object representation field, and the object ID field), and

what kind of data structure and data type the module has

(e.g., '1600;&' for elementary data structure with mixed

types). The length of the description is 23 bytes (since

the field length field contains the value '00023'). The

field position field value 00345 says where this

description is located within the DD area (i.e., it starts

at position 345). The DD area contains the description of

all tags, and thus contains all control information fields.
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When all tags are defined and described, the DR'S can

follow. Each DR has a leader, a directory, and a user

data area. The first part of the directory entry is the

field tag field as in the directory entry of the DDR.

Each entry corresponds to a user data field in the user

data area. This time (i.e., 'LINE'), the user data fields

carry the values of each subfield (i.e., the module name,

the object representation, and the object ID fields)

defined by the control information field in the DD area of

the DDR indicated by the tag.

Whereas the entire Catalog/Directory module with all

its record modules is represented in one DR, each line

module record is stored in a separate DR. The DR

representing a line object contains the directory entry

'0001000600000LINE003300...' The first entry represents the

record identifier field, and has the same meaning as above

in the DR in the ACADDIR.DDF file. The value for the

fifth module becomes 28 since that line module is the third

line module record, and x DR'S for the global modules and

point modules precede the line module.

The next entry represents the line module. The tag

LINE stands for corresponding control information field

(i.e., '1600; &LINE&MODN!OBRP!0BID& (2A, I);') defined and

described in the DDR DD area. The control information

field indicates that the format for the line module

contains three subfields: the module name subfield, the
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object representation subfield, and the object ID subfield.

The value of the module name field of the

module record is tLlt. The object represents a string;

thus the value of the subfield gets the value 'LS'. The

object ID subfield stays empty since Aut0CAD has no

topology and therefore its objects have no identifying

numbers.

The subfields of user data fields of the user data

area correspond to the subfields of the line module.

The next entry in the DR directory ('AT00002400123')

indicates that the next user data field of that user data

area (line data area) specifies the attribute definition

field. It performs in the same way as the LINE tag for

the line module, applying the control information field to

this user data field. The result is the attribute label

subfield, the attribute authority subfield, and the

attribute value measurement unit subfield. The Standard

allows for the omission of the attribute value format

subfield.

The next entry specifies the attribute value field

which results in just another subfield. The following

secondary fields of the line module field are omitted since

the are not implemented because AutoCAD has no topology.

The last module, of course, is included since the

spatial address is very important. Each spatial address

user data field has many (x, y) coordinates. It is
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possible to include many spatial addresses in one user data

field because the control information field specifies an

array data structure (i.e., the first '2' of the field

controls '2600;&'). Therefore, one spatial address tag in

the DR directory can indicate many spatial addresses in the

corresponding user data field. Thus, for line module

record five the spatial address is 5676.456& 78987.987&

separated by UT's.

3) Program 3: Output

Program 3 prompts the user for the appropriate input.

It asks for and lists the components of the data quality

report in the same order as described in the Standard. The

following describes the output of program 3 for the test

data set (Table 4).

a) Lineage

This Aut0CAD digital data set is based upon the U.S.

Geological Survey's (USGS) Deer Head Point 7.5 mm.

quadrangle. It was produced by manual digitizing in

November 1989. The author digitized the map at Oregon

State University. No computational coordinate

transformations were applied to the data.
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Positional Accuracy

Positional Accuracy is based upon the use of the

source map, compiled to meet National Map Accuracy

Standards. The Positional Accuracy was measured by

"deductive estimate" method. The visual test resulted in

a "good" evaluation for digitized points. However, the

coarse digitizing procedure (generalization) applied to the

data collection may limit the application of the data set

for a broader use.

Attribute Accuracy

Attribute Accuracy was tested by visual comparison to

the source map. Since very few cartographic objects were

digitized, the product's attribute codes correspond to the

source map's symbology.

Logical Consistency

Logical Consistency was tested by the "valid values"

method. The (x, y) coordinates did not exceed the extent

of the map, and, thus are within the limits and are

probably right.

Completeness

The map is complete as the objective of the research

is fulfilled. However, the map is not complete in terms

of digitizing the Deer Head Point quadrangle, since only
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few entities on few layers are transferred. The data set

represents one waterway, two roads, two parks, and one

place entity, selected for demonstration purposes only.

The location of (x,y) coordinates (positional accuracy) was

of minor concern.



MAP 419320.24 4830491.5 0.0 *

MAP 429554.15 4844258.4 0.0 * EOF

Table 4: The DRHDPK.PNT file.

MAP 429847.91
MAP 429847.91
MAP 429847.91
MAP 429847.91
MAP 429847.91
MAP 429847.91

4842982.44
4841982.44
4840982.44
4839982.44
4838982.44
4837982.44

MAP 429847.91 4836982.44
TEXT 422958.43 4839756.29
TEXT 421014.03 4832283.84
TEXT 421969.92 4838403.1
TEXT 421221.75 4837459.13
TEXT 427063.83 4838790.3
TEXT 424398.1 4836732.36

Table 5: The DRHDPK.TXT file.

OREGON 7

DEER_HEAD_PEAK 7

INDUSTRY 7

-7
1985 7

24,000 7

_10 7
SIUSLAW_NAT' L_FOREST 7

ELLIOTT_STATE_FOREST 7

UMPQUA_RIVER 7

STATE_ROUTE_38 7

SEC._ROAD_1482 7

UMPQUA_STATE_WAYS IDE 7 EOF
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MAP 7 1 419320.24 4830491.5 0.0 419483.26 4844373.46 0.0 4295

54.16 4844257.33 0.0 429420.97 4830389.66 0.0 419320.24 4830491.5 0.0 *

BOUNDARIES 3 1 429550.92 4844259.43 1.1 423814.07 4844322.03 1

.1 423828.15 4843858.21 1.1 422212.77 4843993.32 1.1 422221.23 4843190.8

2 1.1 420598.89 4843279.78 1.1 420655.34 4841684.89 1.1 419448.27 48417

25.2 1.1 419413.89 4838575.45 1.1 420097.47 4838221.38 1.1 421022.38 48

38118.78 1.1 422339.39 4837752.95 1.1 423793.34 4837225.86 1.1 424644.66

4836823.42 1.1 425254.26 4836292.73 1.1 425727.59 4835235.36 1.1 42545

3.15 4835244.95 1.1 425464.46 4834834.68 1.1 425910.31 4834828.19 1.1 4

26263.51 4834231.23 1.1 426729.14 4833732.05 1.1 427499.39 4833298.65 1.

1 428517.62 4833368.6 1.1 428523.45 4834772.43 1.1 429461.83 4834798.57

1.1 429550.92 4844259.43 1.1 *
BOUNDARIES 3 1 419320.22 4830492.58 1.2 419381.29 4835455.73 1

.2 421535.35 4835438.45 1.2 421538.51 4836255.03 1.2 419886.19 4836251.4

7 1.2 419842.09 4837979.39 1.2 419860.41 4837971.03 1.2 420211.36 48379

24.84 1.2 420223.74 4837604.59 1.2 421532.55 4837658.71 1.2 421544.7 48

37267.73 1.2 422785.46 4837277.11 1.2 422778.63 4836047.94 1.2 425007.62

4836036.91 1.2 425007.79 4833857.34 1.2 426601.36 4833664.1 1.2 427296

.89 4833026.2 1.2 428325.69 4833018.06 1.2 428398.78 4833269.68 1.2 429

448.12 4833246.78 1.2 429423.1 4830390.76 1.2 419320.22 4830492.58 1.2 *

BOUNDARIES 2 1 424307.29 4836808.69 5.0 424106.18 4836689.5 5.

0 424492.78 4836529.07 5.0 424568.18 4836586.76 5.0 424471.33 4836710.99
5.0 424307.29 4836808.69 5.0 *

TRANSPORTATION 1 0 419409.27 4838152.13 3.4 419894.57 4837982.1
6 3.4 420619.43 4837851.46 3.4 421455.22 4837763.88 3.4 422283.68 48373
91.17 3.4 423064.47 4837062.9 3.4 424721.92 4836363.56 3.4 425313.64 48
35623.7 3.4 425785.82 4834753.84 3.4 425952.12 4834194.32 3.4 426534.4
4833708.31 3.4 427273.92 4833245.6 3.4 427769.19 4833137.9 3.4 428489.77

4833277.19 3.4 429098.2 4833476.23 3.4 429437.75 4833668.86 3.4 *
TRANSPORTATION 1 0 426940.82 4838284.45 3.2 427049.3 4838444.33

3.2 427262.69 4838611.88 3.2 427455.25 4838638.82 3.2 427907.6 4838535
.96 3.2 428165.98 4838615.11 3.2 428404.3 4838849.4 3.2 428793.41 48388
39.02 3.2 429161.93 4838756.6 3.2 429391.65 4838812.91 3.2 429487.77 48

38749.75 3.2 *
TRANSPORTATION 5 0 419420.48 4838922.72 7.0 419925.11 4838568.6

7 7.0 420754.22 4838321.34 7.0 421545.07 4838318.94 7.0 422328.85 48380
08.93 7.0 423205.66 4837626.07 7.0 423966.79 4837328.65 7.0 424845.27 4

836894.38 7.0 425335.1 4836432.99 7.0 425704.89 4835793.37 7.0 425831.8
4835393.04 7.0 426040.46 4834876.88 7.0 426275.1 4834428.54 7.0 426769.

63 4833841.84 7.0 427313.17 4833459.31 7.0 427943.88 4833406.79 7.0 428

404.17 4833447.62 7.0 428901.63 4833606.77 7.0 429249.3 4833837.0 7.0 4

29443.72 4833887.53 7.0 *
TRANSPORTATION 5 0 419405.71 4838181.02 7.0 420115.5 4837966.56

7.0 420759.11 4837909.91 7.0 421526.88 4837775.44 7.0 422146.79 483754
9.2 7.0 422847.81 4837260.71 7.0 423768.82 4837034.83 7.0 42440

4833708.31 3.4 427273.92 4833245.6 3.4 427769.19 4833137.9 3.4 428489.77
4833277.19 3.4 429098.2 4833476.23 3.4 429437.75 4833668.86 3.4 *

TRANSPORTATION 1 0 426940.82 4838284.45 3.2 427049.3 4838444.33
3.2 427262.69 4838611.88 3.2 427455.25 4838638.82 3.2 427907.6 4838535

.96 3.2 428165.98 4838615.11 3.2 428404.3 4838849.4 3.2 428793.41 48388
39.02 3.2 429161.93 4838756.6 3.2 429391.65 4838812.91 3.2 429487.77 48

38749.75 3.2 *
TRANSPORTATION 5 0 419420.48 4838922.72 7.0 419925.11 4838568.6

7 7.0 420754.22 4838321.34 7.0 421545.07 4838318.94 7.0 422328.85 48380

08.93 7.0 423205.66 4837626.07 7.0 423966.79 4837328.65 7.0 424845.27 4

836894.38 7.0 425335.1 4836432.99 7.0 425704.89 4835793.37 7.0 425831.8
4835393.04 7.0 426040.46 4834876.88 7.0 426275.1 4834428.54 7.0 426769.

63 4833841.84 7.0 427313.17 4833459.31 7.0 427943.88 4833406.79 7.0 428

404.17 4833447.62 7.0 428901.63 4833606.77 7.0 429249.3 4833837.0 7.0 4

29443.72 4833887.53 7.0 *
TRANSPORTATION 5 0 419405.71 4838181.02 7.0 420115.5 4837966.56

7.0 420759.11 4837909.91 7.0 421526.88 4837775.44 7.0 422146.79 483754

9.2 7.0 422847.81 4837260.71 7.0 423768.82 4837034.83 7.0 424401.79 483

6791.6 7.0 424787.75 4836414.7 7.0 425073.63 4836073.06 7.0 425537.09 4

835395.97 7.0 425778.35 4834931.63 7.0 425897.89 4834520.5 7.0 426440.21
4833879.71 7.0 427063.97 4833419.92 7.0 427520.96 4833197.1 7.0 428180

.63 4833231.73 7.0 428694.84 4833334.28 7.0 429116.45 4833564.31 7.0 42

9442.72 4833701.06 7.0 * EOF

Table 6: The DR lID PK.PLN file.
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1219 D 324 4 5040001000700000CAT0004 100007CATD003 100048CATDOO4300079CATD
004200122CATD004 300164CATD003600207CAT000470024 3CAT000460029OCATD003800336CAT000
3200374CAT0005000406CAT0005000456CAT0003800506CATD005000544CATD005600594CATD0047
OO65OCATDOO4400697CATD003500741CAT0003500776CATDOO2900811CAT000370084OCATD003700
877; O;CD&CD&Catalog/Directory&&ACAD DIR. DDF&O& ;CD&LG&Lineage&&ACAD_QUL.DDF&
1&;CD&PA&posjtjonal Accuracy&&ACADQUL. DDF&2& ;CD&AA&AttribUte Accuracy&&ACADQUL
.DDF&3&;CD&LC&Logical Consistency&&ACAD QUt..DDF&4&;CDCG&COmP1etefleSS&&ACAD_QUL.
DDF&5&;CD&CX&Catalog/Cross-Reference&&ACAOSDT.DDF&1&;CD&CS&CatalOg/SPatial Doina
in&&ACADSDT. DDF&2& ;CD&ID&Identification&&ACM3_SDT. ODF&3& ;CD&SC&SeCUrity&&ACAD_S
DT.DDF&4&;CD&IR&Internaj. Spatial Reference&&AC/¼D_SDT.DDF&5&;CD&XR&EXterflal Spati
al Reference&&ACAD_SDT. DDF&6&;CD&SD&Spatial Domairi&&ACAD_SDT.DDF&7& ;CD&DF&Data d
ictionary/Defjnition&&ACAD_SDT. DDF&8& ;CD&DE&Data dictionary/Entity-AttribUte&&AC
ADSDT. DDF&9& ;CD&DD&Data dj.ctjonary/Domain&&ACAD_SDT.DOF&1O&;CD&ST&TraflSfer Stat,
istics&&ACAD SOT. DDF&11& ;CD&PO&Foint-Node&&ACAD_SDT. DDF&12&;CD&P1&POifltNOde&&AC
ADSDT.DDF&14& ;CD&L1&Line&&ACADSOT.DDF&20&;CD&R1&POlygOfl-Riflg&&ADAD_SDT.DDF&24&
;CD&R2&Polygon-Rin9&&AOAD_SDT. DDF&25&;

Table 7: The ACAD DIR.DDF file.
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16873L 06 311 45040000017 10012 10o01002600292CATXO066O0318CATSO069003S4ID
0096004 535CUR0050005491REF012000599XREF0073007 19SPDM005200792DMSA004500844DDDF00
7300889DDEA006900962DDDM007401031STAT006401105SADR004501169PNTS003901214LT0033
ol2S3poLyoo4lol2s6AT0000s3ol32mv000032ol3aoArolaos3ol4l2Avoloo32ol46S:0000;&ext
ernal file tjt1e&0001CATX0001CATS000lIDEN0001TI(DS0001SCUR0001IREF0001XREFOOOlS
M0001DDDF000100EA0001000M0001STAT000 1ATOOATOOAVOOATOOATO1ATO1AVO1ATO1ATO2AT02AVO
2;0l00;&EC0RD IDENTIFIER&&:2600;&CATALOG/CR0SS_REFERENCE&*M00N!M1!T1P12T
'1P2!COMT&(6A) ;2600;&CATAL0G/SPATIAL_D0MAIN&*M0DN!NAMETYPE!D0MtflMAPTHEM0MT&(7
A);1600;&IDENTIFICATI0N&M0DN!STID!STVS!D0CU!TITLiDAIDDOMD!DAST!MPD1MP02!5)!S
CA2COMT&(1OA,21,A) ;1600;&SECURITY&M0DN!CLASCTflLV0TRVIS!C0MT&(6A)16OOT
NAL SPATIAL REFERENCE&M0DN!C0MT!SATP5FMT!HFMTIVFMT!SFAXS!SFAY!SFAZ!XORGY0RG!ZO
RGtXHRS!YHRSVRES&(6A.6R,3A) ;1600;&EXTERNAL SPATIAL REFERENCE&MODN!COMT!RDOC!VDA
T!SDAT!HDAT!ZONE&(8A) ;1600;&SPATIAL DOMAIN&MODN!DTYP!DDSTP!DSFT!COMT&(5A) ;2600;&
Spatial Address&*Easting!Northing&(2R) ;1000;&DATA DICTIOUARY/DEFINITI0N&M0DNE0R
A!EAL5!SRCE! DFIN!AUTH!ADSC& (7A) ; l000;&DATA DICTIONARY/ENTITY_ATTRIBUTE&MODN!ETLB
EUTH!ATLB!AUTH&(5A) ;l000;&DATA 0ICTI0NARY/D0MAIN&MODNIATLBIATD0IADVF1ADMUIVAI
DVAL!VADF&(8A) ;l000;&TRANSFER STATISTICS&M0DN!MNRFMTRF!NRECNSAD!NATT&(3A,3I) :2
600;&Spatial Address&*Easting!Northing&(2R) ;1600:&P0INT-NODE&M0DN!0BRP05ID&(2A,
I);1600;&LINE&MODN!OBRP!0BID&(2A,I);1600&POLYCONRING&MODN!09RP10B10&(2A.fl3.60
0;&ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION&*ATLB!AUTH!AFMT!AUNT&(4A) ;2600;&ATTRIBUTE VALUE&*ATVL&(A
:1600;&ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION&*ATLB!AUTH!AFMT!AUNT&(4A) ;2600;&ATTRIBtJTE VALUE&*AT

VL&(A);
129 0 64 45040001000700000CATX002900007CATX004800036; l;CX&CD&Cat

alog/Dlrectory&*&*&;CX&XR&External Spatial Reference&P0&PoifltNOde&
373 0 116 4SO40001000700000CATS003100007CATSOO4500038CATSOO4500083CATS

004900128CATS004600177CATS005300223; 2 ;CS&CD&Catalog/DireCtOry&*&*&*& ;CS&P0&
Point-Node&OREGON&DEER I-lEAD PEAK&null& ;CS&Pl&Point-Node&OREGON&DEER_HEAD_PEAK&TE
XT& ;CS&Ll&Line&OREGON&DEER HEAD PEAK&TRANSPORTATION& ; CS&R1&Polygon-Ring&OREGOU&D
EER HEAD PEAK&MAP& ;CS&R2&Polygon_Ring&OREGON&DEER_HEAD_PEAX&BOUNDARIES&.'

95 0 51 45040001000700000IDEN005600007; 3;ID&SDTS&1.0&&INOUSTRY&
No. 1&OREGON&DXF& l985&&_24,000&&;

52 B 51 4504000l000700000SCU100l300007; 4;SC&Uncla&&&&;
91 B 51 450400010007000001REF005200007; 5;IR&&2-TUPLE&ABSOLR&R&R

&l. 0&l. 0&&0. 0&0. 0&&0. 61&0. 6l&;
69 B 51 45040001000700000XREF003000007; 6;XR&&FIPSPUB&UTM&NGVD&&

NAS&l0;
70 B 51 45040001000700000SPDM003100007; 7;SD&MINMAX&EXTERNAL&ABS

OLUTE&--;
222 D 116 450400010007000000DDF00240000700DF00270003100DF001600058000F

001600074000F001900090DDDF001600109; 8;DF&ATT&ENTITY LABEL&&&&;DF&ATT&*efltit
y classes&&&&;DF&ENT&Name&&&&;DF&ATT&text&&&&;DF&ATT&outline&&&&;DF&ATT&park&&&&

352 B 155 45O4OOOl000700000DDEA001500007DDEA001800022DDEA00250004O
OO270006500EAOO210009200EAOO210011300EA00330013400EAOO2700167DDEAOO2200194;
9; DE&text&&null& ; DE&outline&&null& ; DE&park&&administratiOfl& ; DE&place&&featUre_Pr
esent& ;DE&road&&roads_type&;DE&riVer&&flaVigable& ;DE&Entity Class&&*ent.Cl. 's&CeO

g;DE&member&&*ent.c1. 's&Gaog;DE&Label Point&&Nane&;
904 B 298 4SO40001000700000DDOHOO2B00007DDOM003100035DDOMOO28000660DOM

002900094DD0M002800123DD0M00290015lDD0M002800180DD0M002700208DD0M00340023SOO
3400269000M003800303DD0M003800341DD0M002100379DD0M003200400DD0M003500432000M0031
oo4S7BDoMoo3400so4000Moo3300s3sDooMoo2500s7lDooMoo2900s96; l0;DM&Enity Label&
A&&ENUM&text;DM&Enity Label&A&&ENUM&oUtlifleDM&Enity Label&A&&ENUM&parkDM&EflitY
Label&A&&ENUM&place;DM&Enity Label&A&&ENUM&road;DM&EnitY Label&A&&ENUM&riVerDM

&Enity Class&A&&ENUN&TEXT;DM&Enity Class&A&&ENUM&MAP;DM&EflitY Class&A&&ENUM&BOUN
DARIES;DM&Enity Class&A&&ENUM&BOTJNDARIES;DH&EnitY Class&A&&ENUM&TRANSPORTATI0D
M&Enity Class&A&&ENUM&TRANSPORTATIONDM&flUll&A&&ENUM&flUll ;DM&administratiOfl&A&&E
NUM&state; DM&administration&A&&ENUM&flatiOflal ; DM&feature_present&A&&ENUM&bUildiflg

a
e&A&&ENUM&yes ; DM&Enity Label&A&&ENUM&Layer

196 0 103 4SO40001000700000STATOO2300007STATOO210003OSTAT001500051STAT
002300066STAT002300089; ll;ST&Point_N0de&P0&2&2&0ST&P0iflt_N0de&Pl&6&STn
e&L1&4&& ;ST&Polygon-Ring&Rl&l&& ;ST&PolygOfl-Riflg&R2&3&&
00191 B 00090 4so400OlOOO6o0000PNTS000700006SADR004200013AT00002S0OOSSOO
002100080; 13;P0&PX&; 4l9320.24& 4830491.5;

002100080; 13;P0&PX&; 419320.24& 483049l.5

&&A&; 0.0;
00191 0 00090 4SO40001000600000PNTS000700006SADR004200013AT000025000SSA'/OO
002100080: 14;PO&PX&; 429554.15& 4844258.4

0.0;
00191 B 00090 4SO4000].00o60OOOOPNTS000700006SADR004200013AT00002500OSSA'
002100080; 15;Pl&PT&; 422958. 43& 4839756.29;Name

& &A& ; S IUSLAW_NAT' LFOREST;
00191 B 00090 4SO4Qo0l00o6O0000PNTS000700006SADR004200013AT00002500OSSOO
002100080; 16;P1&PT&; 42114 .03& 4832283.84 ;Naine

& &A& ; ELLIoTT_STATE_FOREST;

Table 8: The ACAD_SDT.DDF file.
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00191 D
002100080;

00191 0
002100080;

00191 D
002100080;

&&A&;
00191 0
002100080;

00090 4SO40001000600000pNTS000700006SADROO4200013AT00002S000SSOO
17 ;P1&PT&; 42].969.92& 4838403.l:Hame

UMPQUA_RIVER;
00090 45O4OOO100O6OOOOOPUTS000700006SA0R004200013AT00002SOOQSSJOO
18;P1&PT&; 421221.75& 4837459. 13;Name

STATE_ROUTE_38;
00090 4SO4OOO1000600000PNTS000700006SADR004200013AT00002SO)OSSOO
19 ;P1&PT&; 427063.83& 4838790.3 ;Name

SEC._ROAD_1482;
00090 45040001000600000PNTS000700006SADR004200013AT000025000SSIOO
20;P1&PT&; 424398.1& 4836732.36;Name

&&A& ;UMPQUA_STATE WAYSIDE;
01037 D 00168 -
45040001000600000L1NE000700006AT00002500013AV00002 100025AT01002500059AV010021000
38AT000025oo105AvoOo02100084ATo1oo25Oo151Av01002100130SA0672OOl72. 20; L1&LS&

;Entity Label &&A&; road; roads_type&&A&;

US_highway; Entity Label&&A&; TRANSPORTATION member&

road; 419409.27& 4838152.13; 41

9894. 57& 4837982.16; 420619. 43& 4857851. 46;

421455.22& 4837763.88; 422283. 68& 4837391.17;

423064.47& 4837062.9; 424721.92& 4836363.56;

425313.64& 4835623.7; 425785.82& 4834753.

84; 425952.12& 4834194.32; 426534.4& 4833

708. 31; 427273. 92& 4833245.6; 427769. 19&

4833137.9; 428489.77& 4833277.19; 429098.2&

4833476. 23; 429437. 75& 4833668.86;

00827 D 00168
45040001000600000L1NE000700006AT00002500013AV00002 100197AT01002500059AV010021000
38AT000025oo1o5Av000O2looO84ATo1Oo25Oo151Avo1oo2boo1305A0R0462O72. 21;L1&LS&

;Entity Label &&A&; road; roads_type&&A&;

county_road; Entity Label&&A&; TRANSPORTATION; member&

road; 426940.82& 4838284.45; 4

27049.3& 4838444.33; 427262.69& 4838611.88;

427455. 25&

27049.3& 4838444.33; 427262.69& 4838611.88;

427455.25& 4838638.82; 427907.6& 4838535.96;

428l65.98& 4838615.11; 428404.3& 4838849.4;

428793.4l& 4838839.02; 429161.93& 4838756

429391.65& 4838812.91; 429487.77& 4838

749.75;
01205 D 00168
45O4OOO1OOo6OOOOOLINE000700006AT00002500013A00002b00197PT0b002500059b0lOO2lOOO
38AToOoO2500l05Av0OOO2l0o084ATolO02500151Avo1oO210ol30SADR084OOOl72 22 ;L1&LS&

;Entity Label &&A&; river; navigable&&A&;

yes; Entity Label&&A&; TRANSPORTATION member&

river; 4l9420.48& 4838922.72; 41

9925.11& 4838568.67; 420754.22& 4838321.34;

421545.07& 4838318.94; 422328.85& 4838008.93;

423205.66& 4837626.07; 423966.79& 4837328.65;

424845.27& 4836894.38; 425335.1& 4836432.

99; 4257O4.89& 4835793.37; 425831.8& 4835

393.04; 426040.46& 4834876.88; 426275.1&

4834428.54; 426769.63& 4833841.84; 4273l3.17&

4833459.31; 427943.88& 4833406.79; 428404.17&

4833447.62; 428901. 63& 4833606.77; 429249.

4833837.0; 429443.72& 4833887.53;

01205 0 00168
4504000l000600000LINE000700006AT000025000l3AV00002100l97AT010025000S9A'OlOO2].00O
3aAT00002500lo5Av00002l000a4AToloo2500l5lAvolao2lool3osADRo84000l72; 23 ;Ll&LS&

;Entity Label &&A&; river; navigable&&A&;

yes; Entity Label&&A&; TRANSPORTATION; member&
river; 419405.71& 4838181.02; 4

201l5.5& 4837966.56; 420759.1l& 4837909.91;
421526.88& 4837775.44; 422146.79& 4837549.2;

422847.81& 4837260.71; 423768.82& 4837034.83;
424401.79& 4836791.6; 424787.75& 4836414

425073.63& 4836073.06; 425537.09& 4835
395.97; 425778. 35& 4834931.63; 425897 .89&

4834520.5; 426440.21& 4833879.71; 427063 .97&

4833419.92; 427520.96& 4833197.1; 428180.63&

4833231.73; 428694.84& 4833334.28; 429116.4

4833564.31; 429442.72& 4833701.06;

Table 8: continued
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00575 0 00168
A5O4OOOlOOO6000O0RING000700006AT00002500013AV00002100197AT0l0025000590lOO2lO
38AT0O0O250o105AvO0o021o0084AT01O025O0151AvO1002l0013oSADR02OOl72. 24 ;R1&RR&

;Entity Label &&A&; outline; null&&A&

null; Entity Label&&A&; MAP; inember&

outline; 419320.24& 4830491.5; 41

9483.26& 4844373.46; 429554.16& 4844257.33;

4

outline; 4l9320.24& 4830491.5; 41

9483.26& 4844373.46; 429554.l6& 4844257.33:

429420.97& 4830389.66; 419320.24& 4830491.5;

01457 D 00168
4504 OOOl0OO6OOOOORING000700006AT00002500013AV00002l00197AT0b002500059101OO2OO
38AT00002500lo5Av00002l00084ATOloo2Sool5lAvol0o2l0o1305A0RlO9200l72. 25;R2&RR&

;Entity Label &&A&; park; administratiofl&&A&

national; Entity Label&&A&; BOUNDARIES; meober&

park; 429550.92& 4844259.43; 42

3814.076 4844322.03; 423828.15& 4843858.21;

422212.77& 4843993.32; 422221.23& 4843190.82;

420598.89& 4843279.78; 420655.34& 4841684.89;

419448.27& 4841725.2; 4l9413.89& 4838575.

45; 420097.476 4838221.38; 421022.386 4838

118.78; 422339.396 4837752.95; .423793.346

4837225.86; 424644.666 4836823.42; 425254.266

4836292.73; 425727.596 4835235.36; 425453. 156

4835244.95; 425464.466 4834834.68; 425910.3

16 4834828.19; 426263.516 4834231.23; 4267

29.146 4833732.05; 427499.396 4833298.65;

428517.626 4833368.6; 428523.456 4834772.43;

429461.836 4834798.57; 429550.926 4844259.43;

01289 D 00168
4504 0001000600000RING000700006AT00002500013AV00002100197AT01002500059AVO1002].000
38AT00002500105AV00002100084ATO1002500151AvO10021001305ADRO92400172; 26;R2&RR&

;Entity Label &&A&; park; administration&&A&;
state; Entity Labei&&A&; BOUNDARIES: inember&

park; 419320.226 4830492.58; 41

9381.296 4835455.73; 421535.356 4835438.45;
421538.516 4836255.03; 419886.196 4836251.47;

419842.096 4837979.39; 419860.416 4837971.03;
420211.366 4837924.84; 420223.746 4837604.

59; 421532.556 4837658.71; 421544.76 4837

267.73; 422785.466 4837277.11; 422778.636
4836047.94; 425007.62& 4836036.91; 425007.796

4833857.34; 426601.366 4833664.1; 427296.896
4833026.2; 428325.696 4833018.06; 428398.7

86 4833269.68; 429448.126 4833246.78; 429

423.16 4830390.76; 419320.226 4830492.58;
00617 0 00168
45O40001000600000RING000700006AT00002S00013AV00002 100197AT01002500059AV010021000
38AT00002sooloSAv00002l00084ATOloozsoolslAvoloo2lool3osADRo2S200l72; 27 ;R2&RR&

;Entlty Label &&A&; place; featurepresent&&A&;
buildings; Entity Label&&A&; BOUNDARIES; member&

place; 424307.296 4836808.69; 42

4106.186 4836689.5; 424492.786 4836529.07;
424568. 186 4836586.76; 424471.336 4836710.99;

424307.296 4836808.69;

Table 8: continued
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003532L 0600116 4SO400000026000000001003000026DQLCOO2800056OQPAOO4000084DQAA
0o390o].24DQLCOO4Oo0163DQCGoO34O0203;O0Oo.&externa1 file title;O100;&DDF RECORD I
DENTIFIER&&;1000;&LINEAGE&MODN!COMT&(A) ;1000;&POSITIONAL ACCURACY&MODN!COMT&(A)
1000;&ATTRIBUTE ACCURACY&MODN!COMT& (A) ;1000;&LOGICAL CONSISTENCY&MODHICOMT&(A) :1

000;&COMPLETENESS&MODN!COMT&(9A)
00370 0 00051 450400010007000000QLG031200007 1;LC&This AutoCad digita
1 data set is based upon the U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS) Deer Head Point 7.5

sin, quadrangle. It was manually digitized in November 1989. The author of
this thesis digitized the map at Oregon State University. No computational COO

rdinate transformations were applied to the data.;
00491 0 00051 450400010007000000QPA043300007 2;PA&POSitiOflal Accuracy
is based upon the use of the source map, which was compiled to meet National Ma

p Accuracy Standrads. The Positional Accuracy was measured by the "deductive e
stimate' method. The visual test resulted in a "good" evaluation for digitized

points. However, the coarse digitizing procedure (generalization) applied to
the data collection, may limit the application of the data set for a wider user

community.;
00257 0 00051 45040001000700000DQAA019900007' 3;AA&AttribUte Accuracy
was tested by visual comparison to the source map. Since very few cartographic
objects were digitized, the product's attribute codes correspond to the source

map's symbology.;
00251 0 00051 45o400010007000000QLco19300007; 4;LC&LoguiCal Consistenc

y was tested by the "valid values' method. The (x,y) coordinates did not excee
d the extent of the map, and thus were within the limits and are therefore proba

bly right.;
00502 0 00051 45040001000700000DQcGo44400007; 5;CG&The map is complete
since the objectives of the research required the digitizing of only a few obj

ects. However, the map is not complete interms of digitizing the Deer Head Poi

nt quadrangle, since only a few entities were digitized. The data set represen
ts one waterway, two roads, two parks,and one place entity, selected for demonst

ration purposes only. The location of (x,y) coordinates (positional Accuracy)
was of minor concern. ;

Table 9: The ACADQUL.DDF file.
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*************************************************
********** Data/Dictionary information

What entity represents acad color code > 7 < of layer
What entity represents acad color code > 7 < of layer
What entity represents acad color code > 3 < of layer
What entity represents acad color code > 2 < of layer
What entity represents acad color code > 1 < of layer
What entity represents acad color code > S < of layer

Which attribute has entity > text < ? null
Which attribute has entity > outline < ? null
Which attribute has entity > park < ? administration
Which attribute has entity > place < ? feature_present
Which attribute has entity > road < ? road type
Which attribute has entity > river < ? navigable

What attribute value is
Layer: MAP
-> null

What attribute value is
Layer: BOUNDARIES
-> state

What attribute value is
Layer: BOUNDARIES
-> national

What attribute value is
Layer: BOUNDARIES
-> buildings

represented by code >> 0.0 <<?
entity: outline attribute: null

represented by code >> 1.2
entity: park

represented by code >> 1.1
entity: park

represented by code >> 5.0
entity: place

TEXT? text
MAP? outline
BOUNDARIES? park
BOUNDARIES? place
TRANSPORTATION? road
TRANSPORTATION? river

attribute: administration

attribute: administration

attribute: feature_present

Table 10: Text displayed on the screen in interactive

mode running program 2.
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What attribute value is
Layer: TRANSPORTATION
-> county_road

What attribute value is
Layer; TRANSPORTATION
-> US_highway

What attribute value is
Layer: TRANSPORTATION
-> yes

-> buildings

What attribute value is
Layer: TRANSPORTATION
-> county_road

What attribute value is
Layer: TRANSPORTATION
-> US_highway

What attribute value is
Layer: TRANSPORTATION
-> yes

MAP
BOUNDARIES
BOUNDARIES
BOUNDARIES
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION

outline
park
park.
place
road
road
river

Table 10: continued

represented by code >> 3.2 <<?
entity: road attribute: road_type

represented by code >> 3.4 <<?
entity: road attribute: road_type

represented by code >> 7.0 <<?
entity: river attribute: navigable

represented by code >> 3.2 <<?
entity: road attribute: road_type

represented by code >> 3.4 <<?
entity: road attribute: road_type

represented by code >> 7.0 <<7
entity: river

null null
administration state
administration national
feature_presentbUildings
road_type county_road
road_type US_highway
navigable yes

attribute: navigable

0.0
1.2
1.1
5.0
3.2
3.4
7.0
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